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Abstract

DEVELOPING SE RESEARCH: BUILDING ON THE METHODOLOGY OF SURAM

John Walter Carter
Master of Arts 
with major in 

Language and Culture Studies
Dallas International University, Fall 2019

Supervising Professor: T. Wayne Dye

The Scripture Use Research and Ministry (SURAM) project evaluated vernacular 

Scripture use (VSU) in Papua New Guinea (PNG), also assessing the levels of 16 factors1 

thought to influence VSU. SURAM is described in detail so that others may learn from it 

to undertake Scripture engagement (SE) research. Other SE research and perspectives 

from other fields are presented to provide further context for future SE research design. 

Exploration of SURAM’s development, execution, and outcomes enables other 

researchers to adapt what SURAM did well to their own contexts. It is the author’s view 

that SE research is an essential prerequisite to future success for Bible translation (BT) 

agencies. Recommendations are made for how to accomplish actionable SE research.

1  Originally conceived as 14, with two two-part factors, each part receiving its own score.
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1. Chapter 1–Introduction

In this chapter, I give an overview of the Scripture Use Research and Ministry 

(SURAM) project and recommend specific sections for those interested in particular 

aspects of SE research. I then outline the chapter topics and introduce the purpose of the 

thesis. I provide some personal background, also sharing my journey with SURAM, and 

address the topic of assessing Bible translation. Lastly, I explain the need for this type of 

research, and discuss the context in which SURAM took place. 

1.1 SURAM Overview

Others explored Scripture engagement (SE) before the Scripture Use Research 

and Ministry (SURAM) project, but at SURAM’s inception there was a real sense of 

mystery about how communities in Papua New Guinea (PNG) were engaging with 

vernacular Scriptures, as well as why they were or were not using them. Stated as 

simplified research questions, SURAM investigated:

1. How much do Papua New Guinean language communities use vernacular 

Scripture?

2. What factors influence vernacular Scripture use (VSU), and how?

SURAM’s aim was to answer these questions as comprehensively as possible so 

that SIL in Papua New Guinea (SIL-PNG) could better understand how to accomplish its 

organizational goals, which include statements about Scripture engagement and life 

transformation. 

1
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SURAM findings had a wide and attentive audience because of the topic 

researched, the manner in which the research was conducted, the respect accorded the 

researchers, and the team’s frequent reporting of their findings. In addition to 

presentations following each trip, reports on each community were written, and the 

SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017)3 summarized the project’s conclusions 

and recommendations. 

SURAM measures three aspects of VSU—VSU in church, VSU in other contexts, 

and Reach. The first two categories of VSU focus on the village where the translation 

project was based, while the third, Reach, focuses on VSU beyond that village (see 

Sections 4.1 and 4.1.2 for more on Reach). SURAM evaluates 16 factors4 perceived to 

affect VSU. Research trips were made to 11 language communities5 where vernacular 

Scriptures had been completed since the year 19986 (see map of SURAM locations 

below).

The 16 factors examined by SURAM are7

1. Language use in church is a major indicator of VSU.
2. Language shift toward an LWC is a major obstacle to VSU.

3 Following the completion of all SURAM research trips, a report called the SURAM Final Report was 
completed for use in SIL-PNG in early 2017. It was designated the “final” report to distinguish it from 
the 11 trip reports. As this thesis is being written, a slightly modified version of the SURAM Final 
Report is being prepared for an international readership. 

4 The 16 factors spoken of in this thesis were originally conceived as 14 hypotheses to be tested during 
research. As the research neared completion, the team began to speak of them as factors. Two of the 
factors have two separate parts, scored individually, therefore they are treated as 16 here.

5 See Section 3.3.2 for details on how research locations were selected to represent the diversity present 
in PNG.

6 The original parameter was the year 2000 or later, but an exception was made in one case. This 
parameter was used to ensure that modern translation approaches and outcomes were evaluated, not 
dated, discarded approaches. It was also necessary given that the primary informants for SURAM were 
community members; details about older projects would not be remembered with sufficient precision.

7 See Section 4.2 for a description of these factors.
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3. When there is a complex dialect situation, overall VSU in the language 
community is low compared to VSU in non-complex situations.

4. A poor orthography is a great hindrance to VSU.
5. There is a direct correlation between quality of translation and amount of 

VSU.
6. The reputation of the expatriate translators and their relationships within the 

community have an effect on VSU.
7. The reputation of the local translators and their relationships within the 

community have an effect on VSU.
8. The presence of schools and some literacy is an important factor in VSU.
9. VSU activities and use of vernacular church materials early in a project 

correlates with higher VSU.
10. Lack of distribution of VS materials after the NT dedication hinders VSU.
11. The overall spiritual climate in an area correlates with the level of VSU.
12. Firm support from denominational leaders is essential for VSU.
13. Firm support from local church leaders is essential for VSU.
14. The presence of local church leaders who do not speak the local language 

hinders VSU.
15. There is a direct correlation between community involvement/empowerment 

and the level of VSU.
16. Projects that are designed and implemented by a local church or a 

local/national partner with assistance from SIL produce translations that are 
significantly more used than projects completely run by SIL. (Masters et al. 
2016, 2)
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Research models used in PNG and elsewhere could not adequately address these 

questions. SURAM’s methodology was developed to answer them.8 The knowledge gap 

about VSU in PNG was both quantitative and qualitative in nature. SURAM therefore 

used a combination of methods.9 

SURAM was developed and implemented by a team. Its core personnel were 

from the language assessment team (survey) and SALT (Scripture Application and 

Leadership Training), led by René and Lydia van den Berg.10

SURAM used a variety of tools for data collection.11 The data were converted to 

scores to communicate the big picture quickly and to increase the comparability of results 

between research trips. A team consensus process was used to determine scores using 

highly customized scales.12 

SURAM research trips unfolded roughly as follows:

1. A 10-day trip, beginning on a Friday, to allow for two Sundays in the area.

2. The team began in the translation village,13 focusing initially on research. By 

Sunday or Monday, the team gained most of the data needed to score each 

8 Chapter 3 describes this development.
9 See Sections 6.5 and 6.6 for considerations regarding this balance.
10 Section 4.3.1 discusses the importance of the team’s composition to SURAM.
11 See Appendix 6 for a sampling of SURAM’s tools.

12 See Section 4.3.3 for the consensus scoring process. See Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and Appendix 4 and 
Appendix 5 for the scales.

13 Most SIL-PNG language projects are based in a specific village. Though these villages were often 
dissimilar to one another, they were where the language project had the most influence and were the 
most comparable location relative to the language project. The designation “translation village” is used 
to represent this location. See Section 4.1.2 for more about the Reach score, closely tied to the strategy 
of focusing research on the translation village. Section 4.3.4 talks further about the characteristics of 
the translation village vis-à-vis the project.
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factor for the translation village. Where gaps in knowledge existed, time 

remained to pursue additional information.

3. By Sunday or Monday, with the research activity in the translation village 

slowing, more ministry activities were undertaken (see Section 4.3.5).

4. Wednesday or Thursday the team traveled to other locations to conduct similar 

research activities as in the translation village, focusing on Reach (see 

Sections 4.1 and 4.1.2) and the factors requiring data outside the translation 

village (see Section 4.1.2). Ministry activities followed (see Section 3.2.5).

5. By the end of the ten or so days in the area, after two Sundays attending 

multiple churches and time spent in at least two villages, the team had ranked 

all factors and returned to their various roles. The person to whom the task had 

been delegated prepared a written report. 

1.2 Section Recommendations by Topic

Readers interested in specific topics in this thesis may consult the following 

sections in this thesis:

• SURAM Overview (Section 1.1). 

• SURAM summary in Appendix 1. This focuses on findings.

• SURAM trip scores and charts in Appendix 2.

• PIQUE and SERC, described in Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.1, respectively. 

PIQUE is a descriptive framework for quickly grasping a research project’s 

shape, facilitating the comparison of projects; SERC is a spreadsheet 

describing SE research according to PIQUE. A comparison is made of 
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SURAM-like research in Section 2.2. SERC is available in full at 

(http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc), with an excerpt focused on the 

PIQUE factors for the majority of SE research projects to date in Appendix 7.

• SURAM’s development in chapter 3.

• Detailed description of SURAM overall scores (Section 4.1) and factors 

(Section 4.2).

• Unique features of SURAM in Section 4.3.

• Recommendations for future SE research in chapter 6—though these will be 

significantly less meaningful without the context of SURAM’s description.

• Samples of SURAM’s scales (Appendix 4 and Appendix 5) and tools 

(Appendix 6). 

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis addresses the following main topics:

• Chapter 1: Overview of SURAM and section recommendations for those 

interested in particular topics. Thesis purpose statement, personal background, 

and comment on assessing the work of Bible translation. An exploration of 

why SE is lacking but needed, and the PNG context

• Chapter 2: SE literature review, focusing on SE research. A framework for 

describing SE research to facilitate understanding and comparison. A 

comparison of SURAM-like and historically prominent SE research. Two 

useful perspectives from outside the BT sphere 
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• Chapter 3: SURAM’s development, beginning with trial efforts before 

SURAM’s methodology was crafted. The development of its methodology, 

and other important components of its design

• Chapter 4: SURAM form, execution, and critique. Its overall scores, 

description of the 16 factors, features distinct from other SE research, and a 

critique

• Chapter 5: SURAM conclusions, recommendations, and follow-up in PNG

• Chapter 6: Recommendations for SE research design

1.4 Thesis Purpose

In this thesis, I achieve two main things: 

1. Describe the SURAM research project in detail, focusing on methodology.

2. Make suggestions for how to approach SE research in the future.

Though the focus is on a completed research project (SURAM), this thesis is 

forward-looking, raising questions about response to past SE research and making 

recommendations for future research.

Toward a better understanding of the SURAM project, I describe its foundations 

and development. It may still be difficult to gain a quick but comprehensive overview of 

SURAM. This reflects SURAM’s complexity. The SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et 

al. 2017) is referenced frequently, and most of its significant points are raised here but not 

covered in their entirety, as this thesis focuses on SURAM’s research methods. Readers 

are encouraged to read the SURAM Final Report, along with the individual trip reports.14

14 A publicly available version of the SURAM report is forthcoming. Trip reports are limited-distribution, 
internal SIL-PNG documents.
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Though SURAM is in focus here, other SE research is also considered. Research 

from related domains will provide further context and may spark ideas for other SE 

research strategies.

1.5 Personal Background

As a researcher, I appreciate knowing the background of other researchers, as it 

enables me to better understand their areas of expertise and from what angles they 

address their topic. Accordingly, aspects of my background and my journey with 

SURAM are provided here, as well as a foretaste of some of the reasons I consider SE 

research critical. 

My early years were nomadic. I grew up in the Bible translation (BT) context on 

four continents. I learned and lost several languages along the way and experienced the 

challenge of being multicultural. I am sad witness to the fact that a people group with 

whom my parents were involved over 25 years ago remains without vernacular Scripture 

because of the untimely end of that program. I am also joyful witness to a whole nation 

receiving the Old Testament in their trade language as a result of the work of my parents 

and their team. I grew up in communities who accessed the Scriptures in multiple 

languages, as did I. Being nomadic has convinced me that people are sociolinguistically 

complex. Serving them requires careful attention, great humility, and persistence.

My undergraduate degree and associated work experience were in outdoor 

education, which included components of leadership, training, and small teams (and rock 

climbing, kayaking, and other adventures). These components were very useful when I 

took SIL’s survey courses and launched into language assessment in 2010, becoming 
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survey team leader in Papua New Guinea (PNG) in 2012. As of 2019, my wife Katie and 

I have been assigned to PNG for more than nine years and continue to learn how to better 

serve people through Bible translation.

My SIL training and work experience have been in language assessment (LA) and 

sociolinguistics. I have never been assigned to SE, nor to SE research, apart from the 

SURAM project. I have been privileged to study SE under Wayne Dye and apply these 

lessons in the context of SURAM, but I do not regard myself as an SE expert. My 

intention in this thesis is to present SURAM as imperfect but worthy of study, an SE 

research project in a body of research well worth examining for its implications for and 

recommendations to the Bible translation task.

I engaged with SE research somewhat reluctantly, because—despite having taken 

an SE class prior to that time—I wanted to focus my efforts in LA. I perceived that 

working in SE in PNG primarily meant conducting workshops,15 and though I saw their 

relevance, this approach did not match my own ideals about SE in language projects. But 

the SURAM project shared a goal with language assessment: to make Bible translation 

more effective. By “effective” I mean, most simply: people hearing God more clearly.

My language assessment experience has been entirely in the Pacific, though I 

have been privileged to interact with surveyors globally and gain some understanding of 

their contexts and processes. The main way to enable people to hear God more clearly 

through LA is by informing program planning strategy in terms of where and when 

15 SE personnel have expressed their desire to work more closely with translation programs as consultants 
but are limited in what they can do by translators’ awareness of the need for SE work, and also by 
translators’ limited resources.
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translation projects are started, along with how they are conducted. In reviewing 

completed projects to improve future projects, SURAM had the same objective. 

The survey team thus joined SURAM, and now, over seven years after we 

initiated that conversation and three years after SURAM concluded, I am considering the 

whole project through writing. I was privileged to be part of the SURAM team 

throughout its tenure. I gave feedback and logistical support to those conducting pre-

SURAM research in 2011. In 2012, I was part of the team drawing up ideas for what 

SURAM would become. Much of the research design was completed by René van den 

Berg, Janell Masters, Crystal Davis, and others while I was in the US in 2013. I went on 

the second SURAM trip—the first trip that closely approximated SURAM’s final form16

—and then went on additional17 trips, including one as leader. As survey team leader, I 

continued to give regular input to questions of research design and data analysis, along 

with providing logistical support and assistance with trip reports. As SURAM came to a 

close, I contributed to the SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017). 

I believe this topic is important because others will benefit from research similar 

to SURAM. Just as I am an advocate for LA—and there are too few surveyors trying to 

tackle an enormous amount of research globally—so too I promote SE research. But 

whereas LA has something of an accepted place within SIL, SE research is still finding its 

way.

16 The main changes were 1) standardization of the ministry aspect, with SALT becoming a regular part 
of SURAM (see Section 3.2.5), and 2) the decision to focus research on the village where the 
translation team was based (see Sections 4.1, 4.1.2, and 4.3.4).

17 I went on the second, third, and sixth SURAM trips, as well as a three-day trip that adapted SURAM 
tools to a shorter timeframe and was designed to be part of the transition from SURAM to the EETrU 
project (Encouraging Existing Translation Use).
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It is a very late stage for BT agencies to be asking, “How are we doing with SE?” 

Until there is a better answer to this question, BT agencies cannot learn from their past 

and become more effective. Bible translation organizations may continue to find 

themselves obscuring the gospel—the very opposite of their intention! Is there evidence 

to show the lack of information is a non-issue? Not enough. I hope this thesis will be a 

valuable contribution to the body of evidence.

1.6 Assessing the Work of Bible Translation

From its beginning, SIL focused on telling God’s story through the work of Bible 

translation. The inciting event leading to SIL’s founding was Cameron Townsend’s 

encounter selling Spanish Bibles to a man who could not read Spanish. For Townsend, 

the obvious solution was translating the Bible into the man’s vernacular. God can use 

those Scriptures to transform people and communities. SIL facilitates the translation of 

Scriptures into languages that communicate best, as part of its overall language 

development task.

Because translation is a big task, and because people involved in BT tend to be 

task-oriented, translators sometimes become very focused on the product. Translation is a 

clearly defined task. Shifting the goal from production to engagement adds complexity.18 

Although translating Scriptures into other languages is a big accomplishment, the purpose 

is not that those Bibles stay on shelves in a warehouse or be unused in homes. SE 

research can point BT agencies in the direction of greater relevance and success. It will 

help those agencies better discern how God’s message can be clearly heard.

18  This may fall not on the translators’ shoulders alone. SURAM recommended a teamwork approach to 
improve SE.
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Anyone whose work is evaluated by others may feel judged; this is true of 

translators whose programs have been reviewed by SE research. Translators know that 

achieving perfection in their work is impossible; but having someone else point out 

shortcomings can be difficult. A translator may do their best and achieve a very high 

standard, but many factors are outside of their control.

The goal of evaluating past translation projects is not to lay blame. The dedication 

and investment of translators and researchers throughout the years has been exemplary. 

As SURAM team members often explained to language communities, the purpose was to 

learn why some gardens had thrived (why some projects had borne fruit) and others had 

not.

Like SURAM, this thesis attempts to be as accurate as possible and does not shy 

away from trying to understand failure and its causes in SE research. My hope is that this 

thesis will improve future SE research design, which in turn will enable future translators 

to learn from the experiences of those who have gone before, rather than walking the 

same path just because “that’s how it’s done.” 

1.7 The Need for Scripture Engagement Research

Comparisons between the work of BT and business have been made many times. 

The conclusion often drawn is that a business is foolish that does not know whether its 

product is selling and to whom, and other factors relevant to its profit margin. The 

expectation is that businesses will tailor their product to their consumers—for instance, 

fast food chains whose products differ significantly depending on the continent where 

they are sold. The implication is that BT agencies that fail to assess use—or, in business 
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jargon, neglect to customize their products to consumers—are naïve and likely to fail to 

achieve their objectives.

A more useful comparison is between change agencies and BT agencies. Whereas 

businesses primarily aim to make money, viewing their product as a means to an end, 

change agencies offer a particular service or product because they believe it is inherently 

valuable to the communities they serve. Change agencies recognize that the product they 

offer is not the only thing that will benefit people; but most specialize in a particular 

product or type of service. Their primary goal is to benefit the people they work with in a 

specific way.

BT agencies are similar. Convinced of the value of their services, persistence is 

appropriate when the community appears indifferent. However, this does not mean that 

BT agencies should be unaware of how these communities are responding and why.

Visiting PNG’s remote language communities, including those investigated by 

SURAM, shows that change agencies have a broad (though far from comprehensive) 

reach, bringing a variety of services to communities that would not otherwise have access 

to the service or product in question. Often, however, the product or service is not used as 

intended. 

My experience is admittedly anecdotal, but here are some examples of the result 

of change agency efforts I have observed in PNG. In a village in Milne Bay on a narrow 

spit of land with no water source, the one pipe delivering water to the community had 

been severed so a section of it could be put to personal use some years previously. The 

community was forced to carry water some distance or use haphazardly collected 
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rainwater. In Manus, an innovative, self-contained toilet system was completely unused. 

It sat next to a building marked “Library” by the change agency that built it; the building 

contained no books. In Morobe a company installed a gravity-fed standpipe system. In 

one village it worked wonderfully, in another it produced tepid water for 30 minutes per 

day. In Madang, a very simple well had fallen into disuse, or had never been used, 

because the locals considered their other water sources perfectly adequate. I have not kept 

a record, but my impression is that far fewer than half of such projects have been 

successful much beyond their completion date.

The services offered by these change agencies are generally of value, and 

communities in PNG express a felt need for these kinds of initiatives. So why the low 

rate of success? That is a topic for another thesis, but the point of this comparison is that, 

even acknowledging that these change agencies are going to be faithful to their specific 

product and strategy, they must conduct what the business world would call market 

research to better understand community response. In the same way, BT agencies will 

persist in offering vernacular literature and related services that support their goals. If BT 

agencies wish to avoid the bad reputation of some change agencies because of their 

unused innovations, then they have to discover how communities view and respond to the 

products and services they offer. Failing to research the diffusion of innovations means 

continuing to invest resources in unproven methods. These methods have proven 

effective for creating a quality product, but the adoption of that product has not been 

investigated adequately.
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In 2000 Hill wrote, “Twenty years after the term Scripture in Use was coined . . . 

we should move beyond anecdotes, subjective impressions, or discussions in the air 

uninformed by facts” (2000, 81). Two decades after Hill’s statement, discussions 

surrounding SE remain too subjective. Research among the communities served by BT 

agencies is the most appropriate solution. “Anecdotal accounts and hopeful desires have 

driven the Bible translation cause, but it is time for an increase in objective studies to 

highlight the factors leading to the use of Scripture” (Federwitz 2008, 50). There has been 

an uptick of SE research in the past two decades (see 

http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc).

BT agencies should not spend $1 million and decades per translation project 

without a clear picture of whether goals—beyond producing materials—are being 

achieved.

1.7.1  Why SE Research is Lacking

After so many decades of Bible translation, understanding of use and impact of 

vernacular Scripture (VS) remains vague. Attitudes, preconceptions, and practical 

challenges all play a part. Here are some that may prevent a better understanding of SE:

• Attitudes or preconceptions hinder the curiosity of BT agencies:

∘ indifference – “We have more than enough to do” 

∘ fear – “What if no one wants to use the materials we’ve already worked 

ten years on?” 

∘ translation itself being a lifetime’s work, not allowing for additional 

initiatives
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∘ seeing SE as the Holy Spirit’s role

∘ specializing in translation and expecting partner organizations to 

accomplish complementary tasks

∘ the expectation that advantageous innovations (Scriptures) diffuse 

naturally (without BT agency assistance)

• Late or lack of awareness of the problem. At certain time and places, 

translation has been judged a sufficiently difficult challenge, and SE left to 

others. 

• Complexity of factors impacting adoption of VS. Rather than simplifying the 

picture, SE research shows how intricate and dynamic these factors are. 

Useful models exist, including the “Eight Conditions” (Dye 2009). There are 

many anecdotal stories of strategies that worked in specific situations. But 

with the myriad of factors that interact with and influence behavior, and given 

the dynamics of human decision-making, gaining a clear picture of what has 

worked and what is likely to work in the future is very challenging.

• Diversity of the global stage. What is a major factor in one context may be 

completely absent in another. This applies to neighboring languages as well as 

to projects in separate countries.

• Lack of dedicated researchers and SE researchers. It was in the 1980s that SIL 

established sociolinguistic research teams. Until then, such research had been 

done on an as-needed basis, often by translators preparing to allocate. 
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Language assessment developed in the following decades to become the 

family of diverse survey strategies it is today. 

     SE research has usually been undertaken by people without formal 

research roles, often as part of an academic degree. SIL has no one 

functioning in an ongoing capacity as an SE researcher, and the formation of a 

community of practice is difficult. Survey teams often have a pre-identified 

audience for their reports (those who requested the research, in particular); but 

because a number of important SE research projects have been undertaken as 

degree requirements, they unfortunately have a small audience and no one is 

committed to act on them. In other cases, SE research was sponsored by BT 

agencies, but the who and how of response was unclear. SURAM was an 

important exception to this but has not yet achieved the desired follow-up.

• Duration of the innovation–adoption process. Most innovations are adopted by 

a community over many years. In a lot of the locations where BT agencies 

work, vernacular printed Scripture is a foreign innovation, potentially 

requiring many new skills to use. SE research often gives a snapshot only of 

the current situation, which fails to tell the story of how it got to be that way. 

Research projects that do attempt a retelling suffer from recall challenges (see 

Section 6.1.2). BT agencies desire more than a snapshot, because they want to 

know sequence, process of adoption, and other elements that will aid them in 

knowing how to be more effective in the future.
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• Looking for answers in the wrong places. Some SE research projects look for 

answers not from the language communities but from BT agency staff. The 

primary research context for SE research must be the language communities 

served by BT agencies. 

Such challenges should not dishearten us, but neither should we ignore them. 

Gaining understanding of use and impact of VS is a necessity, and it will not be a once-

and-done endeavor. It will be more successful if done collaboratively.

It is important to remember the complexity of what is being examined. 

Attempting to draw from conclusions about the influence of a “single innovation” 
[vernacular Scripture] in a complex system like a full-fledged culture including all 
of the history, changes, values, personalities, institutions, attitudes, daily events, 
contracts, external influences, etc. is extremely difficult. Literally hundreds, if not 
thousands, of variables are present which could have shaped or influenced 
observed outcomes. Tracing cause-and-effect relationships in this sort of context 
is not only daunting but readily amenable to competing interpretations. (Steve 
Walter, email to author, September 2019)

1.7.2  SURAM is Part of the Solution

SURAM is not a perfect SE research project, replicable anywhere for any 

question related to SE. It was tailored to its context and the questions deemed relevant at 

the time. But there is still great value in a close examination of SURAM, especially 

where such examination pushes beyond the research tools and reflects on the principles 

employed in the study. SURAM and other SE research projects are examples which may 

be emulated. The underlying principles enable practitioners to develop a research model 

suited to their own contexts and goals. SURAM has much to offer anyone planning SE 

research.
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BT agencies play an important role in enabling communities, and especially 

minority people groups, to access Scriptures in ways that best communicate to them. 

Translation goals go beyond the purchase of the materials developed; rather, BT agencies 

hope to see transformation occur as a result of engagement with Scripture. But though BT 

agencies have well-formed translation policies that ensure a quality product, the route to 

successful engagement and transformation remains less well-charted. SURAM and other 

SE research have begun exploring those trails, but much more research is needed before 

BT agencies can consistently prescribe effective SE strategies and reliably recommend 

remedial action where research reveals that SE is less than desired.

1.8  Papua New Guinea Setting

Diversity is the most important place to begin a discussion of SE in the Papua 

New Guinea context.19 There are virtually no areas in PNG where you can travel 50 miles 

along a bearing and not encounter another language group. Researchers have to exercise 

caution in their sampling, avoiding claims that what is true in one location applies in 

another. BT agencies perceive the enormous task of serving over 800 language groups in 

a country the size of California. Other countries of similar size include Cameroon (with 

over 270 languages) and Sweden (with 15).20 PNG is a complex setting for research.

19 For more on the PNG setting, particularly the Christian church and mission context, see Gibbs 2006, 
http://www.philipgibbs.org/pdfs/PNG%20globalization.pdf (accessed Nov 2, 2019).

20 See Ethnologue.com for further information about language numbers. I have generally refrained from 
listing exact numbers, knowing that, at least for PNG, much research is needed before an exact number 
can be given with confidence. Note that Indonesia, second behind PNG with 700+ languages, is four 
times the size of PNG. Nigeria, third with 500+ languages, is twice the size of PNG. Vanuatu has the 
highest density for languages by land mass (Eberhard, Simons, and Fennig 2019, 
https://www.ethnologue.com/enterprise-faq/which-major-country-has-highest-density-or-concentration-
languages, accessed November 13, 2019).

https://www.ethnologue.com/enterprise-faq/which-major-country-has-highest-density-or-concentration-languages
https://www.ethnologue.com/enterprise-faq/which-major-country-has-highest-density-or-concentration-languages
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A survey trip conducted in 2012 illustrates this complexity. The survey team 

arrived by helicopter, landing in a tiny clearing beside a river in the mountains. Most of 

the men of the village were gone, working at a mine. The surveyors endured two days of 

difficult hiking alongside and across the river through virgin forest. They passed language 

groups on the river’s far side which had an ongoing conflict with the language being 

researched. By the third day, they emerged into a broad valley, carpeted with tall grass, 

and entered a related language area. The villages in the mountains had been isolated and 

hidden; these were in the open and linked by the river. A week later, they sat on a small 

rise of land in the middle of a swamp. The people had chosen to locate their village there, 

partly to defend their traditional area from yet another group. The team prepared to enter 

a third language area, also related. Whereas the first two groups demonstrated strong 

language vitality despite some inroads made by the “outside” world, this third group had 

intermarried with other language groups more and was nearer the highway; their 

language vitality was lower. In that week and a half, the surveyors had traveled a diverse 

physical and sociolinguistic landscape, on foot and by canoe, through three language 

groups, passing four others to the east and two to the west. This tiny corner of PNG is by 

no means unique.

1.8.1  Languages

The linguistic landscape of PNG is such a significant feature that it deserves 

additional explanation. Language is an everyday experience for all people everywhere, 

but in PNG it often plays a conscious role in behavior. For BT agencies to conduct their 

business effectively, they must understand what languages are spoken, when, and why; 
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the attitudes surrounding these languages; and the ways that languages are used to pass 

on knowledge. For SE researchers, evaluating language dynamics comprises a significant 

portion of their work. This includes gauging the vitality of a vernacular, assessing 

domains of use relative to languages of wider communication (LWCs), and understanding 

language use norms (influenced by culture, education, access to the outside world, church 

policy). With over 800 languages, many of which have distinct dialects in the linguistic or 

social sense, the language-scape of PNG is vertiginous. 

Several of the languages researched by SURAM were characterized by sharp 

contrasts in dialect or language vitality. During the Niak trip it was clear that the 

translation had no chance of reaching people in two of the three dialects because they 

were linguistically and geographically separate from the dialect in which the translation 

had been done. This type of situation forms part of a cogent argument against “checking a 

language off of a list” when a translation has been completed. (See the recommendation 

in Section 5.2 about BT agencies remaining engaged with communities after project 

completion.) For the Biuk language community, the translation was based in a village that 

had subsequently become populated almost entirely by settlers from other language 

groups who wanted to be nearer town (the village had been on its outskirts). At the time 

of the SURAM visit, almost no one in that village spoke the language of the translation, 

and virtually no one there used the VS. Traveling just a little further from town, the team 

found stronger language vitality and ethnically homogeneous villages, but people there 

either had not heard of the translation, or considered it as belonging to the village and 
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denomination which had been primarily involved in the translation. In PNG, it is possible 

to walk a very short distance and find yourself in a very different sociolinguistic situation.

1.8.2  Infrastructure

Faced with the limited financial resources of a developing country and its often 

extreme environment, including frequent earthquakes and torrential rains, PNG has a 

limited and always-eroding road network. Its airstrips are affected by the same threats. 

These challenges extend to its systems: education, health, and law and order. Well over 

75% of SURAM’s budget was spent on travel.

Limited infrastructure has many implications for SE research. It makes for 

difficult or dangerous travel (bad roads, or no roads) and limited communication with the 

community before and after the trip (unreliable or nonexistent telephone service, a 

limited postal service, and rare internet use). It creates dependence on the community’s 

hospitality for food and lodging (no stores, restaurants, or hotels). There are many other 

implications for conducting research among people who for the most part have not had a 

high school education.

Living, eating, and enduring normal living conditions with the community 

provides opportunity for relationship. Trust is established in sharing everyday life: 

bathing in the river, successfully crossing a slippery log over a gorge, slipping and sliding 

down a muddy trail, and swatting mosquitos over a supper of food harvested that day 

from a local garden. This is when the community shares its perspectives on BT with those 

outsiders who demonstrate a sincere interest in their community.
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1.8.3  Religion

PNG is majority Christian, with 96% of the population claiming Christianity, 

according to the 200021 and 201122 censuses. The church, the Bible, and missionaries are 

viewed positively by most people, and SURAM team members were welcomed when 

their purpose was known. SE research can be conducted freely, and open discussions 

about Christian religious behavior are regarded as normal.

In some communities studied by SURAM, it was clear that other religions were 

practiced. As is expected in a context where respected outsiders are often told what the 

community thinks they want to hear, these non-Christian activities tended to be 

downplayed, though there was often observable evidence. This highlights the importance 

of triangulated research—research that looks at questions from multiple angles. 

Another factor relevant to understanding the religious setting is that outsiders are 

valued as a source of opportunity. So even locals who are indifferent or opposed to a BT 

organization’s values may invite a representative of a BT organization to stay, for the 

other benefits they hope that will bring.

The result is that SURAM team members could expect to talk productively with 

almost any community member about the translation project and whether their church 

used the vernacular Scripture. PNG is an easy place to conduct SE research, apart from 

the danger of hearing only the answers that the people think the researcher wants to hear.

21 U.S. Department of State, 2003. https://2009-2017.state.gov/j/drl/rls/irf/2003/24317.htm.

22 National Statistical Office, 2011. https://spccfpstore1.blob.core.windows.net/digitallibrary-docs/files/
f2/f29f4484aeb618921dc4511a3b7ee617.pdf?sv=2015-12-
11&sr=b&sig=o9gp8xlRIcaEWMf0b0yb4OwXsh8e6GF7r2PgiLsi7GU%3D&se=2020-05-
11T01%3A43%3A50Z&sp=r&rscc=public%2C%20max-age%3D864000%2C%20max-stale
%3D86400&rsct=application%2Fpdf&rscd=inline%3B%20filename%3D
%22PNG_2011_Census_National_Report.pdf%22.

https://spccfpstore1.blob.core.windows.net/digitallibrary-docs/files/f2/f29f4484aeb618921dc4511a3b7ee617.pdf?sv=2015-12-11&sr=b&sig=o9gp8xlRIcaEWMf0b0yb4OwXsh8e6GF7r2PgiLsi7GU%3D&se=2020-05-11T01%3A43%3A50Z&sp=r&rscc=public%2C%20max-age%3D864000%2C%20max-stale%3D86400&rsct=application%2Fpdf&rscd=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22PNG_2011_Census_National_Report.pdf%22
https://spccfpstore1.blob.core.windows.net/digitallibrary-docs/files/f2/f29f4484aeb618921dc4511a3b7ee617.pdf?sv=2015-12-11&sr=b&sig=o9gp8xlRIcaEWMf0b0yb4OwXsh8e6GF7r2PgiLsi7GU%3D&se=2020-05-11T01%3A43%3A50Z&sp=r&rscc=public%2C%20max-age%3D864000%2C%20max-stale%3D86400&rsct=application%2Fpdf&rscd=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22PNG_2011_Census_National_Report.pdf%22
https://spccfpstore1.blob.core.windows.net/digitallibrary-docs/files/f2/f29f4484aeb618921dc4511a3b7ee617.pdf?sv=2015-12-11&sr=b&sig=o9gp8xlRIcaEWMf0b0yb4OwXsh8e6GF7r2PgiLsi7GU%3D&se=2020-05-11T01%3A43%3A50Z&sp=r&rscc=public%2C%20max-age%3D864000%2C%20max-stale%3D86400&rsct=application%2Fpdf&rscd=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22PNG_2011_Census_National_Report.pdf%22
https://2009-2017.state.gov/j/drl/rls/irf/2003/24317.htm
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The SURAM team often participated in church services alongside the community 

they were there to research, enjoying true fellowship. But there were also frequent 

glimpses of other forces. During the Niak SURAM trip, the team heard the story of a 

Christian priest and an animist. The former’s prayer for rain failed, while the latter’s 

prayer for fish succeeded. The SURAM team was told that this strengthened the ancestral 

belief in spirits. Though other belief systems make inroads against Christianity and may 

be opposed to the work of BT agencies (passively or actively), my sense is that the main 

threat to SE in PNG today is the indifference toward God that may result from the 

prioritization of material wealth and associated opportunities.

In summary, the contexts BT agencies operate within are often complex, highly 

nuanced, and there may be contradictory aspects. Operational planners look for trends 

and norms so that programs can be consistent in their shape and application; this is 

desirable for the sake of efficiency. In heterogeneous environments, however, such plans 

will not adequately serve everyone; a large percentage of people in the target audience 

may be missed. Additionally, people and contexts change over time, so program plans are 

always going out of date. 

“Though we want to draw conclusions from our work, including generalizations 
about a people and their beliefs and practices, we need to remember that these 
change over time, sometimes dramatically. Rather than downplaying or limiting 
this awareness, anthropologists are dedicated to understanding our changing 
humanity across cultures” (Knauft 2013, 51). 

It is precisely in this type of complex and changing environment that research proves its 

worth in showing how the situation has changed and indicating ways programs need to 

change in response.
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Many of the contexts BT agencies work in throughout PNG are challenging, for a 

variety of reasons. If BT agencies lose touch with their context and how they are 

performing within it, then they will miss the mark when the target shifts.



2. Chapter 2–Literature Review

This chapter begins by presenting a framework which allows for a more concise 

review of SE research to date. I define what I consider the most critical components of 

SE research and then use this framework to describe several SE research projects similar 

to SURAM. Observations and conclusions are then drawn, based primarily on these 

descriptions. The focus of this thesis is SE research. The review presented here will 

confine itself to that topic, rather than venturing into the much broader topic of Scripture 

engagement.

Fields outside of BT have material relevant to SE approaches, so the chapter ends 

by looking at two examples I believe are particularly pertinent to assessment and 

understanding of SE today.

2.1  Defining a Framework to Describe SE Research

During SURAM’s planning, we found it difficult to ascertain what SE research 

had been done previously and what conclusions had been drawn. There was no single 

listing of SE research to date. There was no SE research community of practice; its 

absence means future efforts may continue to be disconnected. Lacking people and 

positions to coordinate future SE research, perhaps some foundational documents 

describing previous research can at least provide context, which may give it direction.

The Scripture Engagement Research Compendium project (SERC) was initiated 

to make up for the lack of a descriptive listing of SE research. SERC is built on the 
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PIQUE framework (described below), which prioritizes concise, consistent description of 

core components of SE research. In early 2019, I invited the BT community, especially 

researchers and SE workers, to contribute entries about SE research to the spreadsheet. 

SERC is a working document, with entries yet to be written on fewer than ten of the 40-

plus studies in the spreadsheet. Existing entries cover most of the better-known studies; 

many of these entries were made by the authors of the original research, including Dye, 

Hill, and Landin, among others. SERC is available at 

http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc.

SE research projects have been described in a variety of ways. One can describe 

each project book-review style, discuss the findings of others as they pertain to one’s own 

research (like Griffis 2011), or discuss what different projects have discovered regarding 

factors of interest (as Gottschlich 2013 did). Given the goal of describing SURAM 

methodology in such a way that others may learn from its design, a detailed framework 

for comparing and contrasting SE research is needed.

To create a focused framework, I will begin broadly with an outline of various 

aspects of SE research, describing why each aspect is helpful to know about in the SE 

research context. The focus will then narrow to the proposed framework, PIQUE, in 

Section 2.1.2. This framework will be more helpful for gaining a focused overview of SE 

research.

2.1.1  Aspects of SE Research

The table below includes aspects of SE research which are helpful for planners or 

readers to know.
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Table 1. Aspects of SE Research and Why Their Description is Helpful

Aspects of 
SE research

Why it is helpful for a researcher to know Why it is helpful for 
readers to know

Area 
researched

Context matters. Researchers cannot adopt a research 
design wholesale from one context and use it in another. 
Research conducted in a very different context will 
require significant adaptation.
Researchers are more likely to be able to borrow strategies 
and tools from research conducted in a similar context. 

Factors relevant to, and 
characteristics of, SE will 
differ between locations. 
Research done in Cameroon 
provides insight into that 
situation but does not tell us 
as much about Chile. It may 
tell us something about other 
African countries. It is likely 
to apply better to a country 
with a similar history and 
language profile than a 
country with a different 
history and language profile. 

Date Knowing when research was done is important. For 
example, SURAM researched projects completed no more 
than 20 years prior, but the beginning of said projects 
could have occurred five decades23 before the research.
Researchers should also be aware that SE research 
conducted at different times is likely to focus on different 
questions, use different methods, and be conducted in 
different historical contexts.

The historical context for 
research should be taken into 
account, both in terms of 
knowing what was going on 
in the area at that time, and 
knowing what theories were 
operational in the SE field.

Objective (or 
purpose)

A project’s objectives can be compared to the objectives 
being developed for a new research endeavor; similar 
projects can be adapted from or built on. The path from 
having identified knowledge gaps to having filled those 
gaps is long and winding. If someone else has started at a 
similar point and shares a similar destination, their map 
will prove useful. Past SE research designs are most likely 
to be useful places to look, but SE researchers may benefit 
from reviewing other sociolinguistic research examining 
similar issues.

Good research clearly 
defines its objective. It is 
important to know the 
objective so that findings are 
not misinterpreted.

Research 
questions

Carefully defined research questions will aid the 
researcher in achieving the objectives of the research. 
Using a tool like the Ladder of Abstraction24 (Decker and 

The audience will be able to 
more quickly grasp the 
research’s conclusions if the 

23  The Lomi project started in 1959. Three expatriate teams were involved in the project, leading to a NT 
dedication in 2011.

24  The Ladder of Abstraction is a framework that enables research designers to ensure that each aspect of 
their plan, from overall purpose down to the specific questions asked during research, is logical and 
justified. It is common for research questions to burgeon as everyone agrees, “Yes that would be nice to 
know too!” The Ladder demands that each of the lower-level elements of a design is justified by the 
ones above it—one asks “Why” as one ascends the Ladder. Descending the Ladder, one fleshes out 
“How” those higher-level aims will be achieved.
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Grummitt 2012, 181) will enable the researcher to make a 
reasoned connection between purpose, goals, research 
questions, and tools used. Without such an approach, there 
is danger of haphazard research resulting in unclear or 
incomplete answers. Research questions separate the 
objective into more specific, achievable parts.
It is tempting to try to answer many tough questions with 
SE research; it’s a complex topic. Researchers need to be 
disciplined in selecting research questions.

research questions are 
clearly outlined. Sometimes 
research is exploratory, and 
the research questions are 
vague. 

Origin of the 
data 
(informant)

Knowing from whom the data was collected affects one’s 
understanding of the conclusions drawn. Choosing whom 
to sample is one of the most significant decisions a 
researcher must make. It will affect how long the research 
will take, how costly it will be, and what can actually be 
concluded, among other things. The researcher should 
always go to the most authoritative sources and allow 
those sources an effective way of communicating their 
response. Within SE research, the main two options are to 
talk to 1) the project personnel (expatriate or national) or 
2) the language community. The latter is more difficult but 
is likely to result in better insights if done correctly. 
Researchers should primarily target the language 
community.

Anyone reading a report 
should know the origin of 
the data. Asking a mayor 
about the poor in her town is 
likely to produce a different 
answer than talking to the 
poor in person. 

Unit of 
analysis

In addition to who is sampled, the unit of analysis used to 
understand the data will affect what can be claimed; again, 
knowing this is important for correctly understanding the 
research. For example, random sampling of individuals in 
a community versus talking to members of churches and 
analyzing the data accordingly allows one to report on 
trends among individuals or norms for churches.

Knowing the unit of analysis 
will aid the reader in 
knowing what unit the 
research focused on, and 
therefore how to understand 
and respond to the research. 
See Section 6.7 for more on 
this. 

Length of 
time invested

Understanding how much time was invested in the 
research, and in what phases of the research it was 
invested in, aids the reader in interpreting results. The 
researcher does not arbitrarily select a length of time to do 
data collection, analysis, write-up, and so forth. These 
depend on the purpose and methodology of the research. 
Failing to allocate sufficient time may result in half-
answers and new questions, and no one is satisfied with 
the outcome. Research nearly always takes longer than 
initially planned.
It is also key to understand that the preparation and 
planning phase will take significant time and effort if the 
research is to succeed. Analysis and write-up also take 
time and may require a cyclical analysis–reporting–
checking–reporting process. If insufficient time is given to 
preparation and follow-up, even good data are likely to be 
wasted, left in raw form in a box or file.

A researcher can sound 
convincing based upon very 
little data; confidence does 
not make one correct. The 
reader should know the 
researcher’s background and 
the length of time invested in 
the research, especially 
given the complexity and 
variability of SE factors.
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Number and 
type of 
people 
involved

As with time investment, knowing who and how many 
people were involved helps one correctly interpret results 
and formulate similar plans if that is called for.
Research is much more likely to be acted upon if many 
are aware of the need for it before it has even begun. It is 
more likely to be heeded if people have invested in it. 
Research is more likely to be focused and relevant when 
people with the right knowledge and skill lead it.
A research project may involve just a few people or may 
require a whole team. SURAM took the more-is-better 
approach, believing that being involved in the work was 
valuable in itself. There was cost to involving so many in 
the research, but these new people also brought new ideas 
and skills, and some became advocates for SURAM and 
its results. 
The researcher should consider what combination of 
people will be most effective in conducting the research 
and in effecting a response. Who is involved will impact 
the scope and quality of the research, the distribution of 
the results, and the probability of change resulting from 
the research.

Readers know how to 
interpret the research and 
conclusions better if they 
know who was involved. 
Who conducted the 
research? What are their 
qualifications and 
experiences? If readers have 
the opportunity to talk to 
researchers directly, then 
they may learn more than 
what was in the report.

Budget As above, knowing what was invested informs 
interpretation of research. Research is often expensive. 
Without adequate funding, researchers may be unable to 
conduct research in the locations or with the approach 
they should to maximize results. Some research should 
not even be started until adequate funding has been 
committed.

Understanding the resources 
committed to a project helps 
the reader know whether the 
research was well-resourced 
(and therefore there was 
likely a strong organizational 
felt need for it) or shoestring 
(and therefore perhaps 
individually initiated). A 
larger budget allows for 
greater breadth and depth of 
research.

Tools Tools used for data collection greatly influence the 
conclusions that can be drawn. Tools should be selected 
that will most efficiently address the research questions in 
focus. Rather than simply using tools the researcher is 
familiar with, it is important to take the intermediary steps 
of the Ladder of Abstraction into account, including 
research questions and indicators, before determining 
which tools will be most effective.
Context and available time should also be considered 
when selecting tools. The researcher needs to ensure that 
the tools selected will answer the questions adequately 
and will triangulate one another.
SURAM chose to use a question-centric approach, rather 
than rigidly using a set of tools. If a question was 
answered clearly without needing all the tools at the 
team’s disposal, that was acceptable. For this approach, it 
is especially important to know what research questions 

Readers are better able to 
understand the meaning of a 
particular statement when 
they understand how that 
data was collected. If, for 
example, the researcher had 
only a few conversations 
with people along the street 
and then drew conclusions 
about the whole group, 
readers are right to be 
skeptical.
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need to be answered and why.

Scales and 
metrics used

Several useful SE scales or metrics have been created in 
an effort to better conceptualize the factors at play. These 
include Dye’s “Eight Conditions” (2009) and the “Welser 
Scale” (2009). Others which may also be of use in certain 
contexts include Hill’s “Scripture Use Assessment 
Instrument” (2008) and SURAM’s factor scales (Masters 
et al. 2016). Researchers should consider including some 
reference to these, as they provide useful frameworks to 
build upon or work within. Although these tools are 
normally useful and can result in comparable data, they do 
not answer all questions.

Readers may be suspicious 
of a research project if it 
fails to cite influential 
metrics in the field of SE. 
Such projects may be more 
spontaneous and thus require 
a more cautious reading.

Quantitative 
or qualitative

The balance of methods used influences the reliability and 
breadth of the conclusions. Whether quantitative or 
qualitative research, or both, are warranted depends on 
research objectives. Each type has pros and cons for 
collecting data and its analysis and write-up.
Perhaps especially for SE research, it is also important to 
consider the nature of the audience and determine what 
balance will be most informative and actionable.

Knowing what research 
approaches have been used 
enables the reader to 
understand whether the 
conclusions drawn by the 
researcher are evidence-
based or supposition. If a 
report based on a qualitative 
research approach makes 
quantitative statements, for 
example, these are likely 
generalizations rather than 
facts collected during the 
research.

Results Analysis and write-up of research require careful thinking. 
Data from some tools are easily interpreted, while others 
present challenges. SE-related factors are often complex 
and interwoven. When the results are unclear, researchers 
need to describe that lack of clarity. They also need to 
remain true to the research questions or show where they 
have departed from them.

Sometimes the results of a 
project are unclear. Data-
based conclusions may not 
be adequately distinguished 
from extrapolated 
recommendations. Readers 
would do well to look at the 
big picture of the research to 
help them interpret the 
findings.

Further 
research

It is not uncommon for researchers to discover that their 
research has uncovered new questions or that they have 
been unable to completely achieve their objective. They 
will frequently be able to provide some suggestion for 
how to follow up on what they have done. 

In a research report, the 
inclusion of further 
questions is not a sign of 
failure, but an indication that 
researchers understand what 
they have been able to learn 
and what remains to be 
learned.
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The aspects above could be used to describe SE research projects; they are 

certainly important considerations for anyone planning an SE research project. But they 

are too lengthy and detailed to provide a helpful overview of SE research to date. 

Something more accessible is needed. A further narrowing of descriptive factors may 

provide greater clarity about these projects.

A typology of SE research would be useful, just as it has been in language 

assessment. In that field, general types exist: rapid appraisal, dialect survey, 

multilingualism survey, and others (Simons 2002). Having a typology benefits surveyors 

and their audience in many ways. It allows surveyors to more easily plan and focus 

surveys because they know tools and strategies associated with each research type—

though customization to the specific research goals of that trip is still needed. A typology 

facilitates analysis, since processes common to that type of research can be found and 

followed. For knowledgeable readers of these reports, a typology helps them orient their 

thinking to the research type so that they will more quickly grasp the findings and 

recommendations. But even for language assessment, there is a great deal of overlap 

between types, borrowing of methodologies and tools, and varying analytical processes. 

Sociolinguistic research is rarely clear-cut. 

I attempted a typology of SE research, using rough divisions such as VSU 

research, impact research, and theory-oriented research (that is, research of a specific 

situation that is intended primarily to investigate aspects of SE theory). The results were 

unsatisfactory. It is possible to create a rough categorization of SE research projects; and 

by selecting SE research that is “similar to SURAM” by my own definition, I have done 
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so. But the boundaries are blurred, and simply putting a research project into a specific 

category does not reveal a great deal about it. I believe it is still worthwhile to pursue a 

better typology in the future.

2.1.2  The PIQUE Framework: Purpose, Informant, Quantitative or Qualitative, 

Unit of Analysis, Extent of Area Researched

Until a better typology to categorize SE research is proposed, another practical 

way to compare and contrast SE research is needed. I propose PIQUE, a set of categories 

for describing SE research:25 Purpose, Informant, Quantitative or Qualitative, Unit of 

analysis, Extent of area researched. A short, consistent set of descriptive categories like 

PIQUE is beneficial for gaining an overview of SE research to date. Though I would 

prefer an even shorter list, my sense is that each of these five elements is helpful, even 

necessary. Additions could be made—for example, many of those listed in the table Table 

1. Aspects of SE research and why their description is helpful above—but I believe these 

five are the most important. 

In the table below are the five PIQUE elements. Purpose requires a prose 

description, but the other elements can be described by choosing among a set of options, 

though in some cases prose descriptions are helpful to the user. Those using the PIQUE 

framework could limit themselves to these predefined options, could allow for additional 

predefined options, or could permit customized descriptions. Each has pros and cons; for 

the spreadsheet, SERC contributors were constrained to the options below.26 

25 Naomi DeVos came up with this acronym, based on my ideas.

26 Susan Keller and Zachariah Yoder assisted me in refining this framework.
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Table 2. The PIQUE Framework as used for SERC

PIQUE 
descriptive 
categories

Options for SERC within each category

Purpose prose description

select all true statements: 
• measure impact or transformation
• measure usage of products or frequency of exposure
• evaluate a Scripture engagement methodology
• theory-oriented
• other (describe)

Informants 
consulted

• Branch directors or regional directors27

• program managers
• translation team members
• church leaders
• community members

Quantitative 
or qualitative

• entirely quantitative
• mostly quantitative
• even mix quantitative and qualitative
• mostly qualitative
• entirely qualitative

Unit of 
analysis

• individuals
• individual churches or congregations
• church denominations
• village or individual community
• target community (dialect or language)—the unit at which 

a translation project was aimed

Extent of area 
researched

• no communities (research collected from outsiders)
• one community
• many communities within one target population28

• one community from each of multiple target populations
• multiple communities from multiple target populations

Here is SURAM according to PIQUE, briefly explaining why these five parts are 

advantageous:

27  “Organizational unit directors or regional area directors” would be more broadly understood.

28  “Target population” refers to the people belonging to the group at which the translated materials are 
aimed.
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• Purpose: to measure VSU and evaluate the influence of 16 factors on VSU in 

order to improve efficacy in the future

• Informants: primarily community members, including church leaders; 

expatriate translation team members and anyone else knowledgeable about the 

situation was also consulted

• Quantitative or qualitative: even mix of quantitative and qualitative, with 

more data collected in qualitative methods and converted to quantitative 

scores for comparability and analysis

• Unit of analysis: language community as represented primarily by the village 

in which the translator worked, plus “Reach,” as gained from visiting 

additional villages

• Extent of area researched: multiple villages from each of 11 language groups

In my view, describing SURAM with PIQUE strongly supports the need for all 

five of these descriptive categories. Though SURAM is more complex than most other 

SE research, I believe it would be inadequately described using only 2–3 of these 

descriptors, attractive as such simplification may be.

We could, for example, know SURAM’s purpose, unit of analysis, and where it 

falls on the quantitative or qualitative spectrum. These three seem potentially the most 

important. But this would obscure the fact that SURAM is multi-community, which sets 

it apart from much other SE research, enables it to speak broadly about PNG as a whole, 

and makes it of interest to the international community. It would also omit that SURAM’s 

informants were mainly community members, differentiating SURAM from several of 
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the larger multi-community SE research projects, which primarily consulted expatriate 

translation personnel.

It seems necessary, then, to use all of these descriptors when describing SE 

research, at least for SURAM.

2.2 Comparing SURAM-like and Historically Prominent SE Research

In this section, I present descriptions in table format of research similar to 

SURAM, at least in terms of being multi-language research projects inclusive of a 

quantitative measurement of VSU,29 along with research somewhat less similar to 

SURAM but historically prominent. 

In Appendix 8 I show a process for judging other SE research projects similar to 

one’s own SE research plan. Identifying similar projects allows research planners to draw 

inspiration from studies similar in approach or context to their own. I have followed the 

process described there to determine which other SE research projects are sufficiently 

similar to SURAM for comparison. 

It is difficult to describe complex research projects simply. The outcome of this, 

and the lack of an SE research community of practice, have resulted in the lack of a 

reference document that provides succinct, comparative commentary on SE research. 

This poses a real hindrance to capitalizing on the SE research conducted to date. PIQUE 

is a simple framework around which to craft such a document. The spreadsheet in 

Appendix 7 is an excerpt from SERC focused on the PIQUE factors, published in full at 

29 Other broad types include single-language VSU research, SE research that does not attempt a 
quantitative measurement of VSU, research conducted in the West (likely to be of less interest to cross-
cultural–focused BT agencies), and impact-oriented research.
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http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc. The tables below are excerpted from SERC, 

comprising SE research I want to compare and contrast here alongside SURAM. Such a 

comparison accomplishes several tasks: it shows what other kinds of SE research have 

been done; provides context for SURAM; demonstrates the diversity of SE research; and 

suggests broad observations which may aid in framing future SE research.

The content in the tables below has been simplified and slightly edited for clarity 

and brevity, but is taken entirely from SERC. The first table and the subsequent 

comparison focus on the PIQUE factors (Section 2.2.1), the second on other aspects of 

these research projects (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Comparison of PIQUE factors for SURAM-like Research

The table below describes SURAM-like research using the PIQUE framework.

Table 3. PIQUE Factors in SURAM-like Research
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2.2.1.1 Purpose

Table 3 above is an excerpt from SERC focusing on PIQUE factors. SURAM 

measured the amount of VSU and evaluated the influences of specific, pre-defined factors 

on VSU. It sought to inform and influence future translation projects. Engeler measured 

use in a somewhat different way, focusing on specific aspects of impact in the 

community, especially on aspects of program design and ownership. Its purpose was to 

influence the setup of future programs. Griffis also looked at use, to evaluate and improve 

the effectiveness of BT projects. Dye provides a contrast, focusing on Scripture impact. 

His findings called for further in-depth research to assess strategies; it is gratifying to see 

the SE research that has begun achieving this in the decades since.

Whereas the projects above collected data from community members (and often 

also BT personnel), Landin’s source was BT personnel. The focus of his report is on the 

correlation between use of VS and the language policies and practices of other 

organizations operating around BT projects.

Federwitz’s study is similar to SURAM in its purpose, looking at specific factors 

that influence VSU. It contrasts in that, like Landin, data were collected from BT 

personnel.

Even this set of projects similar to SURAM shows significant diversity of purpose

—diversity that is multiplied several times across all SE research to date. An SE research 

project’s purpose needs to be formulated in the context of local and global SE questions. 

See Section 6.3 for more on determining purpose.
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2.2.1.2 Informant

SURAM, Engeler, and Griffis collected data primarily from community members. 

Each of these also collected some information from BT personnel. Dye collected data 

from a wide range of informants, from BT regional and entity directors, to project 

personnel, to community members. Landin and Federwitz focused exclusively on BT 

personnel.

As discussed in Section 6.4, future SE research will be most informative when it 

consults the communities for which translations are prepared. Many of the pragmatic 

performance-related questions, however, can also be productively investigated among BT 

personnel. Research purpose will provide guidance on which combination of informants 

can best answer the research questions.

2.2.1.3 Quantitative–Qualitative Balance

The data available from SERC regarding the balance of quantitative–qualitative 

methods are not terribly informative; this is an area of the model that could be improved. 

For these projects, SURAM claims an even mix (mostly qualitative data converted by 

team consensus to quantitative scores for comparison); Engeler, Griffis, Landin, and 

Federwitz are mostly quantitative; and Dye is mostly qualitative. This by itself is not all 

that helpful. SERC included a question regarding research methods or tools; this 

information paired with the quantitative–qualitative balance may help SE research 

planners better understand whether the approach used is relevant to their own planning 

(see Section 2.2.2.3 for more on research tools).
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2.2.1.4 Unit of Analysis

Section 6.7 discusses unit of analysis further. This factor greatly affects and is 

affected by research goals, sampling, and the conclusions which can be drawn. SURAM, 

desiring to speak to SIL projects, focused on the group that SIL language projects aim to 

serve, usually the entire language community. Engeler had a similar objective and unit of 

analysis. In fact, all but Griffis in this grouping had the same unit of analysis; Griffis 

focused on the individual. Other studies, especially those examining attitudes toward 

various Scripture projects, frequency of exposure, and those sorts of measures, chose 

individuals or churches as their unit of analysis.

Users of SERC will have a better picture of this factor when they also look at 

tools used and conclusions drawn by the research. A single factor within PIQUE is 

generally not sufficient to characterize a project, but finding research that is similar 

according to a specific factor remains a helpful way to identify useful approaches.

2.2.1.5 Extent of Area Researched

As described in Sections 4.1 and 4.1.2, SURAM sought to determine VSU levels 

throughout the target language for the 11 projects it researched, but the majority of the 

research focused on VSU in the village where the translation project was conducted. 

Engeler did the same, sharing SURAM’s desire to be able to speak to a broad spectrum of 

programs. Griffis did a broad sampling among communities within the two language 

groups he studied. Dye’s data came from a variety of informants across projects 

internationally, revealing themes present in multiple areas. Landin and Federwitz differ 

here: they researched many more projects but collected their data from BT personnel.
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SERC users would benefit from knowing a bit more about this factor—for 

example, that SURAM’s 11 research trips were done over a period of three years, and that 

a week and a half was spent in each area by a large team. This type of information would 

have to be added in prose.

I believe that BT agencies could learn a great deal by conducting research into SE 

factors away from the main areas their programs influence. It is logical to suggest that 

they seek to understand how communities respond to BT projects throughout the areas 

they attempt to serve. But because many aspects of community engagement with BT 

projects are not well-understood in many of the contexts in which BT agencies work, it is 

also reasonable that SE research focuses on communities most directly influenced by BT 

projects, as SURAM did. 

2.2.2 Observations from Comparison of Other Aspects of SURAM-like Research

SERC can produce a wealth of information by enabling the whole scope of SE 

research to be seen simultaneously, or by sorting entries according to certain features and 

examining similar studies more closely. I make some broad observations resulting from a 

brief look at non-PIQUE aspects of SERC as a start in the table below. 

Table 4. Other Aspects of SURAM-like Research
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2.2.2.1 Date

The growing awareness of the need for SE research can be seen by the fact that 

the vast majority of these research projects have been conducted since 2000. Of entries 

made so far in SERC, only Dye and Landin occurred before the turn of the century, six 

were published from 2000 to 2010, and over 15 since 2010.30 Because of the changing 

contexts that Bible translation agencies work in, the recommendations of older SE 

research strategies should be evaluated carefully before use, though they certainly should 

not be ignored.

It looks as though the investigation of SE has gained momentum; I believe it will 

benefit from coordination.

2.2.2.2 Location

Of entries in SERC, three are studies crossing international borders, six were 

conducted in Asia, seven in the Pacific, and 27 in Africa. 

2.2.2.3 Research Tools

Research tool selection varied. SURAM used a mix of formal and informal 

individual and group interviews. In Engeler’s project, local people conducted oral 

individual questionnaires (as well as consulting leaders). Griffis used individual 

interviews, again with local people collecting the information; he also used observation 

and leader interviews. Dye used a variety of interview types. Landin used one-to-one 

30 Other SE research projects are known but not yet entered, the proportion is roughly as presented here, 
showing an acceleration. 
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interviews with BT personnel, and Federwitz used written questionnaires with BT 

personnel.

The comparison of even this small subset continues to reveal the diversity of 

approaches used within SE research. Sections 6.5 and 6.6 address different considerations 

for choosing types of research tools and overall approach. The input of researchers in this 

and other aspects of an SE research plan is again shown to be important; it is essential 

that the research plan be cohesive and well-reasoned.

Selection of tools depends on research purpose, but also on practical 

considerations such as how many personnel are available to conduct the research and 

cultural factors which make some approaches more effective than others.

2.2.2.4 Diversity of Previous SE Research 

The majority of research projects done within the SE field are exploratory, 

innovative projects. BT agencies are still figuring out how best to research Scripture 

engagement factors in the diverse contexts BT agencies work in. Future SE researchers 

should not borrow past approaches without careful thought.

These projects are diverse because of the diverse research goals and research 

contexts. This is appropriate and necessary. Table 4 above, and SERC, help determine 

which share similar goals or context with a research project being planned.

2.2.2.5 SE Research Approaches are Generally Unrepeated

In scientific research, replication increases validity. Research approaches and 

tools also gain validity as they are successfully repeated—for example, the Recorded Text 
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Testing31 (see Decker and Grummitt 2012, 146-154, for an updated description of some of 

the ways this tool can be used) tool used for language assessment, which has been used in 

diverse contexts for decades. Because SE research approaches have been exploratory, all 

should be approached cautiously. They should continue to be scrutinized even as they are 

implemented. It is better to spot a problem early and change direction, yielding improved 

results, than to stubbornly stick to a flawed approach.32

2.2.2.6 More Research is Needed

Understanding of SE levels and dynamics has been improved through research, 

but BT agencies remain only vaguely aware of these in many parts of the world. They 

will grow in their understanding of SE as a variety of people engage in conducting SE 

research and discover how to amend their approaches as a result. Lacking SE research 

specialists at the present, such research must be undertaken by researchers in related 

fields, such as language assessment and sociolinguistics. It will be improved by the 

involvement of SE specialists, language program personnel, and others who can offer 

insight into this complex research.

2.3  Some Other Perspectives Relevant to SE Research

The two perspectives in this section may seem far afield, but this outside 

perspective is offered to combat the tendency for BT agencies to become too inward-

31 Even a proven tool like Recorded Text Testing has been critiqued (Yoder 2014) or adapted for different 
contexts (Kluge 2007).

32 Sometimes it is worth continuing with a flawed effort to complete the research in a consistent manner. 
No research approach is perfect. The pros and cons of making a mid-course change should be carefully 
weighed. If needed changes can be caught early, the decision to change to a more effective approach is 
more clearly warranted.
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focused in their thinking. Given the complexity of translation, survey, and SE in the 

contexts in which BT agencies work, it is understandable that people tend to focus on 

getting their part of the job done. As a result, opportunities for cross-fertilization and 

collaboration are lost. 

BT agencies cannot make decisions and act appropriately without observation and 

orientation. The OODA model presented below emphasizes that speed and repetition of 

the process will cause decisions and actions to be more effective. This is needed in SE. 

Models and thinking from outside of the BT world can provide tools and lend perspective 

to the BT effort.

I believe BT agencies could learn a great deal from other disciplines, such as from 

the study of the diffusion of innovations (see Section 2.3.2). The personnel of BT 

agencies often have similar backgrounds, preconceptions, and biases. Interacting with 

ideas from outside that sphere is likely to reveal perspectives, realities, and strategies that 

the agency may not have been aware of.

2.3.1  John Boyd–OODA Loop

John Boyd developed a decision-making process which may spark inspiration for 

the BT context, the OODA loop. OODA stands for observe, orient, decide, act.33 It is 

designed to be employed iteratively, but also to progress. OODA could prompt the 

following questions:

• Observe: what is true, what is happening? 

33 The OODA loop, also called the Boyd Cycle, is commonly simplified to these elements. The original 
theory, with these four main elements, is considerably more complex. Most of Boyd’s material on this 
model is unpublished.
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• Orient: how are we positioned, what are our opportunities and threats? 

• Decide: what needs done, how should we do it? 

• Act: do what needs done. 

• Observe: what is true now, what effect did our actions have? 

• Orient: how has our position changed, are there new opportunities and threats? 

• Decide: do we do the same as last time, or adjust our approach? 

• Act: execute next action based on previous learning. 

• Observe: . . .  

A distinction should be drawn between observe and orient. Observations must be 

interpreted. 

Information alone is not enough. The observation stage requires awareness of the 
overarching meaning of the information. It also necessitates separating the 
information which is relevant for a particular decision from that which is not. You 
have to add context to the variables (see OODA Loop, 
https://fs.blog/2018/01/john-boyd-ooda-loop/, October 23, 2018). 

Correctly interpreted observations lead to proper orientation to the situation.

A danger is that isolated pieces of information will be misunderstood and 

misused, just as often happens whenever I tell someone about PNG. They respond, “Oh, 

so PNG is thus and such?” Such generalizations are usually invalid. Data points need 

context to make sense of them. “Orienting is all about connecting with reality, not with a 

false version of events filtered through the lens of cognitive biases and shortcuts” (https://

fs.blog/2018/01/john-boyd-ooda-loop/, October 23, 2018). The risk of misunderstanding 

the situation increases when BT agencies overlook their biases or claim that the demands 

of efficiency excuse shortcuts in the work process.
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I mentioned the ideology of the sending organization. Ideology guides the 

creation of an organization’s framework and is the catalyst for much good. But the 

organization may not always successfully translate such values into the sociolinguistic 

contexts in which they are expressed. For a translator from the West, failing to make the 

transition may mean an assumption that the written word has similar powers of 

conviction and truth-telling in Melanesia as it does in the West. It is actually translators’ 

lives and behavior, however, which are being “read” and speak loudest, not the 

vernacular literature they are helping to produce. I will explain further.

DeLoach is a good source for those seeking to understand cultural perceptions in 

Melanesia related to Scripture and language (2016). Related to the point just made, which 

we may oversimplify to “actions speak louder than words,” DeLoach says that some 

groups “have developed an assumption that speech is inherently unreliable . . . . the only 

way to express true intention and commitment is through action” (2016, 87). Further, 

language used in the context of religion can be perceived as having agency through ritual, 

rather than being primarily for communication of meaning and gaining a deeper 

understanding (DeLoach references Webb Kean on pages 92–93 to make this point). 

Contrast this with BT strategy:

Motivated by the Western Christian notion that the purpose of Scripture is to 
allow humans to understand God’s intent for them, SIL is devoted to making it as 
understandable as possible. By and large Papua New Guineans do not seem to 
share such a perception of the role of Scripture. In turn, understanding God’s 
Word in their vernacular language does not seem to be a priority. (DeLoach 2016, 
94)

Therefore, 
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Bible translators and BT organizations who desire to see sustained VSE must 
recognize their role as dialog partners with these communities. This is not a 
relationship of the Code Model sort in which translators assume the role of an 
active source; communities are perceived as passive receptors; and the primary 
goal is transmitting Scripture. . . . Instead, it would be a model in which Bible 
translators, churches, language communities and all stake holders are engaged in 
mutual dialog and learning from one another as they partner in the collaborative 
process of BT. (DeLoach 2016, 220) 

DeLoach goes on to suggest that the translator’s role in this context is more about 

sharing resources, living out the Word, and building relationships (2016, 228). “Western 

participants must be particularly careful not to be guided by their dominant word–schema 

and perceive their role as passing along information about God. They need to remember 

how they are co–participants in ‘doing the word’” (DeLoach 2016, 230).

Values—those of the BT agency and of the community served by the translation 

project—motivate action. Values and biases must be understood, which requires 

intentionality. Because they can change over time and may vary among the communities 

served, such research must be ongoing. The cyclical nature of a model like OODA allows 

for ongoing relevance.

OODA’s inventor 

Boyd believed that four main barriers prevent us from seeing information in an 
unbiased manner: 1) Our cultural traditions. 2) Our genetic heritage. 3) Our ability 
to analyze and synthesize. 4) The influx of new information—it is hard to make 
sense of observations when the situation keeps changing. (https://fs.blog/2018/01/
john-boyd-ooda-loop/, Oct 23, 2018)

The contexts in which BT agencies work are constantly changing. Agencies need 

to be aware of how they are changing. Understanding why they are changing will grant 

deeper understanding and some ability to foresee probable future changes. The point is 
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that “Dogmatic, rigid theories are unsuitable for chaotic situations” 

(https://fs.blog/2018/01/john-boyd-ooda-loop/, Oct 23, 2018). Language communities in 

the last century can certainly be considered chaotic situations.

BT agencies can benefit from employing the OODA loop—or something like it 

that involves careful analysis of the context and of the effects of past actions to improve 

future strategies—in all levels of their operations. Those who have regular contact with 

language communities34 must continually use observation and orientation throughout 

their program, not just at the beginning. People in supporting roles—for example, 

consultants and SE personnel—should also prompt the team to think about context and 

impact, giving appropriate suggestions for a changed approach when evidence shows it is 

needed. Those working at the national or regional level need to respond to changing 

realities, observing opportunities and threats and considering the agency’s strengths and 

weaknesses,35 to orient themselves and make appropriate decisions. This includes 

developing partners for aspects of the overall task which they themselves are not doing 

effectively. At an international level, BT agencies have to allow their field personnel the 

freedom to customize their approach to the context, using strategies that have proven 

effective though repeated OODA phases.

2.3.2  Everett Rogers–Diffusion of Innovations

Everett Rogers brings to BT agencies a treasure trove of knowledge about how 

people respond to innovations. I perceive this to have the potential to inspire a sea change 

34 Less contact with language communities—for example, as a result of remote assignments—reduces 
opportunities to observe and orient.

35 A SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) can be a helpful tool; like OODA, 
it should be used cyclically.
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for how SE is done in BT agencies. This section shares a few of Rogers’s insights 

pertinent to SE research. Chapter 6 has further recommendations for conducting SE 

research based on Rogers’s findings.

Rogers defines three types of knowledge about an innovation:

• awareness knowledge—what is it

• how-to knowledge—how does it work

• principles knowledge—why does it work (Rogers 2003, 172–173).

People make decisions based on their worldview, values, and needs, among other 

things. The decision-makers believe they have made a choice for a reason. Before making 

a choice, there is usually investigation. Often people make a series of interrelated 

decisions, especially when dealing with something new.

How these types of knowledge are managed depends on culture, personality, and 

the nature of the innovation itself. From whom this knowledge is sought will also vary 

according to culture and the innovation, and social networks will also play a part. “In the 

case of innovations that are relatively complex, the amount of how-to knowledge needed 

for adoption is much greater than in the case of less complex ideas” (Rogers 2003, 173).

BT agencies comprise people who are in favor of vernacular Scripture. These 

people may assume those Scriptures will be so inherently good and desirable that they 

need to do nothing to promote and distribute them.36 SE research to date reveals that these 

innovations face many hurdles and that use of these Scriptures is less than BT agencies 

desire. BT agencies can expect that suspicion, skepticism, prevarication, false starts, 

36 Or they may have other reasons they fail to involve themselves with diffusion (see Section 1.7.1).
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confusion, misapplication—or, perhaps worst of all, complete disinterest—will appear 

during the diffusion process. 

When change agents fail to perceive these decision-making stages, they may play 

a part in the rejection of the innovation. Rogers says, “When an adequate level of how-to 

knowledge is not obtained prior to the trial and adoption of an innovation, rejection and 

discontinuance are likely to result” (Rogers 2003, 173). If BT personnel put themselves in 

the community’s place, it is immediately obvious that BT personnel, like community 

members, would expect to be given enough respect and autonomy to make a decision in a 

deliberative manner regarding such an important innovation, as opposed to being 

expected to accept it without question. 
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How active must a change agent be in managing this learning process? That 

depends on a myriad of factors. In some of the communities researched by SURAM, the 

research team was surprised to find that people geographically near where a translation 

project had been conducted were not even aware that the translation existed. They had not 

been given the opportunity to make a decision about this innovation.

Where literature in general and vernacular literature in particular are rare, change 

agents should expect these steps to take significant time and effort. The Western church 

culture contains a great deal of information about how to use and benefit from the 

Scriptures.37 Where such culturally relevant information regarding Scripture use is 

lacking, it will need to be developed. BT agencies and other organizations may be 

involved in this, but the local church must be integral to this process, which again 

emphasizes the importance of everyone coming to an understanding of the innovation of 

vernacular Scriptures—and, beyond that, doing theology in the vernacular (DeLoach 

2016).

Rogers adds, “It is usually possible to adopt an innovation without principles-

knowledge, but the danger of misusing a new idea is greater and discontinuance may 

result” (2003, 173). 

This material from Rogers on awareness, how-to, and principles knowledge—and 

further contributions by him in chapter 6—is as relevant to SE as content from SE 

literature proper. SE researchers, SE personnel, and others desiring to better understand 

the nature of SE must take advantage of relevant knowledge from other fields. Though 

37 Many of these are doubtless culturally specific.
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SE contains a spiritual element that should not be ignored, a community’s engagement 

with vernacular Scripture is primarily an outcome of societal and individual values and 

decision-making norms. This process has been studied in other fields. BT agencies should 

take advantage of such research where it will improve the results of their work, and they 

should commission research where it is currently lacking.

2.4 Summary: Building on Previous SE Research

This chapter presented the need for a descriptive framework which would make 

gaining an overview of SE research to date more achievable. PIQUE—Purpose, 

Informant, Quantitative or Qualitative, Unit of analysis, Extent of area researched—was 

proposed to fill this need. The PIQUE framework was used to describe a number of 

previous SE research projects, and others are presented in Appendix 7 and at 

http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc, The comparison of SURAM-like and 

historically prominent research shows how SE research has varied to date. Section 2.3 

showed how models and findings from other fields are also relevant to SE research 

design.

The SERC spreadsheet was designed to lay a foundation that future SE research 

can build on. Just as SURAM did, future SE research should be informed by the 

successes and failures of past SE research. By no means does this mean the end of 

innovation in SE research design. The need for creative approaches, new tools, and 

refined philosophies is as great as ever, and research context and questions require 

customization of research, as always. But it does mean that anyone ignoring previous 

work is likely to waste significant effort and stumble into known failures. 
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Rogers speaks of the value of collaboration among those doing similar work 

(Rogers 2003, 46). Working together across space, time, and between related fields will 

improve SE research efforts and outcomes. Currently such a body does not exist. 

Communities of practice are conduits for knowledge and for the diverse kinds of support 

otherwise isolated researchers could benefit greatly from. Perhaps SURAM, with its 

emphasis on teamwork, and the SERC project can be part of that conversation in the 

future.



3. Chapter 3–SURAM Development

Just as knowing about a person’s childhood helps us understand the adult, so 

SURAM’s development answers questions about its final form. This chapter tells the 

story of SURAM’s development, as I and others remember it. As with any such history, it 

is incomplete.

This chapter covers pre-SURAM efforts, development of SURAM’s 

methodology, preparations to execute SURAM, and its thinking regarding appropriate 

sources of information.

3.1  Pre-SURAM

SURAM resulted from a question about the use of vernacular Scriptures and went 

through several stages before nearing its final form early in 2014. This “pre-SURAM” 

stage influenced SURAM’s shape.

3.1.1  Wycliffe Netherlands

Sake Stoppels38 posed a question in his talk at a symposium celebrating the 

fortieth anniversary of Wycliffe Netherlands in 2010: Why are so many translations not 

used? His audience was shocked and asked senior translators if this was true. They 

replied that it was. When asked what was being done about it, the translators replied, 

“Not much” (René van den Berg, discussion with author, October 2018).

38 Sake Stoppels was not a Wycliffe member, but his wife was. Anne Stoppels was part of a translation 
project in PNG; therefore Sake had some acquaintance with the situation there.

61
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Bram van Grootheest, director of Wycliffe Netherlands, wrote, “We in Wycliffe 

Netherlands heard about unused NTs39 in PNG and wanted to get some hard facts” (van 

den Berg et al. 2017, 6). Having posed the question, Wycliffe Netherlands demonstrated 

its commitment to finding an answer by providing the majority of SURAM’s funding and 

committing several of their members to aspects of SURAM’s development. A Wycliffe 

Netherlands member with connections to SIL-PNG directed initial planning efforts in 

2011. An early goal was to create a research instrument that could be widely used to 

assess VSU. Several Dutch graduate students made initial investigations, and one drafted 

and conducted a trial of a tool in a language community near the SIL-PNG Ukarumpa 

center. These initial efforts differed significantly from SURAM’s final form.

From my perspective, there were two reasons for a partial restart following this 

initial effort. First, the majority of the first people involved did not have extensive 

experience in PNG. Some of the preconceptions they expressed during SURAM’s 

development differed from the perspective of majority thinking in SIL-PNG. Second, and 

partly as a result of this lack of experience, research design during this phase prioritized 

efficiency and broad applicability, using minimal manpower, relying heavily on written 

surveys. Were such an approach effective in PNG,40 it would be convenient, but those 

with more experience in the country believed a more hands-on approach was called for.

39 New Testaments

40 As I explain in Section 6.5, it may be feasible (or even advisable) to begin with a broad and 
quantitative research effort. This will serve to identify areas needing further, and probably more 
qualitative, research. Rarely will the first, quantitative effort adequately reveal the dynamics of SE, but 
it may nevertheless be worth doing, especially because it is likely to require a smaller investment of 
resources. 
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Looking back, it is not inconceivable that SURAM could have ended there, before 

it got off the ground. Though ultimately much of the preparation before that time was not 

used, it did serve as an example of a research design which was unlikely to adequately 

answer SURAM’s questions to the satisfaction of its SIL-PNG audience. With their initial 

“Are translations used?” question, Wycliffe Netherlands acknowledged that field 

personnel were best positioned to discover an answer. Two lessons were forthcoming: a 

great deal of time often needs to be invested in research design, and all “end-users” 

(people impacted by the research)—mainly SIL-PNG in this case, but also Wycliffe 

Netherlands—should have a voice in defining the scope and shape of the research.

3.1.2  SIL-PNG Strategy Committee

A number of people within SIL-PNG devoted significant thought to what 

SURAM should be and accomplish. Several members of the eventual SURAM team 

participated peripherally in this. It is difficult for me to quantify the effect these meetings 

and discussions had, but it is accurate to say that such input played a significant part in 

shaping what SURAM became. Not only were helpful strategies or goals proposed but, as 

with the early efforts by the Wycliffe Netherlands contingent, these discussions helped to 

clarify what was unrealistic.

Ideally, a strategy committee involved in the formulation of a research project 

could continue to track with it and provide perspective and accountability during the 

project’s execution, during report-writing, and in presenting its findings. It could help 

translate the conclusions and recommendations to various audiences and develop 

proposals for specific actions and whom they should be delegated to. In this instance, all 
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of the core players on this committee left SIL-PNG before SURAM began, or in its 

earliest stages.

3.2  Developing SURAM Methodology

SURAM did not end following the initial efforts in 2011–2013, and Wycliffe 

Netherlands was responsive to the feedback it received. They and SIL-PNG were able to 

select trusted and experienced people—René and Lydia van den Berg—to take the helm. 

The van den Bergs brought decades of translation experience and a passion to see 

vernacular Scriptures used, not just produced. They saw that the project would be 

improved through extensive teamwork. Members of the SIL-PNG survey team had 

already been involved in giving feedback and assistance to pre-SURAM efforts. The 

survey team was asked to take a leading role in designing, implementing, and writing up 

the research portion of SURAM. 

In recent decades, the PNG survey team has prioritized researching the many 

initial assessment needs remaining in PNG. It moved from doing research in a 

standardized way prior to 2011 to customizing research tools and using participatory 

approaches. The survey team had thus already been investing in making research 

participatory and culturally appropriate. SURAM posed new questions to the surveyors 

and was also different from a typical survey trip in the time allocated to a single location 

(one day for survey versus up to six for SURAM) and team size (three or four for survey 

versus up to 11 for SURAM). But the process for creating a research design was familiar. 

SURAM would occupy up to half of the survey team’s time from 2013–2016.
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From the pre-SURAM efforts until SURAM’s launch, significant aspects of its 

approach were debated. The most significant process was scaling back and refining the 

sampling plan and research questions to be addressed. Early plans called for all 

completed vernacular New Testaments to be assessed—there were nearly 200 at the time

—which was later reduced to 40–50. The final goal was to assess 12, and SURAM ended 

up researching 11 in three years of work. 

The number and variety of research questions were significantly reduced. For 

example, after much discussion the team decided not to make a concerted effort to 

discover the amount of non-vernacular Scripture use, an oft-critiqued aspect of SURAM. 

These changes might be described as a necessary reduction of questions from everything 

that could ideally be asked regarding VSU in PNG to questions which those with time in 

PNG saw as achievable, given the resources available.

This period also clarified who would be involved in SURAM, the deciding factor 

often being availability. Input received from those who would not remain involved in 

SURAM was nevertheless very important; the danger of not getting this sort of input is 

that the questions others are interested in having answered may not be asked.

Though research was the original driver for SURAM, the development team was 

aware of the opportunity to encourage VSU even while SURAM teams investigated it.41 

The Scripture Application and Leadership Training (SALT) team was asked to lead the 

ministry side of SURAM, and ministry became a foundational element of SURAM, being 

a valuable activity in itself and improving the research through improved relationships 

41 There was much discussion about how to gain an accurate measurement of normal VSU while also 
seeking to increase it. Though a challenging problem theoretically, in practice efforts to increase VSU 
were not so immediately effective that they affected measurement. 
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and trust. SALT is a team of a few expatriates and mostly Papua New Guineans who 

travel around PNG teaching from the Scriptures and training others to make better use of 

them. Prior to SURAM, their standard protocol was to travel to a language community 

after some vernacular materials had been completed and use these materials as well as 

vernacular SALT materials. They were ideally suited, culturally and professionally, to 

lead the ministry side of SURAM while also benefiting the research through improving 

relationships with the local community.

After an intensive final planning phase in late 2013 and early 2014, the first 

SURAM team boarded a plane. It had been over three years since the initial question was 

voiced by Wycliffe Netherlands. Several strategies could shorten similar future 

endeavors: field-experienced people identified from the beginning to lead it; more 

personnel assigned to the project as a majority role; continuity among those formulating a 

research plan; and involvement of people with both research and SE experience. 

Regardless, significant planning and preparation time was necessary for such a complex 

research project; it was better to prepare well and go in the right direction the first time.

The first SURAM trip revealed a number of needed improvements, and the 

second SURAM trip in June 2014 was the first to be very close in form to successive 

SURAM trips. The main changes were 1) a standardization of the ministry aspect, with 

SALT becoming a regular part of SURAM (see Section 3.2.5), and 2) the decision to 

focus research on the village where the translation team was based (see Sections 3.1 and 

3.1.2).
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3.2.1  Factors that Affected Team Formation

Any project’s main resource is the people involved. In the corporate world it may 

be common to recruit and hire specific people with the right skills for a project. In the 

remote workplaces of BT agencies, getting exactly the right people involved can be 

difficult, and the tendency can be to involve whoever is available, rather than those who 

are most qualified. Logistical constraints may make it impossible to assemble an ideal 

team, but a serious effort should be made to get the right people involved or to get the 

people involved the right training and experience. To whatever degree this does not occur, 

the project will suffer.

SURAM developed initially along wantok lines (wantok—“one talk,” an 

important aspect of identity, interaction, and obligation in Melanesia). Wycliffe 

Netherlands started with an all-Dutch team, and after the reset asked the van den Bergs to 

lead SURAM. The van den Bergs had ties to a Dutch SALT member, which played a part 

in their eventual inclusion as a core element. As SURAM leaders considered who should 

be asked to go on research trips, they tended to work through relational networks, though 

roles and assignments were also taken into account. I make this observation not to judge 

the process, but rather to suggest that organizational culture will influence research 

design and team composition, and if the normal approach is likely to result in specific 

weaknesses, then steps should be taken to overcome these. See Section 4.3.1 for further 

comment on team composition.
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3.2.2  The Role of Leadership

As senior missionaries, it was natural for the van den Bergs to lead SURAM 

teammates and gain the respect of the Papua New Guinean communities visited by 

SURAM. René is able to break the cross-cultural ice with his humor and conversation. 

Lydia brought a passion for vernacular literacy to field trips.

The other elements of SURAM—SALT and language survey—continued their 

respective labors during SURAM’s tenure. It was natural for surveyors and SALT 

personnel to transition from their teams to SURAM for a research trip and then return to 

their main roles. The leadership of both teams played an important part in this 

collaboration. Members of each team provided leadership in their areas of expertise.

SIL-PNG leadership was practically and vocally supportive of SURAM, which 

smoothed the way logistically and increased SURAM’s initial audience within SIL-PNG. 

They deserve commendation for their courage in supporting exploration of sensitive 

issues.

3.2.3  Characteristics of the SURAM Research Designers

Every project needs creators and those who critique. Early stages of design were a 

bit of a start-and-stop effort. Missteps were helpful for clarifying the way forward. 

Surveyors were the primary creators of the research design, in partnership with René van 

den Berg and others. This took the form of repeated negotiations, with many ideas 

discarded along the way. Crucial, however, were those surveyors who invested the 

months needed to develop an idea into a tangible plan which could be evaluated and 

adjusted. In other words, ideas often have to be fleshed out before it is possible to 
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determine whether or not they have a place in the project being planned. Inevitably, not 

all ideas will be accepted; humility and persistence are required.

Developing research methodology for a project as complex as SURAM requires a 

very thorough individual with high standards, a lot of time, and a commitment to 

achieving the best that can be achieved. Janell Masters led this effort. Drafting scale 

descriptions was one of the most time-consuming aspects of research preparation for 

SURAM (see Section 3.3.1 for more on scale design). The experience and personalities 

of the people who completed this task were critical to its success. One research developer 

had several years of experience in the country as a surveyor. In my observation, such 

broad experience as gained by a surveyor is very useful in developing research 

methodology. Such a person has seen various situations and can conceive of a broader 

range of possibilities. Naturally, it is important that they also be observant and have a 

framework for understanding what they are seeing. 

Such broad experience is fundamentally different from that of someone who has 

spent significant time in one or a few locations. This one-place person may have much 

deeper knowledge of that location than the itinerant, but they sometimes make the error 

of assuming that other places are like the one they are familiar with.42

Looking at character qualities: one developer was a near perfectionist in her 

pursuit of accurate and useful scale descriptions. Someone developing this sort of tool 

needs to have the perseverance to deal with minutiae, without which such descriptions 

will be too vague to be useful or have too much overlap to allow for clear scoring. The 

42 I believe it is invaluable for language development workers of all kinds, including translators and SE 
workers, to gain perspective by visiting a number of locations before focusing all of their efforts in one 
particular area.
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final product will be imperfect, in that such descriptions in the abstract cannot capture all 

possibilities or perfectly delineate levels of a particular factor. It is important to be able to 

put careful, hard work into such a tool, test it, and then release it for use. Endless 

tinkering in the pursuit of perfection will only delay the actual research.

Another person involved in this effort was someone who was able to critique 

effectively. BT organizations sometimes have an abundance of people capable of 

critiquing; after all, translation requires attention to detail. In developing something like 

scale descriptions, critiquing effectively means not just identifying problems, but 

exercising creativity to rectify those problems. This takes patience, diligence, and 

effective communication. 

3.2.4  Data Analysis and Write-up

Raw data are only useful to the people who were there, those who are very 

acquainted with similar data and can make sense of it, or those who collect raw data for 

mass analysis. Careful analysis and detailed write-up are necessary to enable the majority 

of the interested audience to access the findings.

The individual SURAM trip reports were written by survey team members and 

René van den Berg. Because of SURAM’s scoring system, which allowed for consensus 

rating of scores before the end of the research trip (see Section 4.3.3 for more), this 

process was shorter than is required for a standard survey report but still demanded at 

least several weeks of focused effort. Because SURAM members often wanted to return 

to their normal jobs and pressing tasks, some engaged reluctantly in this task. It got done 

because they knew that without completion of the reports, much of the work would be 
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wasted. The individuals responsible for write-up were always designated before a 

research trip.

3.2.5 Ministry Planning

The first SURAM trip in early 2014 included a number of expatriates who 

invested in the local community according to their expertise—for example, vernacular 

media recording. Though there remained an interest in customizing the ministry aspect of 

SURAM to the community’s needs and interests, with SALT’s inclusion on SURAM’s 

second trip the ministry component of SURAM followed SALT’s normal program. This 

was customizable, but less varied than ministry would have been had SURAM continued 

in the pattern of its first trip, which had sought to meet specific needs of that particular 

community.43 Because this thesis is focused on SURAM’s research side, I make little 

comment specifically about the content of the ministry component. SALT brought a great 

deal of experience and skill to this task, and their contribution would have been 

worthwhile even had they restricted themselves solely to ministry. 

Part of the reason so many SIL-PNG staff were included in SURAM (see Section 

4.3.1 for details) was to broaden their awareness of SIL’s work in PNG. This was 

especially true for participants who normally had Ukarumpa-based support roles. 

Investing in staff members to improve their understanding and increase their motivation 

was therefore an additional ministry element of SURAM.

43 SALT chose topics it thought would be most relevant to each community, but the range of possibly 
ministry activity types was narrower than those deemed possible on the first trip.
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3.2.6  Cross-cultural Teamwork

Surveyors had observed that having Papua New Guineans accompany the team 

during surveys could improve relations with the communities researched. This was a 

result of the accompanying Papua New Guineans being able to explain what survey was 

about in a way that made sense to the local communities. Beginning with the second trip, 

SURAM was able to multiply this positive effect by including SALT.

This close cross-cultural teamwork was a testimony and example to the 

researched communities and helped to establish trust. It is difficult to overestimate the 

impact of demonstrating effective cross-cultural partnership. This was an essential 

component of SURAM as is underscored by the fact that I have discussed much of this 

already in the sections above.

3.3  Preparation Phase

Research projects, especially those as complex as SURAM, require a great deal of 

preparatory work. Not least is the need to work through a great many possibilities and 

decide exactly what the research will focus on and where it will be conducted. In this 

section I discuss the design of SURAM’s scales and factors considered in deciding what 

language communities to research.

3.3.1  Scale Design

One of the key elements of SURAM’s approach was its scales, which were very 

detailed and customized to the levels researchers expected to find for each factor (see 

Masters et al. 2016). Without the scales and the resulting scores, the results from the 
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individual research trips would have been difficult or impossible to compare to one 

another. The scores would have been inconsistent without the scales, especially given that 

each research trip included a different combination of people making these 

measurements.

As is discussed in Section 4.3.3, these scores allowed the researchers to quantify 

the various factors involved in order to see correlations between trips. Ideally, the scores 

on a scale are equidistant, making statistical analysis more straightforward. However, the 

researchers judged that a scale with equidistant but definition-less levels or a Likert scale 

would be inadequate. Asking each trip’s different team members, from a variety of 

cultures, to decide whether a factor is “some” or “most” would not have worked well.

The scales included short descriptions for when the situation obviously fit a 

particular score, and longer descriptions when the situation was more difficult to 

diagnose. For local church leader support, as in the following example, the short 

descriptions were

1 Local church leaders oppose VSU.
2 Local church leaders have a negative attitude towards VSU.
3 Local church leaders are lukewarm or indifferent towards VSU.
4 Local church leaders support VSU.
5 Local church leaders enthusiastically promote VSU. (Masters et al. 2016, 24)

The expanded scale for this factor was as follows:

1. During the past 10–15 years, the local church has not been using VS in church 
services or activities. Local leaders speak out against use of VS by members 
of the congregation, and the church has not been supportive of a translation of 
Scripture into the vernacular (though the church may support other language 
development efforts). In their training, local leaders were expected to use only 
LWC Scripture. They believe use of VS is detrimental to the health and life of 
the church.
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2. During the past 10–15 years, the local church has not been using VS in church 
services or activities. Local leaders encourage use of LWC Scripture by 
church members, though some church members may use VS in private 
settings. The church does not or did not support a vernacular Scripture 
translation project. Local leaders may recognise some value in using VS, but 
believe the cons outweigh the pros. Another situation that ranks at level 2 is 
when church leaders accept the translation in theory, but they react negatively 
to using VS, because they find it very hard to read VS fluently in front of an 
audience. In order to avoid embarrassment, they simply do not use it and do 
not encourage their congregations to use it.

3. During the past 10–15 years, use of VS by the local church has been largely 
dependent upon the preference of the church leader. If the church leader 
knows the V well and feels like using it in church, it is used. If not, it is not 
used. The church may support a VS translation project, but not heavily.

4. During the past 10–15 years, the local church has been using VS most of the 
time in church services and activities. Local leaders may have encouraged 
church members to use VS. The church supported the VS translation project, 
perhaps even taking ownership of the project. Openness to using VS was 
conveyed during theological/denominational training. 

5. During the past 10–15 years, the local church made a point of using VS in all 
domains for services and activities. This is even true in cases when the leader 
is from outside the language area, or when attendees come from outside the 
language area. VS may be used alongside LWC Scripture. Church leaders 
have encouraged church members to use VS, and enthusiastically promoted 
the VS translation project, perhaps even taking ownership of the project. Use 
of VS was actively promoted during theological/denominational training. 
(Masters et al. 2016, 24)

A scale with detailed descriptions for levels enabled more accurate and consistent 

scoring, where an equidistant but definition-less scale would not have worked. Consider a 

scenario from the factor above, local church leader support. Situation A: three churches, 

the largest of which supports VSU, the other two oppose it. Situation B: two churches, 

both ambivalent toward VS. With a generic 1–5 scale, situation A could score somewhere 

between 2–4, and situation B 1–3. This would be very difficult to do accurately and 

consistently across trips. Even a Likert scale with “little” or “most” to define scores 

relative to one another does not help much. Scale descriptions had to be very specific.
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Creating scale descriptions specific to each score made consistency possible. That 

is, with the scale descriptions, multiple teams composed of different people could have 

visited the same location and come up with the same resulting scores. This repeatability is 

a key principle in scientific research and significantly increases the credibility of 

SURAM’s results.

Despite the specificity of the scale descriptions, a score of 3 for factor X does not 

indicate that it is identical to another situation which was also given a score of 3. In fact, 

even a casual reading of the scales reveals that a given score may incorporate a number of 

possible realities. Some might argue that it would have been better to avoid this—for 

example, by creating more scoring levels to allow for a more fine-grained separation. 

Looking at the descriptions given in the example above, however, who can say whether A 

is better than B or B better than A?44 

There were times when the situation seemed to be between the scale definitions, 

and early in the research we temporarily allowed half-scores for situations which seemed 

to be between our scale descriptions.45 Retaining these half-scores (or doubling our scale 

to 10) would have been acceptable and perhaps helpful, but in the end there were few 

cases in which it was awkward to use a whole score with its associated definition.

44 The scale descriptions from this factor do not provide guidance for how to handle different levels of 
support in different churches. Some other descriptions—like factor 12: local church leaders speak 
vernacular—do help the researcher know how to manage this type of situation. This highlights the 
complexity of this factor and the challenge of creating good descriptions for them. It also highlights the 
benefit of a larger team to collect more data regarding this factor, and the advantage of having those 
various perspectives when scoring this factor.

45 It has also been argued that having a 10-point rather than 5-point scale would have allowed for a more 
detailed statistical analysis.
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If a score of 3 for factor X on trip four is different from a score of 3 for factor X 

on trip six, then what is gained by having the scales? As mentioned, consistency. Instead 

of attempting to measure using a generic Likert scale (is this “somewhat” or “mostly”?), 

the SURAM team shared the gathered evidence and discussed what scale descriptor best 

suited that evidence. There were times when different team members returned to the team 

meeting with different perspectives on a given issue. Instead of discussing whether it was 

“some” or “most”—an abstract, subjective distinction—the team was able to use the scale 

descriptions to frame the discussion more profitably.

The scale descriptions did not always make the team’s decision easy. At times 

those debates seemed interminable, and sometimes the decision was postponed. 

Sometimes further evidence was needed, other times it was a matter of stepping back 

from the debate and gaining perspective. Often, however, having detailed scale 

descriptions made decisions very straightforward. Being able to quickly agree, “Yes, this 

is a 4, and here’s why,” gave confidence in the efficacy of the approach.

The SURAM team did not consider it acceptable to record a score but discard the 

details of that score. Even with the scale descriptions, discarding the nuances of that 

factor in that community would have resulted in some confusion about the nature of the 

situation in some cases, because, as mentioned, a particular score can represent a variety 

of scenarios. During team discussion sessions, someone took notes on the evidence 

presented, and this along with other data (for example, individual questionnaires) were 

used to write a prose description of the situation for individual trip reports.
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Alternatives to SURAM’s approach include retaining a score but no detail or 

retaining a detailed description but no score. By having both a score and a detailed 

description, analysts and readers can gain a quick overview and can also drill down to 

discover the details of a given language community.

3.3.2  Factors for Choosing Research Locations

In some research locations, assessing all recently completed projects may be 

possible (see Section 3.3.2.5 for considerations related to time since dedication). In other 

places, a sample will be needed. A number of factors should be considered in selecting 
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this sample.46 These factors result from the research questions in focus and the context 

and accordingly may differ for different research projects. The following were the main 

factors considered for SURAM in finding an appropriate sample.

3.3.2.1 Church Denomination

Christian missionary efforts have played a significant role in PNG’s recent 

history. In such a linguistically diverse area, churches have made language choices from 

the beginning (see Paris 2012 for a history of the Lutheran church’s language policies in 

Morobe Province, PNG). SURAM conducted research in areas representing the historical 

influence of the larger denominations that arrived first, while not ignoring the influence 

of newer denominations.

In addition to the historical aspect of church development, these denominations 

continue to have language policies and other policies—pastor rotation, for example—that 

influence how they respond to vernacular literature. As Landin (2000) showed, other 

organizations can have a significant effect on how language communities use vernacular 

materials.

3.3.2.2 Region

SURAM accounted for the fact that parts of PNG have been influenced variously 

by foreigners of different cultures (for example, the German influence in East New 

Britain). It has been exposed to the outside world for various periods of time and to 

different degrees (for example, the outside world was not aware that people lived in the 

46 I assume here that there are too few projects to seek a simple random sample, but if someone were to 
conduct a SURAM-like study on a global scale, this would perhaps be possible (though probably not 
desirable). Rather, I assume the researchers have specific parameters in mind for which they’ll select 
projects to be representative—that is, a stratified random sample or something like it.
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interior PNG Highlands until the 1930s, and first contact has been decades more recent in 

the most remote parts of the country). Different economic and cultural challenges have 

been at work throughout the country. It was not possible to account for all variables and 

have large enough samples to speak authoritatively about how these impact VSU, but a 

general geographical distribution taking these factors into account was achieved.

3.3.2.3 Language Size

Language communities in PNG are small compared to those in other countries, 

but they vary from very small (even languages with several hundred speakers can be 

viable in PNG) to the largest with 230,000 speakers. SURAM conducted research in 

language groups of various sizes, from a group of 800 speakers to another with over 

100,000 people (see https://www.ethnologue.com/ for data of this type).

3.3.2.4 Language Type

At first glance, language type (a language’s character, what family it comes from) 

may not seem to have much to do with VSU. But with some languages being more 

complex than others—having more symbols, for example, or more complex grammatical 

structures—language complexity can have an influence on literacy levels and VSU.

Were there an objective standard for language complexity, like the Scoville scale 

for spiciness, we might have an objective way to rate this and therefore assure that 
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SURAM covered an appropriate range. Without such a scale, it was a matter of looking at 

the language families present in the country and conducting research within the larger 

families.

3.3.2.5 Researching Programs of What Vintage

SURAM chose to focus on projects completed within 20 years.47 Because of the 

shortage of longitudinal studies revealing the rise and fall of VSU relative to the time of 

the dedication of Scripture materials, we cannot be sure of the best time frame to assess a 

project’s success in terms of VSU. Clearly, however, the greater the amount of time that 

passes between a project and an assessment, the more difficult it will be to acquire good 

information on how the project was started and run.48

SURAM relied primarily on the memory of community members for its data. On 

multiple occasions, community members failed to recall, for example, how the original 

47 Originally the criterion was “since the year 2000,” so that the projects studied would have been 
dedicated no more than 17 years prior to research. One project deemed worthy of research for a variety 
of reasons was dedicated in 1998, so the rules were bent somewhat. This turned out to be the language 
community in which SURAM’s visit had the most obvious effect on improving VSU in the years 
following the trip. A small revival of interest in the vernacular Scriptures, teaching, and associated 
ministry occurred.

48 Because of the subject matter in focus, this thesis only briefly addresses longitudinal research (see 
Section 6.1.2), but much would be gained by a research series carefully monitoring and evaluating 
during a project followed by periodic assessment following its completion. Whereas research like 
SURAM gives a snapshot and attempts to tell the story by learning of historical events, such a 
longitudinal study would reveal how things play out in real time. The chief challenge with such a study 
would be observer’s paradox, whereby the mere act of assessment would alter the nature of what is 
assessed. Nevertheless, such a longitudinal study would have at least a twofold outcome: 1) it would 
provide context for “snapshot” research, giving a better idea of what led to current realities. 2) It would 
reveal the natural process of engagement with vernacular Scripture and would allow BT agencies to 
make more informed decisions about when it is appropriate to reengage (for revision, and so forth) or 
how they might remain profitably in partnership with the local community following major 
dedications.
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Papua New Guinean translators were selected (project design and implementation factor). 

Considering that 1) projects researched were started as long as half a century ago (Lomi), 

2) it is uncommon for young people to be selected for positions of influence like 

translation, and 3) the life expectancy in PNG is lower than the global average, it is not 

difficult to understand why details of a project’s early days were lost.

An additional consideration when selecting projects for research was the general 

approach used for translation. SURAM’s primary aim was not to measure historical 

success but to improve future projects, so the projects studied had to be as similar in 

approach to current projects as possible. There was little point in studying the fruit of a 

historical approach already discarded.49

Historical context was also relevant to project selection. Though PNG remains a 

varied country, with some situations not far removed from the types of places where SIL 

worked in its earliest days (often characterized as isolated and monolingual), in broad 

strokes it is true that the general trends of urbanization, technology, and multilingualism 

are affecting Papua New Guinean communities. To the degree that most locations SIL 

works in are different from PNG of the late 1950s and 60s, studying these dated projects 

would not be as helpful for improving the future.

In short, to draw conclusions relevant to current and future programs, SURAM 

studied projects which were most similar in approach to current strategies and most 

similar in context to current realities in Papua New Guinean communities. 

49 Unless, of course, an approach no longer being used is more effective than current approaches. While 
this seems unlikely, and a “humankind always improving” perspective would scoff, for the majority of 
historical cases we do not know because it was not investigated. I hope in 40 years people will not look 
back at our era and be similarly in the dark.
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Where studies are desired but an inadequate number of recent projects have been 

completed, adjustments to research methodology should be considered. Historical 

documentation—for example, old letters, journals, progress reports—may aid in the 

recovery of facts lost to memory. In general, researching more recent projects where 

more sources are available is preferable.

3.3.2.6 Additional Considerations

Other factors played a part in determining where to go, including:

• ease of access—limited time available for the team members who all had 

other full-time roles

• cost of travel options—a longer trip by road was often cheaper than a short 

trip by air

• safety considerations

• interest among the community in receiving researchers—in all cases, 

community members gave permission for SURAM’s visit prior to going

• permission of the expatriate translator—desiring collaboration, the SURAM 

team only researched projects where permission was granted

3.4  Data Sources

Choosing a research project’s data sources is among the most important decisions. 

Such a decision must be guided by the sources most likely to provide the best answers to 

the research questions, rather than being based on ease of execution. Though certain 

questions may appropriately be proposed to BT personnel, exploration of SE will 
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normally require that the primary source for data be those served by the translation 

project.

It is also possible, and in many cases beneficial, to ask more than one source. 

SURAM collected data from expatriate and national personnel connected to the project, 

along with primarily from the language community in which the project was completed.

3.4.1  Expatriate Versus National

A number of significant SE research projects—Landin and Federwitz, for 

example—chose to collect data primarily from expatriate sources. There are multiple 

advantages to this approach. These are presented in the left-hand column.

Table 5. Advantages of Collecting Data from Expatriate Staff

Advantage of expatriate50 data sources Corresponding challenges to collecting data 
from language communities

It is logistically simpler. It is generally known who 
the expatriates involved are and how to get in 
contact with them.

Logistically complex. Knowing who to talk to and 
figuring out how to reach them may be very 
challenging.

Financial and time-related costs are reduced. It may 
even be possible to collect data electronically.

Travel is often expensive and time-consuming, and 
conditions may mean that only those with the right 
skills and experience can even get to the research 
area.

The expatriate is trusted as a data source because of 
their status within the organization and their track 
record.

It is uncertain how the community will respond. It 
is common for people to give outsiders the answers 
they think the outsiders want to hear.

There is usually no language barrier for collection 
of the data. Research tools do not have to be 
translated. Lack of cultural barriers.

Language proficiency and translation of research 
tools is required. Research approaches need to be 
adapted to the local culture.

There is often an understanding of why the 
research is important; therefore, buy-in is likely 
and the requested data are provided freely51 
(although survey fatigue or general busyness is 

There may be misunderstanding or suspicion about 
why the data is being collected. Careful 
explanation is needed, trust may need to be 
established.

50  These apply partially to non-expatriate staff of BT agencies, but the more heterogeneous the source, 
the more work is required to conduct research among them. This table presents the two extremes.
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likely to reduce the number of responses). The need 
for explanation is reduced, and the requisite 
information can be collected very directly.

Research designers should consider this question carefully: Does the research 

mandate require knowledge of the perspective of the community served by the project? If 

so, then the community must be consulted; no other perspective will substitute.

Gathering data from the community is more difficult, for the opposite reasons as 

those mentioned in favor of expatriates (see right column above), among other things. If 

BT agencies are going to directly measure VSU and factors connected to it, however, 

there is no alternative to collecting data from the community.

SURAM was much improved by the fact that the communities researched were on 

board with SURAM’s objectives. We were uncertain how the community would respond 

when we asked for positive and negative comment on the BT project. When we explained 

that we desired to help future translation teams, however, they were enthusiastic. Some 

communities revealed matters that were culturally sensitive, including the moral failures 

of members of their community associated with the project. They also criticized the 

behavior of the expatriates. The churchgoers who were SURAM’s main data source, even 

in locations where the vernacular Scriptures were barely used, responded very positively 

to our request that they tell their stories to improve future projects.

51  SURAM had a very good experience with buy-in by everyone consulted as a data source, but even for 
BT agency personnel this may not be guaranteed—especially if the data-gathering effort is considered 
to be “just another form to fill out.” The research project is likely to benefit from effort invested in 
communicating what the research is about and how it will aid those involved or others like them.
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3.4.2  Project Personnel Versus Community Members

Some of the advantages outlined for using expatriates as data sources apply also 

to locals associated with the project—for example, knowing contact information and 

having a degree of trust—but the argument for the inclusion of community members 

remains valid. For SURAM, both were consulted.

SURAM may have blurred the lines too much in this regard. In seeking the best 

information available, SURAM researchers consulted national project personnel when 

they had the best information, but likely failed to double-check this information with 

other community members in some cases. This was partly simply a result of the focus on 

the information itself. It was also because those project personnel had become regular 

community members in the post-project era in most cases, and their perspective did not 

apparently differ from the rest of the community.

That said, in at least one case project personnel were continuing to undertake BT 

activities and seek assistance for these efforts, including material assistance and training 

(Komi). In this instance it was clear that the individuals in question had an agenda, and 

this was taken into account when hearing their stories. But it is likely these sorts of 

agendas existed in other cases without the SURAM team’s knowledge. Researchers know 

that respondents all have a certain perspective underlying their input, and it is the 

research team’s job to attempt to adjust accordingly.

3.4.3  Historical Records

SURAM relied heavily on the memory of community members where translations 

were based. Despite improving archiving standards, historical records are sometimes 
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sparse. Even where prevalent, records to date are often not the type of information needed 

about SE, apart from general facts such as project start dates, workshops that were run, 

and other such events. SIL does a good job of tracking projects with regard to 

requirements and overall percentage of completed translated materials. It is not as good at 

monitoring and evaluating factors related to the community’s engagement with the 

project or the materials produced. At best there are records of how many New Testaments 

are sold at a dedication. High numbers are heralded as successes, low numbers are likely 

to result in many tears and questions. No attempt is made to learn whether anyone is 

using the materials purchased, and often limited effort is made to continue distribution. 

Historical records, then, were of limited value for SURAM.

3.5  Conclusion

The story of SURAM’s development provides helpful background for its final 

form. It had its share of twists and turns, near-stalls, and challenging decisions. A great 

deal of time was needed to prepare and develop SURAM, but this proved worthwhile as 

SURAM quickly reached consistency during its execution phase.



4. Chapter 4–SURAM Form, Execution, Critique

Researchers developing an SE research plan can expect to be deluged by 

suggestions of what to include in the research. With myriad interesting and interrelated 

factors, it is challenging to know what it is most important to focus on. Prioritizing is 

necessary. Using a tool like the Ladder of Abstraction (described as used for language 

assessment by Decker and Grummitt 2012, 181) to build a solid research plan is helpful 

in ensuring that the data collected are pertinent to the research questions. Researchers 

must be able to show how they will achieve the goals set out for or identified by them.

For SURAM, identifying the “right” factors to research was the result of much 

discussion. With a large team, lots of time, and significant funding, SURAM could afford 

to be broad, but still it was criticized for not looking at other factors considered by some 

to have been essential (some are covered in Section 4.5). Such commentary should be 

heeded but is not an indication of failure if the research team has chosen to focus its 

efforts elsewhere.

SURAM began generally with Dye’s “Eight Conditions” (2009)—until a better 

SE model is developed, any research design should include this model in its deliberations

—and reviewed SE research, especially research which included measurement of VSU. 

This review provided context for SURAM. Given the scope of SURAM and the absence 

of a similar research project in a comparable context, however, developing SURAM’s 

methodology required a great deal of hard work. It relied extensively on the expertise of 

the language program staff, surveyors, and SE workers involved.

87
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Future SE researchers will be remiss if they fail to learn from previous research 

efforts. This is, of course, the motivation for this thesis and for SERC (description of 

SERC in Section 2.1). SERC is useful to everyone accessing SE research—for purposes 

of learning and responding or developing their own research methodology—by 

describing SE research to date in an accessible, comparable manner. Appendix 8 makes 

suggestions for some ways it can be used.

SURAM’s background and preparations have been described in previous chapters. 

This chapter provides much more detail about SURAM’s form, discusses its execution, 

and provides a critique of aspects of SURAM’s design and execution. We begin with the 

most important elements of SURAM’s structure: its overall scores and the 16 factors it 

examined.

4.1 Overall Scores: VSU in Church, VSU in Other Contexts, Reach

SURAM researched three parameters of vernacular Scripture use, which formed 

its headline scores: VSU in church, VSU in other contexts, and Reach. These were used 

primarily because they were considered the best way to capture broad characteristics of 

use in different aspects of the life of language communities in PNG, as researchable by 

SURAM. They also correlate neatly with logical SE goals: to see vernacular Scripture 

used 1) consistently in churches across denominations; 2) in the home by individuals and 

families or for extra-church activities; and 3) in locations geographically distant or less-

influenceable by a translation project yet still adequately served by the materials in 

question.
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The tripartite overall scores were partly a result of trial and error. We deemed an 

attempt to capture all of the relevant details with one score overly reductionistic. For 

example, no one score could cover a situation in which everyone in the translation village 

used the Scriptures but no one in the other four villages used it. A “Reach” score is 

needed to capture this situation. Another example: if there were just one VSU score 

covering the translation village, a score of 5 could not accurately represent a situation in 

which the vernacular Scriptures are used weekly in church to read a single verse, apart 

from which no one ever uses them. Having scores for use both in church and outside of 

church allows for a more nuanced diagnosis.

It would have been possible to have more scores (scoring each village visited, for 

example) or a different unit of analysis (rating individual churches rather than 

representative scores for the language community). There would have been advantages 

and disadvantages to doing so—for example, scoring churches would have resulted in 

more data points, making statistical analysis of the scores more feasible.52 The language 

community, whose total VSU is represented by this tripartite score, was selected as the 

unit of analysis at least in part because it is generally the entity SIL-PNG seeks to serve 

through language development. Analyzing the language community as a unit allowed for 

conclusions about the effect of the BT project on that unit and provided meaningful 

commentary on how to be more effective in the future. See Section 6.7 for more on unit 

of analysis.

52 The small number of data points was one reason statisticians expressed reluctance to employ a battery 
of statistical analyses on SURAM’s scores (see Section 4.4.3). An additional use for church scores 
would have been to have a better understanding of VSU patterns for the various church denominations 
active in PNG.
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Further detail on the development of these scores may aid the reader. The second 

SURAM trip,53 in May 2014, started at a village up the coast from where the translation 

had been based. The team went there partly because of contacts it had there and because 

it was an important location for church activity and history in the area. The team intended 

to visit a second village, a local government and trade center. With weather making boat 

travel to the government station dangerous, the team began to reconsider its plans and, 

therefore, its parameters for research locations. 

They realized that comparing a randomly chosen village X in one language to a 

randomly chosen village Y in another language was like comparing pineapples to 

mangoes. How were they to know whether these villages are at all representative of the 

language group in general? How were they to know what factors had been influential in 

each location, or that the villages in question were at all comparable?

It was decided that SURAM needed to make the primary research location the 

village where the translation project was based. Though each language community, 

village, and language project is different, conducting research where the translation was 

based would result in maximum comparability relative to the language project. 

Additionally, it could be said that the expected fruit of the project would be best 

represented at translation headquarters, of all the villages in the language group.

Evaluating VSU separately in the church context and outside church was already 

part of the research plan at that point. Through the process described above, these VSU 

scores became specific to the village where the translation project was based. A third 

53 On the first trip, the team visited the village where the translation project was based. For that language 
community it was the logical village to visit in terms of population and access.
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score would be necessary to show what VSU looked like in the rest of the language 

community, so Reach was born (see Section 4.1.2 for more about Reach).

4.1.1  VSU in Church Services and in Other Contexts

SURAM looks at VSU in church separately from other contexts, based on the 

perception that SU patterns differ among these contexts in PNG and because BT agencies 

are keen to see holistic use of Scriptures, therefore SURAM wanted to measure this 

dynamic carefully.

Different barriers to use are present in these two contexts. In church, barriers may 

include

• The pastor or service leader does not know the vernacular.

• The presence of those who do not understand the vernacular (visitors or people 

married in from other places, or because of language shift).

• Lack of reading fluency and the possibility of negative community response to a 

poor reading.

• Not having a vernacular version of all the passages needed for the sermon or 

liturgy. 

• The perception that reading the vernacular does not confer the prestige that 

reading in English does. Reading in English showcases one’s education.

• Reading the Scriptures in a language less known to the congregation and then 

interpreting it emphasizes the importance of the service leader’s role. Having the 

Scriptures in a readily comprehensible form (the vernacular) may imply that the 

service leader is an unnecessary intermediary.
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Outside of church, barriers include

• Inability to read.

• Inability to read the vernacular.

• A model of learning or of spirituality that does not have a place for literacy.

• A church tradition that places no emphasis on personal access of Scripture (or 

discourages it). The lack of a model for personal devotions.

• A lack of additional reading material, especially in the vernacular, to motivate 

people to master this skill.

• A lack of light to read by.

• The fluidity of family schedules.

These potential barriers show that each of these contexts is sufficiently different 

to merit its own score.54

4.1.2  Reach

With two VSU scores focusing on the translation village, Reach captures the rest, 

in part. “Reach of VSU attempts to cover the whole language area with all its dialects. 

Note, however, that Reach is limited to the target dialect. Dialects that were considered 

too dissimilar to be reached with the translation are not part of the investigation” (Masters 

et al. 2016, 6).

So which is it: the whole language area, or only that part targeted by the project? 

The answer is that in a number of cases SURAM was not able to be conclusive about 

54 These two scores cover church services versus other contexts. In other words, some church activities 
such as youth groups and church ministry outings were included within “other contexts.” I’ve 
overemphasized the differences between these two contexts; there is some overlap in the barriers.
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whether all or only part of the language community was historically targeted by the 

project. I suspect that SURAM’s uncertainty reflected the projects’ uncertainty in those 

cases where it was not clear whether the project would be adequate for or accepted by the 

whole language community. The SURAM team had to determine how much of the 

language community was reached by the project, based on community reports of actual 

practice and factors like linguistic similarity.

SURAM’s score for Reach represented VSU in those parts of the language group 

it seemed reasonable to believe could be served by the translation project, based on the 

evidence available.

The content of the Reach score is of necessity somewhat inclusive and vague.55 

Reach describes VSU—as much as it is able to, given sampling challenges—across 

denominations, villages, and dialects outside the translation village. Coming to a 

complete understanding of Reach in a large group would have taken more time than was 

available (Masters et al. 2016, 6). It was not possible to visit more than one or two 

additional villages beyond the translation village during each research trip, and in some 

cases the language communities were large by PNG standards (one of the languages 

researched was in the top five of PNG’s languages by size and has over 400 villages). In 

these cases, the villages visited by SURAM represented a very small sample of the 

language community. But language projects aim to serve the broader community, so 

SURAM needed some assessment of success in this area.

55 Being more specific would have required a greater amount of time invested in researching a larger 
sample of each language group.
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For each language community, Reach represented the team’s best understanding. 

In some cases the Reach score was fairly comprehensive—for example, where the 

language community was small, or homogeneous, or where reporting by community 

members was clear and thorough. Where the language community was large or diverse, 

or reporting by informants was poor, Reach provides only a rough measure.

Three of SURAM’s 16 factors required research outside of the village where the 

translation was based: dialect situation, distribution, and community involvement. None 

of these factors could be addressed solely by research in the translation village. For the 

other factors, most of the data came from the translation village, but data collected 

outside the translation village could serve to clarify those factors.

4.1.3  Confidence Levels

Discussing the challenges of assigning a score to Reach provides good context to 

explain SURAM’s confidence levels. For all scores, the SURAM team also assigned one 

of three confidence levels: a) fairly confident to certain, b) somewhat confident but 

having some doubts, c) little or no confidence.

It was important that the SURAM team identify a specific factor score that 

represents their best understanding of the situation, rather than choosing not to assign a 

score when the situation was less than crystal-clear. But where they had incomplete 

information or where the information conflicted, confidence levels allow for transparency 

and are a cautionary note to those intending to act on that information.
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4.2 16 Factors

SURAM investigated the following factors, abbreviated from “SURAM 

Hypotheses, Scales, and Probes” (Masters et al. 2016). Researchers should use that 

document if they intend to apply a methodology similar to SURAM’s; it will provide 

further content to adjust or depart from depending on research context. My description 

below focuses on elements which may not be familiar to those unacquainted with the 

PNG context.

The SURAM factors, with their simple scales, expanded scales, and probes, 

occupy 20 pages of “SURAM Hypotheses, Scales, and Probes” (Masters et al. 2016). The 

brief descriptions below are an overview with additional considerations.

These are the 16 factors which are described below:

1. Language use in church is a major indicator of VSU.
2. Language shift toward an LWC is a major obstacle to VSU.
3. When there is a complex dialect situation, overall VSU in the language 

community is low compared to VSU in non-complex situations.
4. A poor orthography is a great hindrance to VSU.
5. There is a direct correlation between quality of translation and amount of 

VSU.
6. The reputation of the expatriate translators and their relationships within the 

community have an effect on VSU.
7. The reputation of the local translators and their relationships within the 

community have an effect on VSU.
8. The presence of schools and some literacy is an important factor in VSU.
9. VSU activities and use of vernacular church materials early in a project 

correlates with higher VSU.
10. Lack of distribution of VS materials after the NT dedication hinders VSU.
11. The overall spiritual climate in an area correlates with the level of VSU.
12. Firm support from denominational leaders is essential for VSU.
13. Firm support from local church leaders is essential for VSU.
14. The presence of local church leaders who do not speak the local language 

hinders VSU.
15. There is a direct correlation between community involvement/empowerment 

and the level of VSU.
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16. Projects that are designed and implemented by a local church or a 
local/national partner with assistance from SIL produce translations that are 
significantly more used than projects completely run by SIL. (Masters et al. 
2016, 2)

4.2.1  Language Use in Church is a Major Indicator of VSU

Christian churches are distributed throughout PNG but are a fairly recent 

innovation. Early missionaries first arrived in the country in the mid to late 17th century. 

Some large areas of the country were not “discovered” by the outside world until the 

1930s. Given this, and the challenges of travel and communication in PNG, church 

policies are diverse and are implemented to varying degrees. Church language policy is 

affected by denominational history, values, and other policies which do not expressly 

target language use but nevertheless affect it, such as pastor rotation.

Language use in church depends on many factors, including the presence of 

official denominational representatives, normal patterns of language use in the 

community, the percentage and prestige of people who do not speak the vernacular 

language, the amount of theological training received by (as well as the general position 

of) the people leading services, and other factors.

This factor demonstrates that even the elements investigated by SURAM are not 

monolithic entities, foundational and immutable elements underlying other changeable 

aspects of society. SURAM factors are themselves dependent variables acted upon by 

other conscious and unconscious actors.

The language use in church factor incorporates measurement of domains and 

frequency of use, along with norms across denominations active in the area researched.
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4.2.2  Language Shift Towards an LWC is a Major Obstacle to VSU

Though language use patterns outside of religious contexts may differ from those 

within, community patterns have an impact on the choice of languages used for religious 

functions. Papua New Guineans are often accommodating to outsiders, especially in 

church contexts, so they are more likely to use a trade language in the presence of people 

who cannot speak the vernacular, which is more likely to be the case in communities 

where language shift is occurring. Reports indicate something similar occurring in other 

parts of the world (Dye, personal communication July 10, 2019).

4.2.3  When There is a Complex Dialect Situation, Overall VSU in the Language 

Community is Low Compared to VSU in Non-complex Situations

Stated inversely, this factor would read, “VSU is higher in linguistically 

homogeneous communities.” SURAM’s examination of dialect issues was affected by 

SIL-PNG’s tolerance of ambiguity in this area. Though SIL-PNG’s hope is that 

vernacular Scripture materials will be used as widely as possible, extensibility is limited 

by linguistic diversity and attitudes which characterize interaction between communities 

and their language varieties. Despite the requirement that language teams undertake a 

dialect survey, in many cases it is unclear what parts of the language community will 

eventually be willing and able to use the translated materials. So SURAM sought to 

evaluate VSU for the language varieties targeted by the translation, but the SURAM team 

did not always know which varieties were legitimate recipients. Which language variety 

the translation was best for was clear; it was less clear which other varieties could use it.
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4.2.4  A Poor Orthography is a Great Hindrance to VSU

The factors more directly related to SIL’s work, like orthography, are often easier 

to conceive of and measure. Linguists understands what makes a good orthography. 

However, this factor and others like it do not measure orthography by an abstract, 

objective metric. Rather, this factor measures orthography as it was perceived by the 

community. This is an important distinction that SE researchers must grapple with in 

determining their approach.

In other words, if the orthography is difficult to learn, if parts of it evoke a 

negative response, or if aspects of it are disliked, then the orthography is a barrier. One 

SURAM trip provided a great example of this. The orthography appeared to be 

technically very good, using best practices such as including the community in 

orthography decisions. Yet the community reported inability (we may also infer some 

unwillingness) to read the material because of one symbol.

Since the community had understood and agreed upon the symbol, it appeared to 

be fully adequate apart from the community’s acceptance. But the community considered 

the symbol a problem and it played a part in their refusal to use the materials. From other 

SURAM trips, I observed how quickly vernacular materials could be closed and put back 

on the shelf when encountering seemingly small obstacles of this nature.

BT strategy may be too easily swayed by idealistic thinking: people should do this 

or should not do that. BT personnel may resist bending on these issues. The result will be 

unused materials unless a change of thinking occurs in the language community, which 

cannot be counted on. Dye’s “Eight Conditions” (2009) and the “Welser Scale” (2009) 
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have as their foundation the strategy of addressing the most significant barriers first. The 

“most significant barrier” may be something very small and perhaps easily resolved, but 

such seemingly insignificant barriers should not be ignored. This is especially true when 

the community blames these barriers for non-use. In other words, user attitudes affect use 

of the product, so SURAM sought to understand these attitudes.

4.2.5  There is a Direct Correlation between Quality of Translation and Amount of 

VSU

Like orthography, quality of translation focused on local perception—for 

example, about appropriate key terms and borrowed terms, and naturalness of the 

language. It could also include things like the appearance and layout of the material.

Generally the community had no or few problems in this area, and it was 

consistently ranked highly.56 The SURAM team encountered some individuals who had 

spent more time with the material or who had a more critical eye; these suggested the 

need for changes.

4.2.6  The Reputation of the Expatriate Translators and their Relationships within 

the Community have an Effect on VSU.

See Section 4.2.7.

56 Average of 4.1, two scores of 3, all others 4 or 5.
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4.2.7  The reputation of the Local Translators and their Relationships within the 

Community have an Effect on VSU.

These related reputation factors were each given a score. SURAM data-collection 

methodology emphasized the usefulness of stories (recalled history). Researchers were 

interested in historical events, decisions, and perceptions. This approach proved key in 

the area of reputation. Reputation scores were derived primarily from stories about 

translation personnel and the tone in which they were told. Some statements were more 

direct; for example, “They became one of us” or “They showed they cared by . . . .”

In relationship-oriented PNG, the power of reputation was anticipated. But in 

several instances of poor reputation, the detrimental effect on VSU was enormous. It may 

be true that a good reputation is hard to build and is easily lost, while a bad reputation is 

easily gained and hard to shed. Whatever the case, bad reputation—often the result of 

behavior disapproved of—seemed powerful enough in at least one case to single-

handedly destroy VSU.

In one of the language communities studied by SURAM a serious moral lapse 

occurred repeatedly on the translation team. The individual was placed in a church 

disciplinary process, followed by reinstatement to the translation team. Despite this, the 

community considered the behavior and character of this individual a primary cause of 

their disuse of the vernacular material.

It was difficult to see this factor having such a negative impact on VSU. Many of 

the other factors received high ratings in this language community. Like the story told 

regarding orthography above, this highlights the power of one barrier to reduce VSU. It 
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also highlights the reality that many aspects of a translation project are outside of the 

control of, or can be minimally influenced by, the expatriate BT agent. The expatriate BT 

adviser may also have a poor reputation; for the sample researched by SURAM, 

reputation of expatriates scored—on a five point scale, with 5 being best—a 3 on two 

occasions, 4 or 5 for the rest.

SURAM did not intentionally assess the reputation of SIL-PNG as an 

organization, because throughout PNG personal reputations are a much more important 

factor. In other contexts, different aspects of reputation may be important to assess. For 

example, where language groups are millions of people strong, organizational reputation 

is more likely to matter than personal reputation. In cases where language development is 

more restricted, an organization’s reputation may be key to its continued work.

4.2.8  The Presence of Schools and Some Literacy is an Important Factor in VSU

Comprehensive distribution of institutional services, including education, is a 

challenge in PNG. Most of the villages where translations were based in the SURAM 

sample were rated as a 4 for this factor. A score of 4 (in a scale where 5 is best) may 

imply high levels of education; for this factor of the SURAM scales, this is inaccurate 

and demonstrates the importance of defining terms (or describing scores) in report-

writing. For this factor, a 4 only means “There are currently schools in the area and much 

of the population below 50 is literate” (Masters et al. 2016, 17). Verbal description of 

what the scores mean for this factor provides necessary context; scale ranges for the 

SURAM factors span the situations SURAM researchers thought likely, not all 

possibilities. For this factor, the scale range represented the range researchers expected to 
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find in these often remote communities, and therefore even a score of 5 was defined as: 

“There have been schools in the area for many decades. Most of the population below 50 

is literate and many people own and read books” (Masters et al. 2016, 17). In some parts 

of the world, we might expect the average community to achieve this or better; of the 11 

communities researched by SURAM, one was given a score of 5 (Doni).

Based on my experience as a surveyor in PNG, I had expected lower scores for 

this factor. In many villages schools are entirely absent or only the first few grades are 

available;57 children have to walk for hours to get to school; there had been a school in 

the past and it is expected to reopen any time; or parents do not see the value in a formal 

education, so they keep their children home. It makes sense, however, for translations to 

be based in villages of greater size and significance within each language area; therefore, 

those villages are more likely to have a school than other villages in the area not visited 

by SURAM. This, among other factors such as the dialect factor, distribution, and 

community involvement, logically supports the hypothesis that VSU is likely to be 

strongest in the translation village.

57 According to the Papua New Guinea Educational System Overview (n.d.) at 
http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/1166/Papua-New-Guinea-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM-
OVERVIEW.html (accessed November 14, 2019), two-thirds of students who enter first grade 
complete sixth grade. Of these, 35% transition to seventh grade (the first grade of secondary school). 
This means 23% of children who begin schooling (not all do) reach high school. Two-thirds of those 
entering seventh make it through tenth; this is 15% of children who enter school. Only one-fifth of 
tenth-grade finishers enter eleventh—3% of children who entered school to begin with. Further figures 
provided at the website include that “in some remote highland areas, fewer than 7 percent of children 
receive any formal education.”

http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/1166/Papua-New-Guinea-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM-OVERVIEW.html
http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/1166/Papua-New-Guinea-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTEM-OVERVIEW.html
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4.2.9  SU Activities and Use of Vernacular Church Materials Early in a Project 

Correlates with Higher VSU

This factor and the one focused on local ownership comment on elements of 

language program strategy that have gained prominence in recent decades. SURAM 

sought to discover how these play out in PNG. But despite the stipulation that translations 

researched by SURAM had to have been completed since 2000 (with one exception from 

1998), to research recent projects, the beginning of researched projects was on average 25 

years before completion (and 52 years in the longest studied case). It was difficult to get 

clear information about what was done early in the project. The average lifespan of Papua 

New Guineans and a lack of written records also play a part in obscuring the data. 

Despite the shortage of specifics, it was apparent that some teams had made SU activities 

a part of their ongoing strategy, and others had not.

4.2.10  Lack of Distribution of VS Materials after the NT Dedication Hinders VSU

When evaluating the diffusion of materials, one of the most obvious logistical 

challenges is their actual distribution. I have heard some people express the expectation 

that good things like Scripture will spread and grow naturally (see Section 1.7.1 for 

more). Either this assumption has caused distribution not to be prioritized or distribution 

has been done ineffectually despite efforts made. The following are examples of what 

was discovered among the communities researched by SURAM:

• Lack of knowledge outside of the translation village that a translation had 

been done.
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• Many boxes of Scriptures stored for over a decade by local leaders who had 

agreed to be part of the distribution effort. They were eaten by termites.

• Many more boxes of Scriptures stored in the distribution center at SIL-PNG’s 

main center, with limited effort made following the dedication to distribute 

them.

• Community purchase of all of the translated materials with no clear plan to 

produce more.

This factor highlights the question of what translation teams are responsible for 

following the completion and dedication of the Scriptures. In PNG, at least, it has 

generally not proved true that translated materials will be distributed organically. 

Expatriate translators often consider the dedication their final contribution, though some 

recent teams have made an effort to return for an additional field term to work on this and 

other aspects of post-translation SE.

Should distribution be the organization’s responsibility? Positions could be 

created for distribution specialists who could engage with communities even before a 

dedication, so they are known and trusted. Key locals could be recruited to aid them in 

this effort. 

Of all the steps SIL could take to improve SE in PNG, and of the 

recommendations made by SURAM, this seems one of the most straightforward. This is 

not to downplay the challenges of distribution—the cost of transporting materials, 

overcoming disinterest, setting an appropriate cost for materials, and accounting for sales. 

But most expatriate workers come from Western nations where sales and distribution 
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practices are refined and considered key to success. Work is needed to adapt these 

approaches to BT contexts. In the first half of 2019, several people were hired to perform 

distribution functions for SIL-PNG, a step in the right direction.

4.2.11  The Overall Spiritual Climate in an Area Correlates with the Level of VSU

This factor emerges from Dye’s “spiritual hunger” condition (2009), and from the 

spiritual warfare which occurs—in some ways more obviously than in the West—in 

countries like PNG. How does one measure spiritual climate? Despite the challenges, the 

PNG survey team has on multiple occasions been asked to provide some commentary in 

its research on spiritual climate. A factor like this demonstrates the value of the consensus 

decision-making approach SURAM used to score each factor. The team was able to use 

its collective knowledge and abilities (including the diverse cultural perspectives and 

skills represented) to assess this complex factor.

This factor focused on both the tangible—physical evidence of belief in animism 

or evidence of commercialism, for example—and the intangible. The latter reflects the 

belief that some people are sensitive enough to gain an impression of spiritual climate 

without (or perhaps in partnership with) their physical senses. The consensus decision-

making process allowed these various evidences to be weighed to avoid sensationalism.

Evidence of the following was included in evaluating this factor: reported 

practicing of sorcery, evidence or reports of people practicing animism, patterns of 

church attendance and involvement of locals in church activities, reports of felt barriers to 

the practice of Christianity, and the reputation of church leaders.
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As with many other factors, spiritual climate is a dependent variable of other 

factors; it is not a least-common denominator at the foundation of society. But believing 

spiritual forces to be real, evaluating this factor provided some commentary on what 

would otherwise be difficult to assess but is dangerous to ignore.

4.2.12  Firm Support from Denominational Leaders is Essential for VSU.

See below.

4.2.13  Firm Support from Local Church Leaders is Essential for VSU.

As with “reputation,” these related factors each received a score but are here 

described together. I have already addressed, in part, the church language use factor and 

the impact of the pastor’s behavior and church policies in that factor. Closely linked to 

these is whether local church leaders—locally born or assigned from elsewhere—support 

the idea of language development and the use of vernacular Scriptures. In PNG, church 

leaders are often highly respected, considered prestigious by virtue of their position and 

education.

Naturally, church leaders’ values are affected by denominational policy. 

Denominational policy may be inconsistently applied, but it plays a role over time. 

Because of policies like pastor rotation, in some cases SURAM found local leaders who 

were pro-vernacular but had not been able to learn the vernacular themselves. They were 

able only to give verbal support to translation efforts but could not demonstrate its use 

themselves.
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Landin (2000) conducted important research showing that the language use 

patterns of workers from other organizations influence how communities use vernacular 

Scripture. This raises several questions:

• How can translation teams influence the personnel of other agencies, 

especially when these personnel are sufficiently short-term that language 

learning is impractical?

• How much effort should SIL put into working at the institutional and national 

level to influence language policies and practices?

A translation team may do everything well on a local level, but if no other 

agencies, including local churches, are using the vernacular, then vernacular materials are 

less likely to be used. A positive attitude alone is usually insufficient to start something, 

though a negative attitude may be enough to kill it before it has begun.

4.2.14  The Presence of Local Church Leaders Who do not Speak the Local 

Language Hinders VSU

This factor, like other similar factors, refers not only to the current situation but 

also to the remembered past. Factors having to do with human behavioral patterns may 

change rapidly, but more often a group changes slowly over time. For example, a 

respected pastor who was anti-vernacular (or pro-English) may continue to influence the 

behavior of his congregation long after he is gone. Knowing only that there is a young, 

energetic, pro-vernacular pastor in place at the time of the research is insufficient.
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4.2.15  There is a Direct Correlation between Community 

Involvement/Empowerment and the Level of VSU

This factor includes community awareness, unity, and practical aspects of 

community involvement in the translation project. But multiple decades after a project’s 

beginning, memories were dim. General trends were remembered—for example, “The 

translator always went around to those other villages”—but many specifics had been lost 

to time.

This factor was challenging to assess for the reasons mentioned in the SU 

activities section, 4.2.9, although this factor was perhaps even more difficult because it 

was unclear what types of decisions or actions around community involvement and 

empowerment—or evidences for those activities—might have occurred years earlier.

4.2.16 Projects that are Designed and Implemented by a Local Church or a 

Local/National Partner with Assistance from SIL Produce Translations that 

are Significantly more Used than Projects Completely run by SIL

Papua New Guinean communities in which translation projects are run have 

limited resources. In some ways they are very rich: linguistically, relationally, and 

environmentally. Economically and educationally they tend to be limited, which hinders 

understanding of and engagement with translation projects. These contextual realities 

have far-reaching implications for developing and diffusing innovations. BT agencies 

need to be realistic about what local communities are able and willing to invest. The best 

new language development strategies will fail if adjustments are not made for such 

realities.
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Like the community involvement and early SU activities factors, this factor was 

challenging to assess because of recall problems. It considers decisions, investments, and 

responsibilities that were both chronologically distant and from a time when the 

translation project was being formed. It also assesses a perception—who was perceived 

as “owning” the project, for example—which is difficult to evaluate so many years later. 

For factors where detail has been lost to time, BT agencies will need to conduct research 

closer to the time of the activities studied.

4.2.17  16 Factors Summary

These brief descriptions of SURAM’s factors, with their scales, expanded scales, 

and probes (from Masters et al. 2016), provide an overview, notes about the PNG context, 

and a few considerations for researchers looking to assess similar factors. Researchers 

operating in similar contexts or wanting to address similar questions should read that 

unpublished document to determine if it can be adapted for their use, or to use as a 

reference in developing their own scales.

Factors relevant to VSU vary depending on context and program strategy. Some 

of the factors chosen for the SURAM project proved difficult to research. Generally, 

these 16 factors were well chosen because of the hard work its designers put into 

SURAM’s development. Many of the same factors are likely to be relevant for other 

contexts. 
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The repetition of factors relating to the church, language, and leaders indicates 

how important SURAM developers expected these elements to be. It was deemed 

worthwhile to evaluate this group of factors from multiple angles.

SURAM developers had sufficient background and experience in the research 

context to target their research questions effectively. If SE research is developed with less 

knowledge of the factors pertinent in another setting, then at least two rounds of research 

are likely to be needed. The first round begins very broadly, seeking to identify what the 

relevant factors are which need to be explored on a deeper level. The second round of 

research can target these more specifically. See Section 6.5 for more on multistage 

research.

4.3  Unique Features of SURAM

The diversity of SE research to date58 demonstrates the variety of the questions 

pressing researchers globally. What aspects of SURAM stand out from other SE studies? 

SURAM’s most unique features are described below.

4.3.1  Large, Multicultural Team

Language assessment evolved toward a team paradigm over 30 years ago. Before 

that, people had worked alone or collaborated on specific projects. Realizing the scope of 

the language assessment task and believing that dedicated teams could do the job more 

effectively, surveyors started working in teams wherever possible.

58 See SE Research Compendium (SERC) for a description of all SE research to date.
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SURAM used a modified team approach, using the continuity provided by having 

core team members and skillsets while also inviting the short-term participation of others. 

This participation was intended to help propagate the findings and message of SURAM 

as a result of people in various roles in SIL-PNG gaining firsthand experience with 

SURAM.

None of the teams composed for SURAM’s 11 research trips were exactly the 

same. Some people went on one or a few trips; seven people went on six to seven trips, 

but no one more than that. This inconsistent team makeup could have been a recipe for 

disaster because of the effort required to train new members and in the implementation of 

the research plan, especially given the teams’ diverse skill sets and backgrounds. 

Nevertheless, the experienced researchers who were part of more than one trip were 

confident that the consensus scoring model had achieved a reasonable consistency in 

scoring.

With no guarantee that a particular combination of people would be able to work 

together effectively, and the reality that some of the SURAM training was on-the-job in 

what could be a high-stress environment (increasing the likelihood of conflict and 

failure), what made it work? I believe the primary reason is that SURAM’s members 

were drawn primarily from two existing teams: language survey and SALT. The stability, 

relationships, trust, experience, and expertise characteristic of those teams transferred to 

SURAM. Also, because the qualities of the individuals on these teams were known, 

SURAM leadership could work with survey and SALT team leaders to determine an 

effective combination of people for each research trip.
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There were advantages in having larger teams in SURAM. Normally, language 

assessment trips are conducted by teams of two to four people; for SURAM it was six to 

11 people, with seven to eight being the norm. Having so many people increased the 

effort involved in managing the team and the cost of travel and used up more person-

hours cumulatively. But investigating SURAM’s many factors was made possible by 

having more teammates to whom tasks could be delegated. The strategy of collecting 

information through stories (retelling of history) meant that having more researchers 

enabled the SURAM team to hear more perspectives.

In the relational context of PNG, this personal touch was strategic. More SURAM 

personnel on a research trip made for more interaction between team and community, 

which in turn meant better relationships, more data, and greater formal and informal 

ministry. More input was available for collaborative decision-making on scores. People 

could be assigned to pursue specific leads or further investigate gaps in knowledge. The 

team could visit more churches on a given Sunday. Not every trip member had to perform 

immediately at trip’s beginning; those with less experience could observe and be 

mentored by those with more experience. Having a larger team also allowed for a 

division of roles. Survey personnel focused on research, while SALT personnel focused 

on ministry. Each aided the other in these goals but were able to work in their areas of 

strength and experience.

As briefly mentioned above, the other reason for involving as many people as 

possible in SURAM was to achieve broader acquaintance with and understanding of the 

dynamics of SE in PNG among SIL-PNG personnel. By having expatriates and Papua 
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New Guineans from various SIL-PNG departments participate in SURAM, SURAM’s 

findings reached a wider audience and were spoken of by trusted insiders from personal 

experience. For some trips there was also simply a need for more personnel, so that also 

played a part; but it was not the primary motivation.

SURAM teams often involved people from at least three countries of origin, 

commonly PNG, America, and the Netherlands. Those from PNG came from different 

cultures as well. To the communities researched by SURAM, the important dynamic was 

the PNG-expatriate collaboration so evident on SURAM trips. Practically, having this 

mix made for better communication and connection with the community, resulting in a 

deeper level of trust. So there was benefit to the research as well.

Also important was the testimony demonstrated by this collaboration. Cross-

cultural work can be difficult. The intimate working relations of the multi-cultural 

SURAM team lent credence, respectability, and engendered interest in SURAM’s work.

In short, having larger teams was one of the best decisions of SURAM in terms of 

collecting and disseminating good data. If other researchers attempt something similar, 

caution regarding the potential problem areas related to larger teams should certainly be 

exercised, but I recommend this approach where it is possible.

4.3.2  Extended Stay

SURAM contrasted significantly with survey’s usual practice in PNG, which is to 

spend one day in each village. Whereas most survey in PNG is initial research looking at 

vitality and dialects—and a great deal of this type of research remains to be done in this 

language-rich country—SURAM sought to research more factors and delve into history. 
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The subject matter—the strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats of a 

language program—required sensitivity to tease apart. Larger teams made this possible, 

but additional time was also needed for data collection, especially as SURAM’s methods 

capitalize on relationship and trust-building. Longer stays in a few key locations were 

preferable to shorter periods in more places. The norm after the second trip was to spend 

four to six days in the village where the translation was based, and four to six days in 

another village or villages within the same language community, making 10–12 days in 

all (see Section 4.3.4).

The timing of SURAM’s stay was also important. Because dynamics surrounding 

church and VSU were in focus for SURAM, maximizing interaction with church 

communities was necessary. A 10–12–day trip meant that arriving on a Friday or 

Saturday allowed for participation in two weeks of church services.

Average SURAM trip timeline:

• Friday and Saturday, occupied with research.

• Sunday morning, church observations.

• If it had not been done before, collection of data that had not been obtained 

already could be done in a participatory group setting on Sunday afternoon. 

• By Sunday or Monday, the SURAM team met together at length to discuss 

findings so far. Gaps in the research were identified and a plan made to find 

the missing answers.

• Around the same time, the team would begin ministry activities, which could 

include Scripture reading races and Scripture teaching.
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• By Tuesday or Wednesday the team would have met again to finish off the 

rankings for the translation village.

• Wednesday or Thursday the team moved to one or a few additional villages to 

assess Reach as well as the factors requiring research outside the translation 

village. The same general process of “research first, ministry second” would 

be followed.

• The second Sunday was spent in a second group of church services.

• The team left the area on Monday or, in some cases, Tuesday.

This process was results-driven, meaning that each step of the research was 

deemed complete when accurate answers had been discovered. The timing could 

therefore be earlier or later depending on the complexity of the situation, the quantity and 

quality of the data collected, and whether outstanding questions remained unanswered. A 

tool-driven approach would have risked inadequate answers to some questions, but the 

flexibility of this approach, the availability of multiple teammates to seek out answers, 

and the time budgeted meant that difficult issues could be targeted for additional 

research.

Often there was sufficient time within those ten days for some true down time, 

which was usually spent just being with people and exploring the environs. By the end of 

the trip, there was often a genuine sense of friendship on both sides, and regret at 

departure.

As I mentioned, the relational element was advantageous to the research. I was 

impressed with the degree to which communities aided the SURAM team. We explained 
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that our objective was to learn from the past so that future projects in other communities 

could be better, and people really got behind that. They understood that learning from the 

past meant talking about the bad stuff as well as the good. 

Because the timing of travel and research and ministry focus was flexible during 

each SURAM trip, a lot of communication within the team was necessary to ensure good 

planning and harmony. SURAM team members spent a great deal of time together, 

meeting to plan, meeting to discuss findings, consensus-rankings, devotions, meals, and 

travel. The relationships the team built internally during these times was a testimony to 

the community.

A research benefit of all of this time together was that much of the work of 

assessment, analysis, and even aspects of reporting was accomplished by the end of the 

research trip, reducing the time required afterward for these tasks. This was especially 

helpful given that most SURAM personnel returned immediately to their other roles 

following a trip, with one to two people assigned in advance to report-writing.

4.3.3  Consensus Decision-making, Hypotheses, and Scales

Another unique element of SURAM was the use of consensus decision-making. 

This is presented here together with commentary on “SURAM Hypotheses, Scales, and 

Probes” (Masters et al. 2016), because the consensus approach would not have worked 

well without it.

As mentioned above, after a day or two of data collection, the team would meet to 

discuss its findings. Evidence for the elements to be ranked was discussed: VSU in 

church, VSU outside church, and Reach, along with the 16 factors. For each element, the 
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team would take turns sharing the data collected relevant to that factor. This was written 

down. The scales document was referenced, to determine the appropriate scoring. This 

document has both abbreviated and extended descriptions for each level of each factor. In 

some cases, the data collected pointed clearly to a specific score—for example, a 4 for 

schools and literacy. The team sometimes referenced only the abbreviated descriptions if 

the situation was clear.

In other cases there was less clarity, or conflicting data, about a particular factor. 

In these cases the extended descriptions were consulted, which allowed for a more careful 

judgment. Some rankings required several hours of discussion, and there were times 

when the team failed to agree during a particular session. It would be taken up again at 

the next discussion.

The consensus model allowed the team to share data in detail among the team 

members, so that all were better informed about the whole situation. Gaps could be 

identified, and relevant information pursued the next day. The scales enabled SURAM 

scores to be consistent across trips, despite the fact that teams were composed of different 

people each time. An absence of consistent definitions and levels for each factor would 

have resulted in significantly less reliable and comparable scores.

In my opinion, these two elements were SURAM’s most crucial aspects, but a 

great deal of work was required during SURAM’s development to make this strategy 

possible. Consensus scoring was also very hard work, but conclusions were improved 

through this process. 
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4.3.4  Consistent, Comparable Locations for Data Collection

The development of this approach is described in more detail in Section 4.1. As a 

brief review, the initial SURAM plan did not specify which villages within a language 

area would be visited. During the second trip some logistical challenges prompted 

reevaluation. The team realized the main research location should be a location 

representative of the language community relative to the translation project. Fortunately, 

the first trip had visited the translation village, it being the logical location in that 

instance, and the second trip’s plans were adjusted to this new methodology.

All multi-language SE research projects should evaluate this element to determine 

what approach will result in the greatest possible degree of comparability between groups 

researched. By most standards, translation villages visited by SURAM were dissimilar. In 

the table below, the columns show some of the contrasting situations encountered during 

the research.

Table 6. Contrasting Characteristics in Researched Translation Villages 

a village that had been absorbed into a large town 
subsequent to the NT dedication

vs.

extremely remote villages requiring serious 
hikes

villages near roads where the vernacular was 
threatened and the LWC was commonly used even 
between speakers of the vernacular

villages in the mountains in which barely a 
word of the LWC was used among locals

bustling villages hundreds of families strong small hamlets

villages for which boat, plane, or foot was the only 
access

villages in which there was a regular public 
transport system to town

villages fully dependent on their gardens villages mostly engaged in the cash economy

villages in which one church denomination 
dominated

villages with many denominations

villages in which virtually everyone was at least 
nominally Christian

villages in which animism had a visible 
presence and loyal adherents
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Though translation villages were by no means equivalent to one another, they 

were where SIL-PNG had made its largest investment and where, theoretically, the 

greatest result would be in evidence. This assumption (which the team felt was generally 

confirmed, though not directly tested) meant the SURAM team could say, “VSU was at X 

level in the translation village and likely equal or lower in the rest of the language 

community.” Researching translation villages—comparable by virtue of the translation 

project’s focus there—enabled comparability of results between research trips.

4.3.5  Mix of Research and Ministry

Some of the people giving input to SURAM’s planning suggested that adding a 

ministry element to the research would maximize team members’ time in these often 

remote research locations. Researchers expressed concern that ministry activities would 

influence the objectivity of the data, in that ministry could impact observed behavior and 

affect community responses. It would be impossible to substantiate a claim that such 

influence never occurred, but SURAM personnel perceived that it proved a nonissue.

Leading with research activities and transitioning to ministry activities in each 

location limited the potential negatives of this mixture. Additionally, perhaps in part 

because of these ministry activities, which began before research was concluded, 

communities shared SURAM’s goal of improving future translation projects. They were 

honest about what had transpired in the project. Had the communities not shared this 

goal, they might have given SURAM teams the answers they thought were wanted, in 

order to preserve relationships.
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As an example, in the group where a significant moral failure on the translation 

team was cited as a reason that some community members did not use the vernacular 

Scripture, the facts were revealed gradually. In the first day or two of the trip, we heard 

hints and rumors that something had occurred. As relationships were developed through 

work and time together, as the SURAM team attended church services in the area, after 

some initial ministry activity was done, and as the community came to a better 

understanding of what the SURAM team was attempting to accomplish and why, quiet 

conversations revealed pertinent details and the community’s response. Time, team size 

and makeup, and the ministry activities all played a part in getting good data. 

Doing ministry activities also communicated that SIL cares not just for future 

projects but for the completed projects, too. A number of communities expressed a desire 

to reengage with vernacular Scripture as a result of the SURAM visit; in one instance, the 

months following the trip saw a dramatic upsurge of interest and engagement.59 

Conducting formal ministry activities may be impossible in many locations, but SURAM 

showed that it could be worthwhile in itself and to benefit research.

The combination of these and other design elements formed SURAM’s character, 

enabling it to achieve its aims and generating interest in its findings both within SIL-PNG 

and beyond. The elements described in this section were not tacked on to make the 

research more attractive. Each aspect of SURAM was carefully chosen and customized to 

the research goals and the context in which SURAM was executed.

59 This upsurge was supported by the further involvement of several SE and Scripture media personnel 
during this period.
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4.4  Critique of SURAM

In this section I will not attempt to cover all possible critiques of SURAM. In 

keeping with the aim of this thesis—to describe SURAM and make suggestions so that 

other SE researchers will benefit—I will focus on topics I expect will be most useful to 

people planning SE research.

4.4.1  Follow-up to the Research

Readers probably understand that some SURAM researchers also became 

advocates for the change recommended by SURAM’s findings. In addition to coming to 

care about these issues in the course of the research, they were motivated by the 

observation that change often requires a volunteer to lead it. This motivation was in 

opposition to their desire to return to their primary roles, which resulted in most team 

members being unwilling to give more time after the completion of the research, even 

when they were aware of the need for follow-up. There was some optimism that 

SURAM’s findings and recommendations would be heeded and acted on, just as 

translators hope for a response to their efforts. 

This is not to say there was no follow-up to SURAM. Multiple members of the 

SURAM team shared its findings in a variety of venues, including at training institutions 

and conferences. They were focused on spreading the message of SURAM; they were not 

attempting to implement the changes recommended by SURAM. Their approach assumed 

that the message was enough to prompt change. Though this conversation has seemed to 

lag at times, I attended an international meeting on multilingualism, urbanization, and 

Scripture engagement in mid-2019. SURAM, to my surprise, was one of the key topics; 
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its findings were presented by people who were not involved in the research. It is 

encouraging to discover that it continues to be discussed globally. 

The SURAM team reported to members of the SIL-PNG community following 

each research trip. Typically, the audience for each report exceeded two dozen and 

included translators and administrators. They shared implications and recommendations 

based on the trip’s findings. The SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017) was 

published five months after the final research trip. It included conclusions and 

recommendations and sometimes identified who might be responsible to act on or 

facilitate the action or change recommended. The message was fairly clear and specific. 

Further actions which could have been undertaken are discussed in Chapter 5 and 

Appendix 9. Failure to take these steps could be interpreted as disinterest in improving 

future performance of BT projects.

It is easy to critique the non-response of other members of SIL-PNG, including 

those in positions responsible for areas affected by SURAM recommendations. Doubtless 

they have some culpability. But this is a critique of SURAM. Given that SURAM team 

members have been disappointed by SIL-PNG’s response to SURAM, SURAM 

personnel have to ask whether its goals should have included effecting this change, and if 

so, what they should have done to facilitate it.

4.4.2  Analysis and Write-up

I spoke of SURAM’s clear written message above. But—and perhaps this is 

researcher-angst tinged with a dose of perfectionism—I also believe the analysis and 

writeup of SURAM was inadequate. Those involved, including me, were engaged in 
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SURAM part-time, and after three years of SURAM research trips we all had other 

responsibilities to attend to. Though broadly speaking I agree with the SURAM Final 

Report (van den Berg et al. 2017), I believe more could have been done with the analysis 

and reporting. In particular, analysis of the 16 factors was incomplete.

Researchers are familiar with the complex process of analysis—seeing patterns 

and trends and drawing meaningful conclusions from raw data. The more on-target the 

research questions are relative to research goals, the more direct this process. But the 

more complex the questions, the more difficult the analysis; and SURAM examined 

many complex factors. The nature of these factors—spiritual vitality, for example—can 

be hard to define. Correctly perceiving their interaction and effect on VSU is thus more 

difficult.

The SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017) write-up can be 

characterized as a fairly intuitive rendering of learning gained during SURAM. It was 

pragmatic, highlighting areas most in need of improvement, and did not shrink from 

telling the truth or making recommendations it could be difficult for others to accept. It 

was based on the knowledge and experience of its authors, which collectively was broad 

and deep. However, there was too little detailed analysis of the data, especially of the 

veracity of the factors, initially posed as hypotheses.

SURAM provided three VSU scores and 16 factor scores. Little can be 

conclusively stated about the link between factors and overall scores, one of SURAM’s 

aims, because there was no clear plan for analysis, limited time was allocated, and 

statistics were problematic (see Section 4.4.3).
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A great deal of the SE situation in each language community studied was self-

evident. In some cases, it was clear that a factor or a combination of several factors had 

significantly influenced VSU. But even in these cases—and certainly in the other 

communities where no factors were as outstanding—little is known about the interplay of 

the factors or (beyond the obvious) their impact on VSU. Again, why? The complexity of 

what was being investigated comes into play. SE has been studied by BT agencies for 

decades, and though the major factors have been identified, their interplay has proven 

nuanced and highly contextual.

These shortcomings of analysis do not invalidate the SURAM Final Report or its 

recommendations. They do suggest that there is a great deal more to be learned even from 

the data already collected. Below is further detail of why better analysis and more 

thorough reporting was not done:

• Not the primary role: With the exception of René, SURAM was no one’s main 

role. René made a strong effort with the final report, inadequately assisted by 

other teammates (including me).

• Inadequate time budgeted for SURAM follow-up: SURAM took three years 

just for data collection. SURAM members spent more than 1,000 person-

days60 on research trips, not to mention trip preparation and weeks spent on 

write-up following each trip. SURAM personnel were ready to return to their 

main roles following the research trips, and so too little time was allocated to 

careful data analysis and reporting.

60 Just over nine people on average per trip, multiplied by just over 11 days on average per trip, 
multiplied by 11 trips: 9 x 11 x 11 = 1089 person-days.
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• Failure to plan for analysis process: It is easy to collect data; more difficult to 

collect the right data; and most difficult to precisely answer the research 

questions by collecting the right data and doing accurate analysis. Even 

considered individually, the factors evaluated were complex, and achieving a 

complete understanding of how they all interact and affect VSU was 

impossible. But beyond hoping that statistics would play a part, there was 

little planning for this phase.

• Lack of demand for further information: Despite the funds and time invested, 

most people have seemed satisfied with the answers provided to date by 

SURAM. They were indeed interesting, useful, and accurate. Perhaps only 

those involved in the research have a general sense that more could have been 

said.

Bruce Knauft, in his book The Gebusi: Lives Transformed in a Rainforest World, 

tells a fascinating story of culture change at a pace one might imagine could occur only in 

theory. The sweeping shifts he observed caused him to issue strong cautionary statements 

regarding research conclusions. He says,

In ethnographic writing—and in anthropology textbooks—one often finds 
remarks to the effect that “People X do or believe Y under condition Z.” It should 
be noted, however, that in most, if not all, such cases, the summary statements 
collapse and compress a diverse tangle of ethnographic experience and 
information. As generalizations, such statements can be useful and are not 
“wrong.” But in actual research and in human experience, they admit many 
exceptions and provide but a glimpse of the richness and diversity of human 
lifeways. (Knauft 2013, 50)

Ultimately, the SURAM team did well to provide clear data and scores for 

complex factors. They managed to explain complex realities briefly, in a way that would 
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make sense to the audience. The team did not intend to hide incongruities or unanswered 

mysteries, but the report focuses on communicating actionable information in a 

meaningful way. As such, it oversimplifies in some areas, as any report will.

4.4.3  Statistics

I have alluded to SURAM’s methodological shortcomings in the area of statistics 

in other parts of this thesis. Some thoughts about statistical analysis and SE research 

methodology appear in Sections 6.5 and 6.6, including considerations about the 

investment required for statistical rigor. The following are the main critiques made of 

SURAM in statistics, explained further below:

• Insufficient number of cases researched; that is, too small a sample for the 

number of factors.61

• Too few cases relative to factors (there must be more cases than factors for 

common statistical tools62 to work).

• Too little variation for certain factors—in 8 out of 11 cases, for example, the 

schools and literacy factor was scored 4.63 

SURAM planners consulted statisticians and anticipated that standard statistical 

tests could be successfully performed with the resulting data. This has not been the case 

61 Separate, but related: 11 researched language groups are inadequate to represent the 200+ completed 
NTs in PNG. See Section 3.3.2 for more on how locations were chosen to be as representative as 
possible.

62 “This particular issue has to do with certain analytic procedures such as factor analysis and some types 
of regression. Other analytic procedures can still be applied but these end up being constrained to some 
small subset of variables with the result being hard to interpret because of the small number of 
variables and the limited amount of variation in the data” (Steve Walter, email to author, September 
2019).

63 The solution is not to artificially create more variance, but to have a larger set of scores to select from, 
for example, 1–10 instead of 1–5.
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so far, and some reasons why are explained by Steve Walter of Dallas International 

University. Not being a statistician, I rely heavily on his input here (given in several 

exchanges in 2018–2019), but I perceive that some relatively simple changes could have 

been made to improve the suitability of the data for statistical analysis. It also seems 

possible that statistical comparison of a subset of the extant data could still be completed. 

Below, the problems Walter identified are followed by possible solutions that he or I 

propose.

4.4.3.1 Problem 1: Cannot Analyze Data with more Predictive Factors (16) than 

Cases (11)

The data set consists of 11 language projects in which VSU work had been done 
or results could be observed. Each of these 11 projects had been evaluated on 16 
[factors].64 The initial technical problem is that most/all software cannot fit and 
apply predictive models in [research where] the number of predictive factors (16) 
is greater than the number of cases (11). The number of cases is simply too small 
to test fully specified predictive models of those factors associated with SE vigor. 
(Steve Walter, email to author, October 2018)

Some potential solutions to this problem are to conduct more research trips or 

analyze fewer factors. As Walter says, “The first problem can only be solved by 

broadening the research design to include more language communities—at least one 

more than the number of predictor variables included in the research design” (that is, at 

least another six SURAM trips for a total of at least 17 researched communities), “or 

reducing the number of predictor variables included in the design” (Steve Walter, email to 

author, October 2018).

64 Walter is more specific. My “factors” is a substitute for his “proposed predictive factors postulated as 
likely to have an effect in terms of predicting the likelihood of vigorous SE activity in a given 
ethnolinguistic community” (Steve Walter, email to author, October 2018).
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An alternative to researching fewer factors in the first place is to analyze a subset 

of the factors researched, but this “changes the nature of the game” (Steve Walter, email 

to author, October 2018). It seems to me, however, that because each of the factors and 

the overall scores were determined independently, it would be possible to compare a 

smaller set of factors; ten would be permissible, following Walter’s “fewer factors than 

cases” parameter. The results would of course only speak about those factors and their 

relationship to the overall scores, but this seems both useful and easy for a statistician to 

accomplish.65 Suggestions for determining the most useful subset of factors to compare 

are:

• Have those who were involved in SURAM use their experience-based 

judgment to determine the factors that are more important or interesting to 

include in this reduced set.

• Select factors with more variation (see problem with inadequate variance).

• Focus on factors more influenceable by SIL, because these are the ones BT 

agencies can more readily do something about.

• Select factors with a higher confidence rating—for example, avoiding those 

factors more affected by recall issues, such as SU activities early in the project 

(see Section 6.1.2 for more on recall issues).

65 Walter indicates that the most significant challenge for statistical analysis is the generality of the factors 
assessed by SURAM, rather than the number of factors. To demonstrate his point, he mentions 21 “sub-
factors” which might together begin to make up the factor “reputation of local translator” (Walter gives 
another example for teachers, below). Until a better understanding is achieved of how the various 
elements of this factor relate to VSU, “collapsing all of these potentially causative factors into a single 
broad factor” is problematic (Walter, email to author, November 2019). See Section 4.4.3.2 for more on 
the lack of specificity of factors.
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4.4.3.2 Problems 2 and 3: Inadequate Variance for some Factors, Similarity of 

Relationship between Multiple Factors and Overall Scores

A second technical issue is that some of the predictive factors contain little or no 
internal variation. For example, the factor “Schools & Literacy” contains 8 scores 
of 4, 1 score of 5 and 2 scores of 3. When 75 percent of the values of a predictor 
variable are all the same, the variable loses most of its predictive usefulness. 
(Walter, email to author, October 2018)

Some potential solutions to problem 2 include expanding the scale or changing 

the nature of the scoring process. See further recommendations, after problem 3.

A third technical issue, and one closely related to the preceding point, is that the 
small number of cases (11) means that each predictor variable has only 11 values. 
This results in a high likelihood that two predictor variables will be nearly or 
actually identical even when logically unrelated. When this happens, we introduce 
significant ambiguity as to the meaning or role of either or both of the two 
predictor variables. For example, in a sample exploratory regression, 4 out of 7 
predictor variables were found to have very high levels of multicollinearity which 
disqualified them from inclusion in a predictive model and two others had high 
enough correlations to raise concerns about their utility in a model. (Walter, email 
to author, October 2018)

Walter suggests partial solutions.

There are some possible ways to reduce—but not necessarily eliminate—the 
second and third issues. One of these would have been to make use of an 
expanded scale such as 1–9 or 1–10 rather than 1–5. This would have reduced the 
amount of accidental overlap between unrelated predictor variables. (Walter, 
email to author, October 2018)

I have spoken of the excellence of the scale design, its effectiveness for consensus 

scoring (Section 4.3.3), and the work involved in creating it (Section 3.3.1). Given the 

complexity of the factors assessed, I think it would have been theoretically possible, but 

very difficult, to come up with more scale descriptions than the five levels described for 

each factor. If researchers had expected a greater degree of real-world variance for some 
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of the factors, scales describing a broader range of possibilities may have been 

achievable. The range of the scales described was guided by the experience of its 

designers, and there was never a time when the research team needed a higher or lower 

score than was available.

Inserting further scale descriptions between the existing defined levels would 

have been extremely challenging. However, inserting “blank” scores between described 

scores would have been possible and would have achieved Walter’s solution. As 

mentioned in Section 3.3.1, on rare occasions the team perceived that the situation they 

were assessing was between the levels described in the scale; I mentioned that half-scores 

were temporarily allowed. If, rather than resorting to half scores (though that would also 

achieve Walter’s recommendation), SURAM’s scores 1–5 became scores 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9

—still five described scores—and allowed for undefined intermediary scores, these 

would occasionally have been used, resulting in the greater variance Walter suggests.

One disadvantage of these undefined intermediate scores is that the reader doesn’t 

know what a score of “6”—between the described levels 5 and 7—actually means 

without some interpretation. But this is to some degree already true, because the 

descriptions never exactly fit a situation, though during research trips it was clear which 

descriptor best matched the situation. Therefore, prose descriptions were written for each 

factor on each research trip, in addition to assigning a score.

Walter goes on to say, 

A second partial solution would have been to make use of a more nuanced scoring 
system for each predictor variable by . . . computing a mean for team responses 
rather than forcing a consensus rating on each predictor variable. Either one of 
these would have reduced the problem of variable overlap (multicollinearity) and 
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added precision to the meaning of each predictor variable. (Walter, email to 
author, October 2018)

Computing a mean score based on each team member’s judgment sounds 

efficient. As discussed in Section 4.3.3, however, consensus scoring allowed each person 

to contribute the details of what they had learned about the factor being discussed and to 

find further information if it was inadequate for scoring. Further, calculating mean scores 

on a scale where the scores are not equidistant is a controversial process.

A related challenge, especially within exploratory research, “is the indeterminate 

nature of some of the factors or variables” (Walter, email to author, September 2019). 

Walter says,

Take, for example, a variable such as “number of schools.” On the face of it, this 
looks like a simple black-and-white variable. However, with only a little bit of 
effort, this variable can be seen to be composed of a very large number of 
constituent variables: Is the school in operation? Is there a teacher? How many 
days a year does the school meet? How many different grades are included in the 
school? What is the language of instruction? How well trained is the teacher? 
How long do children stay in the school before graduating or dropping out? How 
effective is the teacher? What do parents think of the school? Does the local 
community support the school? Does the school have credibility in the local 
community? Who is paying for the school? Who actually attends the school and 
for what reasons? Any one of these variables could be a predictive factor in 
determining whether the school has influence in the local community and what 
the nature of that influence happens to be. (Walter, email to author, September 
2019)

In summary, the results of SURAM as they currently stand are not analyzable 

statistically, which SURAM planners had hoped to be able to do. Solutions seem 

achievable, either by conducting further research or by comparing a subset of the data.
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4.4.4  Limitations of Research

The SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017, 30–31) lists additional 

shortcomings, which I will mention briefly here:

• Inadequate sampling at country (11, of more than 200 NTs), language (2–3 

villages from each), and village level (non-random).

• Time allotted was too short for some trips, given the complexity of SURAM’s 

remit.

• Staff: Involving many from different backgrounds had advantages, but it also 

meant that most trips included multiple first-timers.

• Recall challenges, described further in Section 6.1.2. Apart from ongoing 

assessment or assessment at more regular intervals, this will hamper all 

SURAM-like approaches, especially where written records are few.

• Sensitivity of data in terms of the shortcomings of translation personnel and 

the language community.

• Lack of formal measurement of non-vernacular Scripture use, mentioned in 

Section 3.2. 

• Lack of formal measurement of the use of audio Bibles (which existed in only 

four of the language communities researched).

• Not investigating impact of SE. Notoriously difficult to assess. This should, in 

my opinion, follow measurements of use, see Section 6.5.

The SURAM Final Report lists further hypotheses it could have investigated but 

chose not to (van den Berg et al. 2017, 31–32).
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4.4.5  Critique Summary

All SE research will have shortcomings. Each research project should be judged 

primarily by whether it achieved its own goals. By this measure, SURAM did very well, 

with exceptions in 1) clearly defining the relationship of factors to VSU (goal) and 2) 

using statistics (method). The assumed goal of organizational change based on findings 

has thus far been achieved in only very limited ways.

4.5  Summary

In this chapter, SURAM’s form as given shape by its overall VSU and 16 factors 

has been described. Appendix 4 and Appendix 5 contain further detail about some of 

these factors. Those interested in conducting similar research are invited to contact me to 

evaluate how these factors, scales, and SURAM’s scoring system could be adapted to 

their context and needs.

Section 4.3 presented the more significant of SURAM’s unique aspects. These 

greatly influenced SURAM’s execution and subsequent performance. Recognizing that 

SE research is likely to look different in other contexts, it is worth considering what 

SURAM did, why it operated in that particular manner, and how similar goals might be 

achieved in other settings.

Finally, some critiques have been offered, in particular concerning the limited 

follow-up after the research was completed. The SURAM team was very successful in 

executing the research design.



5. Chapter 5–SURAM Conclusions, Recommendations, and Follow-up 

in PNG

This chapter presents SURAM’s conclusions and recommendations from my 

perspective. My sense is that there is more to learn from the data collected by SURAM 

beyond the conclusions recorded in the SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017) 

and beyond what is written here. But that does not detract from the relevance of findings 

made to date.

Because the focus of this thesis is on SURAM’s methodology, I do not attempt to 

add significantly to the conclusions and recommendations shared within the SURAM 

Final Report, apart from my perspective. In my review of SE research for this thesis and 

for SERC, I have found it challenging to produce a short, clear summary of their 

conclusions and recommendations. This could be the result of a number of factors, 

including

• The research questions posed were too theoretical or complex, making it 

difficult to draft clear conclusions.

• There was a lack of planning for analysis and write-up (or insufficient time 

budgeted), resulting in unspecific findings.

• There was insufficient differentiation of conclusions (answers to research 

questions) and recommendations (how the report’s reader should respond).

• The data itself were not clear or comprehensive enough to support firm 

conclusions.
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Often this lack of clarity or certainty was the result of insufficiently broad or deep 

data, given the number and complexity of the factors involved.

SURAM faced some of these challenges. The scope of the research was very 

broad, the issues researched complex and interdependent, the facts reported on in some 

cases shrouded by time. Additionally, different personnel involved in the research had 

different takeaways, so determining what to focus on had to be negotiated. Depending on 

the perspective of the reader—government, educator, church leader, BT policy-maker, 

translator, SE worker—conclusions and responses will be different. SURAM did not 

answer once-for-all the questions posed.

Because SURAM chose to keep its reporting brief, however, conclusions and 

recommendations were presented clearly. This brevity resulted in a lack of detail in the 

SURAM Final Report, but such detail is accessible to SIL-PNG members, at least, in the 

form of the trip reports. The SURAM team further produced a two-page summary 

covering SURAM’s factors and their scores, its conclusions, and its recommendations 

(see Appendix 1). Where possible, producing both brief and detailed reports will reach a 

wider audience.66

5.1  SURAM Conclusions

The following table includes my restatements of SURAM conclusions from the 

SURAM Final Report, with clarifying comments from a research perspective. In the table, 

content from the report is indicated by the acronym SFR.

66 SE research conducted as part of a degree will have length requirements, but such researchers should 
consider producing a short summary for readers interested in their findings.
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Table 7. Commentary on SURAM’s Conclusions

Conclusion (SFR, 17–20) Comment

VSU varied drastically not only among 
language communities but also among 
villages and among churches in a single 
village.

Social science researchers are acquainted with the variability 
of human behavior. It is important to recognize, measure, and 
describe this variability while also discovering trends and 
being able to generalize where helpful.
SURAM made generalization and the observation of trends 
possible through scoring, while retaining the details in 
individual trip reports.

The adoption of vernacular Scripture 
involves a multitude of other 
technologies67 (the report says “barriers 
have been underestimated”).

Reading Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers 2003) helped me 
think more objectively about the many elements required to 
make vernacular literacy accepted and used. Community non-
acceptance of any one of these interrelated technologies may 
mean the market is not yet prepared for this product.

More SE research is needed. SURAM, 
the most extensive SE single-country 
research project, provided a start; but 
everyone agreed more could be learned.

The report phrases this as reexamination of assumptions. 
Researchers know that good data enable relevant strategies.

Ongoing assessment is needed. The report says that “project outcomes are never guaranteed” 
(SFR, 19). Translators influence only some of the factors in 
play, a research trip can only learn so much, the situation can 
change. The only way to ensure that a project is succeeding 
and is on point strategically is to do ongoing field research.

The SURAM Final Report explicates these conclusions further.

5.2  SURAM Recommendations

I encourage readers to peruse the SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017) 

themselves for more on its recommendations. They are presented there with rationale and 

67  “A technology is a design for instrumental action that reduces the uncertainty in the cause-effect 
relationships involved in achieving a desired outcome. A technology usually has two components: (1) a 
hardware aspect, consisting of the tool that embodies the technology as a material or physical object, 
and (2) a software aspect, consisting of the information base for the tool” (Rogers 2003, 13).
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suggestions for implementation. Here again is my take on them, with commentary. In the 

table, content from the report is indicated by the acronym SFR.

Table 8. Commentary on SURAM’s Recommendations

Recommendation 
(SFR, 20–26)

Comment

Language program 
personnel must 
engage with church 
leaders.

This was one of the clearest recommendations from SURAM. Many things 
complicate local church leaders’ ability to use or promote vernacular Scripture—
for example, lack of reading fluency, low relative language prestige, desire to 
communicate to a broader audience, denominational policies, and pastor 
rotation. Local church leaders have significant influence on the use of VS.
Researchers can show language personnel how to get the project started well by 
recognizing who the influencers in the community are and beginning the 
conversation with them. They may be able to speak into active projects to 
encourage that dialogue to continue, perhaps even accompanying translation 
teams to more remote parts of a language community. Especially in contexts 
where personal relationships are essential, such face-to-face interactions are 
invaluable, but it can be difficult for language personnel to travel broadly.

Continue to engage 
with communities 
after a traditional 
completion point.

This relates to SIL’s goal, whether a product or engagement leading to impact 
and change. The action item for researchers is that assessment of what the 
community needs will be ongoing indefinitely. Communities change. 
Translations age. Assessment may especially be needed regarding questions of 
literature extensibility and adaptation.

Reconnect with 
completed projects.

BT agencies have focused on addressing remaining translation needs. However, 
many language communities where translation projects have been completed—
and from which agencies may have become disconnected—would benefit from 
further SE work. Reengagement will require assessment of SE, among other 
things.

Connect with the 
whole language 
community.

There were several language communities in SURAM’s research in which 
people located outside the translation village were not aware or had limited 
awareness of the translation project. It is one thing for people to choose not to 
buy Scripture, it is another for them not to have access as a result of being 
ignorant of its existence. Language personnel may need support to accomplish 
this recommendation.

Monitor and evaluate 
effectiveness of 
ongoing projects.

“Effectiveness” will have to be clearly defined for this to be achieved. My sense 
is that production goals are the main driver for most projects, and projects track 
this well already. Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of SE is usually absent or 
limited. Monitoring is best done by translation personnel, but additional 
assistance may improve evaluation.
The SFR suggests the use of specific language assessment tools often used 
during survey in PNG for this recommendation. That is a good start, but I would 
like to see translation teams go deeper than survey teams usually can. The 
recommendation also mentions using the Guide68 and participatory approaches.
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Language program 
personnel and BT 
agency administration 
have a responsibility 
to the community 
after the traditional 
program completion 
point.

The SFR draws attention to SURAM’s strong correlation between VSU and time 
spent promoting SE following the traditional program end. 
It is easy to come up with reasons BT agencies should disengage with language 
communities following the end of the program. Some reasons for disengaging 
are based on sound theories. At other times, disengagement is deemed necessary 
because of limited resources. 
Scriptures encouraging believers to function ongoingly as a multi-faceted body 
prompt reevaluation of this norm. In relational contexts, vernacular literature can 
seem a poor trade for the loss of relationship and opportunity that accompanies 
the departure of the expatriate translator (Dobrin 2005). BT agencies proclaim 
their desire to serve the community. The community’s desire for relationship 
often continues beyond the completion of the project’s initial target, which is 
often a vernacular New Testament.
I have heard that another BT agency in the Pacific region is considering signing 
formal agreements with communities where translations have been completed. 
These agreements would state that the BT agency will support the community 
for ongoing SE needs—for example, literacy training. The community in turn 
would commit to supporting other language communities where translation is 
still ongoing, for example, through mentoring and training. Might a similar 
strategy be employed elsewhere?

Use progressive 
engagement for future 
projects (starting 
small, following the 
community’s lead for 
how to progress). 

This recommendation arises from the finding of lower-than-desired VSU in most 
of the communities studied by SURAM. It is partially based on the theory that 
community ownership will increase VSU, a theory SURAM data did not 
substantially support.69 

The progressive engagement strategy requires good research and strategic 
decision-making, even more than traditional programs. Traditional programs 
asked, “Translation: yes or no?” Progressive engagement repeatedly asks, “What 
are possible next steps, and should they be taken?” The answer comes not only 
from BT personnel; it must also come from the community. Research and 
flexibility are needed more than ever.

The SURAM Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017) includes eight further 

“minor” recommendations (26–28): make publicity and recruitment materials aimed at 

sending countries more honest; employ distribution specialists; use celebrations to 

highlight language and translation; do SE research everywhere that BT agencies operate; 

evaluate VSU before taking next steps with translation; include findings from SE 

68  Hanawalt et al. 2016 A Guide for Planning the Future of Our Language, https://www.sil.org/guide-
planning-future-our-language-0.

69  Both the community ownership and project design factors had limited variation and low scores (1–3) 
(van den Berg et al. 2017, 17).
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research in standard pre-field training curriculum; use larger teams for translation (for 

example, assign distribution and other specialists to a cluster of projects); and track VSU.

5.3  Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

Section 4.4.2 speaks of missed opportunities for more thorough analysis of 

SURAM’s data. I perceive many more conclusions could be drawn from the data, 

including more answers to the factors investigated, stated originally as hypotheses. The 

recommendations are more extensive. Their nature shows the heart of SURAM 

researchers. They were passionate to see fruit from the labors of SIL-PNG.

The argument could be made that further work with SURAM data would be 

wasted. If current recommendations are not being acted upon, responses to further 

recommendations are likely to be limited. In the past, some SE research has been 

suppressed because of unfavorable findings. Though there has been some hesitation about 

releasing SURAM’s results, I perceive that the limited response thus far is due to 

inattention and inefficient change mechanisms. Incomplete and imperfect though 

SURAM conclusions and recommendations may be, they show how BT agencies can 

engage more strategically in language development. They are a useful starting point.

5.4  Follow-up in PNG

The SURAM results suggest changes likely to improve VSU. A partial list is 

provided here to spur thinking beyond the recommendations included in the SURAM 

Final Report (van den Berg et al. 2017).
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5.4.1  Administrators and Policy Leaders

Many of the SURAM Final Report recommendations involve administrators and 

policy leaders. Here are further (or more specific) ideas:

• Personnel assignments—create new roles (for example, distribution specialist) 

and reassign existing personnel to more capably support existing translation 

projects

• Policy changes—for example, adjustments to annual program planning 

protocols and requirements

• Directors and leaders could be people with experience in language programs, 

and therefore be better equipped to lead this type of strategic response.

5.4.2  Sharing the Message

Though the people involved in SURAM have shared its conclusions and 

recommendations widely and often, more could be done. The following are some 

additional steps they could take:

• Brief summaries of individual findings and recommendations, with 

engagement questions

• Online discussions of the above

• Symposia or participatory sessions to brainstorm how people in various roles 

could respond

• Meetings with Branch leaders to determine how the Branch could alter its 

strategic approach

• Presenting at SE training programs or events
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5.4.3  SURAM Change Agents

SURAM personnel could take a more active role in implementing SURAM’s 

recommendations. For most of these ideas, this would require a change in their 

assignment. Some possible examples include

• Attempting a “model” translation project following SURAM’s 

recommendations

• Co-drafting strategic policies according to SURAM’s recommendations

• Conducting further research to investigate some of the questions raised or left 

unanswered by SURAM

• Engaging with communities who have completed projects to increase their SE 

(see Section 5.4.4 for one attempt to do this) 

• Add SURAM findings to the training of those in impacted roles, including but 

not limited to SE courses

5.4.4  Conduct Further SE Research and Ministry Activities

SURAM made no claim to having final answers on the questions it researched. 

Though it made progress, it also highlighted further questions which had not been 

anticipated—for example, becoming more aware of the effect of poor oral reading 

fluency on church leader willingness to use vernacular Scripture (van den Berg et al. 

2017). The SURAM methodology could continue to be used, or a more narrowly focused 

research design could be used, especially if resources are lessened.

The Encouraging Existing Translation Use project (EETrU) is intended to be this 

more focused effort. Following SURAM’s eleventh research trip, a weekend trip was 
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made to show how SURAM could be used in a more abbreviated format. But EETrU has 

been a departure from what was envisioned at the time, partly because of the very limited 

overlap between SURAM personnel and those involved in EETrU. Since SURAM’s end 

in late 2016, there have been EETrU trips to three language communities, but EETrU has 

struggled to discern how to meaningfully serve these communities with the limited 

resources available to EETrU. An additional challenge is EETrU’s desire to listen to the 

community and respond to the needs discovered; this has not been effective so far. One 

promising aspect of EETrU is that several of the trips have been made with personnel 

assigned to the language in question; this aligns with SURAM’s recommendation to 

employ a team approach for SE (these opinions are my own; facts from Johann Alberts of 

EETrU, June 18, 2019).

A related possibility would be to have new language program teams begin as SE-

assigned personnel, ideally with a research component. In this preliminary role they 

would get to practice elements of SE with a supporting team prior to involvement in their 

long-term language project. They would gain perspective on what language programs 

look like later in the process and what they might want to emulate or avoid. Though the 

new teams would benefit, the research would be somewhat less reliable because of the 

researchers’ inexperience.

At the end of 2019, three years after SURAM’s completion, a proposal has been 

made to have translation teams use a slightly adjusted version of SURAM’s scales to 

ongoingly assess SE in their area. To facilitate ease of use and a visual display of results, 

the proposed tool includes data entry and display pages. The primary benefits of its use 
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by translation teams would be 1) their own improved understanding of barriers to SE and 

the opportunity for someone to work in these areas; 2) greater awareness in the 

community of the dynamics affecting SE, and opportunity to respond; and, 3) for SIL-

PNG, a greater understanding of factors influencing SE in active programs on the country 

or regional level. 

5.5  Summary

Some BT personnel have responded to SURAM by saying, “Well, of course not 

everyone is using the vernacular Scriptures”, indicating a disinterest in actively seeking 

to change this. Others have replied to concerns about minimal response to SURAM with, 

“Expect change to be slow.” Though fundamental patterns of human response to 

innovation will not change quickly, a perspective that dismisses the need to promote 

innovations makes low Scripture use more likely. 

BT agencies are slowly gaining a better understanding of how to improve VSU. 

As a researcher, I am less concerned about exactly how SIL-PNG responds to SURAM 

than I am that BT agencies move toward curiosity, humility, and flexibility by seeking 

answers to the tough questions and responding appropriately to what is learned. 

I also consider heartbreak a legitimate response to SURAM’s findings. After all, it 

found that six to eight of the 11 language communities70 researched by SURAM are at 

risk of still not engaging with the Scriptures in a way that clearly communicates to them, 

despite the decades of work and the massive amount of funding invested in the translation 

projects. This finding challenges the idea of BT agencies that such communities are 

70 Three were considered high use, two medium, six low.
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“reached.” It may be judged that these projects have successfully provided Scripture 

“access.” But if the goal is Scripture engagement leading to impact in the lives of 

community members, then projects in the communities where use was low (and perhaps 

medium) have failed.



6. Chapter 6–Recommendations for SE Research Design

Many recommendations have been made throughout this thesis. The more 

important ones are the need for more research, the importance of building on past 

research, the wisdom of using iterative research and planning cycles (the SIL 

International Taste&See Scripture engagement tool at https://tastesee.org/ explains that 

this is necessary in the context of accelerated change in which BT agencies work), and 

the importance of involving the right people in the research. 

This chapter asks strategic questions and outlines helpful processes for SE 

research design. Because research must be customized to its purpose and context, this 

content will be insufficient for others to formulate a research plan based upon it, but it 

will get researchers moving in the right direction.

Some material in this chapter originates directly from SURAM or lessons learned 

during its execution. Some results from the process of reviewing other SE research, 

seeing strengths and weaknesses of various approaches. A significant portion of the 

material consists of research best practices that I believe are particularly relevant to SE 

research based on my experience with SURAM and language assessment. Because this 

thesis focuses on SE research methodology, much of this chapter addresses the 

formulation of basic aspects of SE research methodology.
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6.1  Broad Strategies Toward Effective SE Research

If attempting a very brief set of recommendations for SE research without 

explanation, I would emphasize the following: for SURAM, a large team working in a 

collaborative manner was valuable, with personnel bringing a variety of skills and being 

able to speak back to different parts of the organization. The scale descriptions were 

essential for the accurate assignation of VSU and factor scores.

Regarding principles for SE research:

• Much more SE research is needed. What exists gives snapshots and a limited 

understanding of the effectiveness of language programs.

• If SE research in a particular area can be done using a consistent framework—

like SURAM looking at 11 language projects with the same research approach

—results are much easier to compare and it’s possible to see trends.

• All research needs to be tailored to a specific context and to the research 

questions most germane to that area. Research at the international level to 

provide a global perspective is also needed.

• SE research should build on past SE research.

• SE research must collect data from the community targeted by language 

projects, whether or not it also collects data from project personnel.

• Getting input from the right people is essential to ensuring that the research 

addresses the right questions and that people pay attention to it.
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Below are broad strategies which will aid a BT agency in seeking answers: 

identify good questions, conduct longitudinal research, monitor and evaluate, develop 

models of VS diffusion, consider what other literature has to say, and use participatory 

approaches.71

6.1.1  Ask Good Questions

Identifying good questions to ask of the right people in the right way is no simple 

feat. A researcher’s perspective is crucial here. If an entity lacks a researcher, their first 

step should be to recruit one. This will reduce missteps and wasted effort.

BT agencies need to be creative and thorough in developing good questions. 

Surveyors ask those who request research 1) what they want to know, 2) why they need 

to know it, and 3) how they are going to use and respond to the resulting data. Surveyors 

often use the Ladder of Abstraction (Decker and Grummitt 2012, 181) to strengthen the 

link between purpose and questions. Too often people focus on questions they are curious 

about but which are not the questions on which strategic decisions can be based.

This thesis emphasizes the strategic value of collecting data primarily from 

language communities, rather than from BT personnel. To get good answers from this 

population, the data gathering process must be culturally appropriate. This requires the 

input of researchers familiar with the sociolinguistic context.

There is much more to be said on the topic of good questions. SURAM and other 

SE research provide helpful guidelines, but only through careful and thorough work will 

an agency be able to identify the questions most pertinent to it.

71 An additional strategy, using an iterative cycle of learning and improvement—the OODA Loop as an 
example—is presented in Section 2.3.1.
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6.1.2  Conduct Longitudinal Research

Current ignorance about the use and impact of VS calls for longitudinal research. 

Without it, the process72 of the diffusion of VS will remain unclear. Rogers is salient here. 

His Diffusion of Innovations is of value to researchers or other BT personnel seeking to 

understand the diffusion process better. Regarding longitudinal research, Rogers says, 

One weakness of diffusion research is a dependence upon self-reported recall 
data from respondents as to their date of adoption of a new idea. Essentially, 
respondents are asked to look back in time in order to reconstruct their past 
history of innovation experiences. But hindsight is not completely accurate, with 
the degree of accuracy varying on the basis of the innovation’s salience to the 
individual, the length of time over which recall is requested, and on the basis of 
individual differences in education, memory, and the like. (Rogers 2003, 126)

Single-visit “snapshot” research is limited. SURAM was not longitudinal, but it 

sought to understand and address similar process or action–reaction questions by asking 

for a history of the project. Despite the challenges of recalling relevant details from the 

past, much was learned from community members’ reports to SURAM personnel. Much 

was also lost to time. No after-the-fact research will accomplish what longitudinal 

research can. The solution is to “Gather data at multiple points in the diffusion process. 

Instead of waiting until the innovation is widely diffused to gather data via respondents’ 

recall, a diffusion researcher might gather data at several points during the diffusion 

process” (Rogers 2003, 126).

72 Rogers (2003) differentiates process research—“data gathering and analysis that seeks to determine the 
sequence of a set of events over time” (196)—from variance research—“determining the covariances 
(or correlations) among a set of variables, but not their time order” (196). SURAM sought to measure 
correlations between factors, so it was primarily variance research (using quantitative approaches), but 
it also sought to understand the unfolding of events using qualitative approaches (process research). 
Process questions were not always successful, partly as a result of recall issues. “The scarcity of 
process research on the innovation-decision-process is a basic reason why we lack definitive 
understanding of the degree to which stages exist” (Rogers 2003, 197).
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Diffusion research designs consist mainly of correlational analysis of cross-
sectional data gathered in one-shot surveys of respondents…. Diffusion studies 
ideally should rely on ‘moving pictures’ of behavior, rather than ‘snapshots,’ 
because of the need to trace the sequential flow of innovation as it spreads 
through a social system. (Rogers 2003, 127) 

SE research should capture both the unfolding of decisions in the diffusion 

process (process research) and the interplay of relevant variables (variance research) (see 

footnote 72 and Rogers 2003, 196 for more on these research types).

The innovation of vernacular Scripture is significantly more complex to develop 

and diffuse than a product intended only for material use. An innovation such as a metal 

pot, for example, has an obvious function, requires little new knowledge to use properly, 

and substitutes nicely for whatever was used previously. To a large degree, it sells itself. 

To provide further contrast: a change agent introducing metal pots to an area is merely 

promoting and selling them, not making them himself. Compare that with vernacular 

literature, where the main agent in the BT context is a translator who invests multiple 

decades just to develop the innovation. Do translators then also diffuse it? Do they have 

the resources to show the community why it is valuable, train them in the skills needed to 

use it, and teach them how it should be used as part of the life of the community?73

Longitudinal SE research could track a community’s response to VS and SE 

activities over time, learning what is effective and why. It will reveal the attitudes and 

actions of the community in response to the innovation’s development and publication, 

and to initiatives like literacy training, designed to enable community members to use the 

innovation. Such a record of activity and response gives future translation teams a much 

73 SURAM findings suggest that specialists be assigned to translation projects, to aid the translator in 
diffusing the innovation of VS (see Section 5.2).
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clearer and more detailed understanding of how to be effective from the early stages of a 

project.

6.1.3  Perform Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of an ongoing project are similar to 

longitudinal research, but their primary focus is to improve the specific program under 

scrutiny, not all similar programs generally. M&E reveal what strategies are effective and 

where plans need to change. M&E are usually undertaken by those administering the 

program, while longitudinal research is more likely to be conducted by an outsider. Both 

approaches have pros and cons. Ideally, both could be done in programs so that both 

perspectives are represented. For the SURAM project, there was often a great deal of 

agreement about the VSU situation between research team and former translation team, 

but sometimes the translation team (or others acquainted with a project) felt that the 

SURAM team’s evaluation failed to capture some of the relevant factors. Where insiders 

and outsiders track a program over time through M&E and longitudinal research, their 

assessment will be more robust, leading to a deeper level of understanding of how 

communities respond to VS projects.

M&E benefit the project studied; longitudinal research potentially could as well. 

M&E allow for mid-project course corrections. If this is done effectively, remedial action 

should not be required post-project. Studying the situation after the dedication of the 

translated Scriptures can still benefit the project studied and future projects, in that it 

reveals the longer-term effects of earlier actions and may indicate the need for 

reengagement with the language community.
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Mid-project course corrections may require more flexibility than is sometimes 

allowed, but M&E can provide the evidence needed to make challenging decisions. This 

is ultimately less costly than continuing without full understanding.

6.1.4  Develop Models of VS Diffusion

BT agencies have a diffusion model, implicitly or explicitly. Models not 

purposefully developed are likely to include many unexamined assumptions. SURAM 

verified that SIL-PNG’s model—or its execution—results in low VSU. Reports indicate 

that VSU is a problem in other contexts, too. BT agencies everywhere seek to improve, 

and models for diffusing VS will outline a proven path toward success.

BT agencies should develop a model for how VS does, and normally should, 

diffuse in their contexts. Such a model expresses their understanding of how diffusion 

works in their context; and when diffusion fails, reality can be compared to the model to 

see what went wrong. Creating such a model requires more than a brief study of the 

situation five years after the Scripture dedication—though such a study can contribute to 

the picture and is better than no study.

It is impossible to create a single global diffusion model with sufficient detail to 

be helpful as a guide. The context in which an innovation is diffused shapes the diffusion 

process. Even where a detailed, evidence-based model is developed for a specific 

sociolinguistic context, it should be allowed to be flexible; yet it serves as a helpful guide 

for successful SE and can be modified as needed.
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6.1.5  Use Participatory Approaches

Participatory approaches are a framework for discussion and development based 

on a philosophy of inclusion. As used by BT agencies, they include philosophy, a skillset, 

and a collection of tools. Progressive engagement is a strategy that employs a 

participatory approach. It takes one step at a time, guided by the decisions of the 

community and development agency. It does not assume that everyone everywhere needs 

and wants a full, complete product—a vernacular New Testament in book form, for 

example, or whatever the agency’s flagship product is.

To progress in mutually beneficial directions, a research–analysis–discussion–

teamwork74 approach is required and must be used cyclically (note the similarity to the 

OODA loop; see Section 2.3.1). Participatory discussion tools may be used during this 

process, perhaps from a specific toolset like A Guide for Planning the Future of Our 

Language (Hanawalt et al. 2016, available at https://www.sil.org/guide-planning-future-

our-language-0). The philosophy underlying participatory approaches is to work on 

things with people, not do things to or for them. Successful collaboration requires the 

kind of careful study and tracking of successes and failures being promoted here.

The preceding sections have presented broad strategies toward resolving a lack of 

understanding of the dynamics of SE. SURAM incorporated or recommended these 

strategies or the thinking underlying them. 

74 Participatory approach purists may object to beginning with research and analysis, arguing that true 
partnership emerges from discussion and teamwork. Research and analysis must play a part, whether 
they are at the start or follow discussion, if BT agencies are to serve others effectively.
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6.2  Factors to be Examined by Every SE Research Project

It would be wonderful to produce an authoritative list of factors that every SE 

research project should examine. But what an SE research project assesses must be the 

result of careful consideration of what is needed and what is to be done with that 

information, all in the context in which the research is to be conducted. That said, 

drawing from existing collections of research pertinent to the area of interest may help 

identify which factors are relevant.

The first collection to be examined is previous SE research, especially that 

resembling the desired research in content and context. See Appendix 7, as well as SERC 

at http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc for a starting point here. SE frameworks

—Dye’s “Eight Conditions” (2009), and tools like the “Welser Scale” (2009) and Hill’s 

“Scripture Use Assessment Instrument” (2008)—will aid in delineating research 

questions. Another collection of research to examine for useful content is the 

sociolinguistic surveys in the research context, especially their research questions and 

instruments. Sociolinguistic information may prove critical to understanding SE 

dynamics.

Those planning SE research should examine these two collections and ask the 

following:

• What factors are relevant for language development in this context?

• What background does the research team and the research’s audience need to 

know to understand research findings?
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• What research approaches and instruments are effective in this context? What 

approaches or instruments have failed?

• What language program strategies used in this context could be evaluated? 

What is known or theorized about current strategies?

• What are the primary factors affecting VSU and SE here? What factors are 

present in these collections that do not play a significant role in the local 

context?

• What information is needed not only to understand the situation better but also 

to inform efforts to change the situation for the better? What previous research 

resulted in understanding the situation better, and what didn’t? What previous 

research brought about change, and what didn’t?

• What research methods do our staff have competency in?

• How is progress and success measured in this context? Are there other ways it 

could be measured?

• What people or roles were involved in successful past research, and why—in 

relation to these people or roles—was it successful? Might some of the same 

people be recruited or consulted?

• What type of reporting has proven successful for communicating research 

results (one–one, presentations, written)?

• Has past research asked questions of the right people? Which informants were 

most helpful for what types of questions?
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In addition to examining SE and sociolinguistic research, there is no substitute for 

talking to people who have been involved in past research. Reports often do not capture 

the learning that occurred during the research about how to do said research; that is not 

the report’s topic. An SE research community of practice would help preserve these 

lessons. Reports also may not adequately capture the full context in which the research 

occurred, including logistical factors, cultural factors, and the felt needs and attitudes of 

the body commissioning the research. The researcher can provide this information.

Some other principles or strategies that are likely to be universally helpful in 

designing research include

• Check whether past research is still accurate or whether it has expired. Most 

language development contexts are not static.

• Do not assume that reports regarding SE are correct, especially if those 

making the reports are making a claim outside of their area of expertise. 

Investigate how they came to their conclusion and consider reexamining the 

situation. Be especially wary of reports based on few contacts or contacts with 

a very small sample of the community in question.

• Ask for input on research design from people in a variety of roles and with 

diverse backgrounds. Though new research should build on old research, 

researchers should also be open to including new questions, examining issues 

from different angles, and discovering new explanations.
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Previous SE research is diverse, most efforts having been conducted in relative 

isolation (lacking an “invisible college”75 of SE researchers). Though I do not believe 

future SE research should be uniform, it would benefit from greater collaboration. If 

similar research projects were conducted in different parts of the world, their results 

would be more comparable, which would aid efforts to piece together a global SE 

picture.76

It would be a mistake to start from scratch. This does not mean we cease to 

innovate; there is plenty of room for that. But anyone planning SE research should 

consult previous research (and, ideally, other researchers). Again, SERC at 

http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc provides a helpful starting point.

Some principles or priorities may be suggested to shape SE research. These are 

meant more as guidelines than rules. We begin with recommendations related to the 

descriptive characteristics proposed earlier in this thesis, PIQUE: Purpose, Informant, 

Quantitative or Qualitative, Unit of analysis, Extent of area researched.

6.3  Purpose

Purpose is defined with reference to vision, mission, goals, and strategies. In other 

words, anyone not acquainted with these organizational specifics should not plan an SE 

research project; they are very likely to discover interesting but difficult-to-apply 

findings, because the findings will not mesh with the organization’s direction.

75 “An informal network of researchers who form around an intellectual paradigm to study a common 
topic” (Rogers 2003, 46).

76 A global picture is useful for forming global strategies. Where strategies are developed on an area or 
country level, doing comparable studies within these areas may be sufficient.
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A research project’s purpose also relates to everything below it on the Ladder of 

Abstraction (Decker and Grummitt 2012, 181), so getting it right and aligning the 

research plan to it is a top priority. It is possible that the purpose of a research project will 

be organically discovered while the BT task is being executed and a gap in pertinent 

information is noted. Or the purpose may need to be carefully identified through 

discussion among stakeholders.

Purpose also directly impacts the formulation of the remaining elements of 

PIQUE. The research team should periodically check that their plans in these areas are 

cohesive and self-justified. For example, if your purpose is to discover how a community 

feels about recently published vernacular material, talking only to the hamlet by the 

highway is going to be an inadequate sample.

6.4  Information Sources: Community Rather than Project Leader

BT agencies are moving toward increased partnership in many aspects of the BT 

task. Though it is impossible to include everyone in everything, the partnership 

hypothesis—that the more all stakeholders are involved as broadly and deeply as 

possible, the more effective the effort will be—remains active.77 In this context it is both 

appropriate and useful to focus research efforts on the communities BT agencies serve. 

The alternative, of course, is to ask BT staff, as has been done for some SE research 

historically (Landin (2000) and Federwitz (2008), among others). See Section 3.4.1 and 

77 SURAM did not clearly demonstrate that community involvement and project design had much effect 
on VSU, though this lack of confirmation may be partly related to recall issues.
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3.4.2 for advantages and disadvantages of using BT personnel or community members as 

informants.

Rogers has a great deal to say about the danger of pro-innovation bias, a hazard 

faced when asking questions of BT personnel. Several quotes are worth including here.

Pro-innovation bias is the implication in diffusion research that an innovation 
should be diffused and adopted by all members of a social system, that it should 
be diffused more rapidly, and that the innovation should be neither re-invented nor 
rejected…. [A] lack of recognition of the pro-innovation bias makes it especially 
troublesome and potentially dangerous in an intellectual sense. The bias leads 
diffusion researchers to ignore the study of ignorance about innovations, to 
underemphasize the rejection or discontinuance of innovations, to overlook re-
invention. (Rogers 2003, 106–107)

BT agencies want their innovations to diffuse. If researchers ask BT personnel 

about diffusion, this bias will affect their response.

What causes the pro-innovation bias in diffusion research? 1. Much diffusion 
research is funded by change agencies: They have a pro-innovation bias 
(understandably so, since their very purpose is to promote innovations)…. 
2. “Successful” diffusion leaves a rate of adoption that can be retrospectively 
investigated by diffusion researchers, while an unsuccessful diffusion effort does 
not leave visible traces that can easily be reconstructed. A rejected and/or a 
discontinued innovation is thus less likely to be investigated by a diffusion 
researcher. (Rogers 2003, 110–111)

Rogers points out that failed innovations are more difficult to research 

retrospectively. How do BT agencies overcome pro-innovation bias? Rogers has more to 

say here, but in brief: “Taking into account the people’s perceptions of an innovation, 

rather than the technologists’, is essential in overcoming the pro-innovation bias” (Rogers 

2003, 109). “Understanding such perceptions can provide useful lessons to technological 

experts. After all, perceptions count” (Rogers 2003, 109). BT agencies should use 

monitoring and evaluation and iterative assessment during BT projects to understand 
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causality; research into causality must have the community as its primary informant, not 

BT personnel.

Approaches used by anthropological researchers are a useful resource:

Anthropological studies of diffusion have several unique advantages. If the 
anthropologist is successful in empathizing with the respondents under study, the 
ensuing account of diffusion will tell the story from the respondents’ viewpoint, 
conveying their perceptions of the innovation and the change agency. This 
perspective helps the anthropologist overcome the pro-innovation bias that is 
displayed in much other diffusion research. Through total immersion in the 
respondents’ system, the anthropologist gains a holistic perspective of the 
lifestyles, worldviews, and social relationships of the respondents. This capacity 
of anthropologists to understand the context and culture of their individuals of 
study, coupled with their data gathering over time, provides anthropological 
diffusion scholars with a unique means of understanding the consequences of 
innovation. (Rogers 2003, 49)

SE researchers are unlikely to have the time afforded anthropologists for the study 

of a single research community, though such a study could reveal patterns and processes 

which could improve understanding of how communities interact with the technology of 

VS. Translation teams, being in place for many years, could make such a study. Rogers 

says that such studies “often show that [those] in charge of diffusion programs failed to 

account fully for the cultural values of the expected adopters of an innovation. As a 

result, the diffusion program often failed or at least led to unanticipated consequences” 

(2003, 49).

Though community members and BT personnel may each be able to produce 

similar quantitative facts about the SE situation, only the community will be able to fully 

express their perspective. Researchers are familiar with the challenges of accessing 

objective truth by asking people questions: all informants have a limited perspective, 

attitudes and preconceptions affect their observations, all are at risk of confirmation bias, 
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and the researcher’s presence influences behavior. But whether they represent objective 

truth or not, the perspectives and attitudes of community members will shape their 

response to the initiative in question (BT project), therefore their perspective is central to 

SE research.

Many of these attitudes are familiar to people with experience conducting 

sociolinguistic research—for example, language and dialect attitudes and notions about 

language-opportunity links. Others may be new to them but familiar to SE personnel—

for example, opinions about orthography and cover design on sacred literature.

There is no substitute for the target community. Most future SE research should 

prioritize or at least include their input. Where a very specific answer is sought, and 

program personnel can provide it, exceptions may be made.

6.5  Quantitative, Qualitative, or Multistage Research?

The researcher, collaborating with the research requester, must determine whether 

quantitative, qualitative, or a mix of both research methods are called for. Much has been 

written about the advantages and disadvantages of each. My sense is that SE research that 

is strictly qualitative does BT agencies a disservice, in that it fails to provide data toward 

the overarching quantitative question, “Who is using vernacular Scripture?” 

From my perspective, skipping the “who” question means failing to establish an 

important part of the context for the data collected. For example, it would be wonderful 

to know that an audio Scripture product has been hugely impactful in the life of a 

particular family. But if we don’t know who in the community of interest has the audio 
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Scriptures and uses them, we are left with an uplifting but acontextual anecdote. 

Anecdotes are not a good foundation for policy formation or the adjustment of strategies.

Collecting quantitative information may satisfy the immediate demand for facts 

related to accomplishment of Scripture use goals, but understanding the reasons for 

people’s behavior requires qualitative research. Qualitative information such as why 

people choose to use what Scriptures, how they feel about them, and what effect they 

perceive this has in their lives, is important to understanding attitudes and motivations. 

The more the community is understood, the better they can be served.

To summarize, collecting quantitative data for context is essential. Qualitative 

data will aid planners in seeing not only what people are doing but why they are doing it. 

Both types of data are likely to be useful to the research audience.

It may be wise, where possible, to plan a multistage research project. The first 

stage would be mostly quantitative. The second stage could fill quantitative gaps found in 

the first stage; but, crucially, having established a general context, it could ask the 

questions which were shown to be most relevant by the first stage research. This second 

stage could be more qualitative. Research can be further adjusted and improved anytime 

researchers have opportunity to reflect upon the effectiveness of their research thus far.

Alternatively, an initial stage could be exploratory, perhaps a mix of methods to 

discover what the main factors affecting SE are. Having identified factors, a second stage 

could focus in on one or a few particular factors suitable to quantitative analysis. It could 

collect quantitative data and perform statistical analysis to better describe correlations.
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The balance of methods should be decided after input from stakeholders, in the 

context of what is realistic, and also with an awareness of what kind of message will 

communicate (see Section 6.6).

6.6  Qualitative or Quantitative – Choosing a Method that Communicates

An important consideration for the quantitative–qualitative decision—beyond 

choosing a strategy that will effectively answer the research questions—is how the 

research will communicate. What is the most effective type of research to communicate 

your results to others? SE research often aims to inform practical aspects of the BT task; 

as such, it has to be comprehensible and convincing to those who are in a position to 

respond to its findings.

In recent years, the pendulum has swung toward qualitative research. In the past it 

may have been claimed that all serious research is quantitative, and today there are still 

fields where such research is de rigueur. Those supporting quantitative research suggest 

that quantitative methods are best to convince others of the validity of their conclusions. 

Within SE research included thus far in SERC, around a quarter are listed as “mostly” or 

“entirely quantitative.” Several of these have BT personnel as the primary data source; it 

makes sense that written questionnaires could be more easily collected from this sample, 

then analyzed statistically. Others collected quantitative information from communities 

targeted by BT projects; generally, such data were fairly narrowly focused (see Section 

4.4.3 for more challenges to statistics in SE research).

Frequently, a primary reason for doing quantitative research is to be able to 

conduct statistical analyses. The perception is that such statistical tests will make the 
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research more convincing. But what is convincing depends largely on the audience. It is 

possible to convince another person about something in a variety of ways: 1) by 

presenting evidence, 2) by being a trusted source with a good track record, or 3) by being 

a good actor and appearing convincing. This final option is, of course, not recommended.

Researchers must use proven methods and demonstrate that their work is factual. 

But I believe that advanced statistical analyses of reams of quantitative data are not 

required to communicate convincingly to the SE research audience today. For SURAM, 

at least, very few people expressed interest in statistical information. In fact, as a 

communicative tool, I believe a highly technical study may speak to and convince fewer 

people. If those are the people the research must reach—for example, policymakers who 

have demanded numerical data or a partner organization seeking evidence of BT agency 

effectiveness according to a certain measure—then quantitative methods are justified 

(Engeler 2014 is an example of this; see SERC at 

http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc). But if the audience is fellow BT staff, 

country-level BT leadership, or a journal, an approach more heavily weighted on the 

qualitative side may be more informative and convincing.

Quantitative SE research is not impossible. For any SE research, some 

quantitative data will be of value in providing general facts and figures about the situation 

and context for the qualitative data. Without such context, the reader of a qualitative 

study may be entertained and motivated but inadequately informed; the researcher will 

have given a pep talk without directive substance. Additionally, there is a danger with 

qualitative research of drawing the wrong conclusion because the researcher has focused 
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too closely on one aspect without noticing that a neighboring case differs drastically or 

that another factor they have not taken into account is affecting the situation. Because 

stating that some of both types of research are valuable may not be helpful, I will state the 

problem another way: How much has to be invested to get quantitative data upon which 

statistical analysis can be performed, and is the payout worth the cost?

Though SURAM did not achieve its goal to conduct statistical analysis of its 

scores, its message does not appear to have been rejected. A few people, having strong 

convictions about the superiority of quantitative research, did express concern about 

SURAM’s shortcomings in this area. SURAM may have dodged a broader dismissal 

because many of its data-collection methods were more qualitative, as was its reporting 

of findings. Also, key SURAM personnel were “the trusted source with a good track 

record” mentioned above. Finally, SURAM’s findings were often in line with what many 

in its audience suspected or otherwise perceived to be possible.

Would it have been better to achieve what SURAM achieved plus good statistics? 

Yes. Would it have been worth the cost? Possibly not. Why? 1) The SURAM project 

seems to have achieved its communicative aims (though with less response than desired). 

2) Very few people have dismissed the research for the lack of statistics, though some 

have expressed interest in those statistics. 3) The suggested changes to SURAM’s data 

collection process to make further statistics possible (primarily more cases and a changed 

unit of analysis, see Section 4.4.3) were not achievable with the resources available or 

were not what SURAM desired to focus on.
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In summary, researchers wanting to see their results accessed and acted upon 

should evaluate the balance of quantitative and qualitative research that is worth investing 

in to communicate well to the expected audience.

6.7  Unit of Analysis

As introduced in Section 2.1.2, the primary options for unit of analysis for SE 

research are individuals, individual churches, church denominations, village or individual 

community, and target community78 (dialect or language). The unit chosen will depend on 

the overall aim of the research, the planned response to the research (whether it is to be 

an immediate effort to improve the SE of that community or a longer-term adjustment to 

organizational strategy), and also on contextual factors (for example, is it possible to 

conduct research in churches?).

Additionally, it will depend on the kind of analyses that will be used on the data. 

If statistical analysis is to be attempted, the data must be quantitative to begin with and 

include enough cases to be analyzable using statistical tools. To be successful, the whole 

process, from collection through analysis, should be carefully planned with the assistance 

of someone qualified to oversee the planned statistical process. If another type of analysis 

is to be done, select a unit of analysis that works.

Unit of analysis relates directly to the kind of summary statements one can make 

about the research. The resulting statements will begin with, “The language community 

of X . . .” or “The Y denomination in country Z . . .” or “xx percent of people in 

78 “Target community” refers to the group the translated materials are prepared for.
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community X . . .” Such summary statements may be the only thing some members of the 

audience come away with.

Below are three options for unit of analysis.

6.7.1  Unit of Analysis = Unit of Decision-making

One possibility is to take measurements among a group at the level at which 

innovation-related decisions are made in that community. In some language communities, 

the entire language group adopts or rejects significant innovations. In others, it may be at 

the dialect, clan, village, family, or individual level. Political, religious, or other groups 

may also constitute decision-making units. Frequently, more than one of these units give 

input—for example, in PNG there are language use norms that may be decided 

(consciously or subconsciously) at the language-group level which affect VSU, but 

individual churches or their leaders often make the decisions that guide their 

congregation’s VSU behavior.

Where the unit of analysis represents the unit of decision-making, SE research is 

better able to document the story of the acceptance (or rejection) of that innovation. All 

relevant players will be included, and a complete picture can be painted. If the diffusion 

process is understood, it can be strategically influenced through decision-making units to 

produce better results.79

If SE research looks at units other than the decision-making unit, then the results 

of the innovation will be known for the unit of analysis, but the diffusion process will not 

79 Note that this presumes the unit of decision will remain the same in the future. This is not necessarily 
the case in a world where traditional societies are increasingly in contact with Western approaches to 
decision-making. This trend is generally toward institutional or individualistic decision-making.
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be fully understood. For example, it will be known that “the Catholic church in village X 

got really excited about VS,” but the part played by that church within the broader drama 

will be unknown.

6.7.2  Unit of Analysis = Group Targeted by BT Project

A research project may also make their unit of analysis the group targeted by a 

project, as SURAM did. However, the group targeted by a project is not always well-

defined, partly because of incomplete sociolinguistic profiles of the language community 

(therefore an imperfect understanding of who might be able to use the materials) and 

partly out of optimism that as many as possible will use the materials (even beyond 

known or suspected barriers). Possibilities for target groups include the entire language 

community, however large it may be; a dialect or group of dialects; a village or group of 

villages; or a particular subset of the community (for example, Christians or spiritually 

hungry people) within a village or area.

I believe BT projects would benefit from defining their target group more clearly. 

This, of course, requires good information and careful planning. This does not necessarily 

mean that the project subsequently be rigid in its approach; adapting to new realities or 

newly discovered realities may result in expansion or contraction of its target group. But 

who that group includes and what their characteristics and needs are should affect 

program planning. There are other implications as well, for example, inclusion of 

stakeholders from that group in program processes.

For SE research, knowing who has been targeted by the project guides who is 

researched. If, optimistically, an entire language group has been targeted but realistically 
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only one of three dialects was ever likely to use it, SE research may conclude that the 

project has failed. In fact, it has not failed in its execution, merely in its design. But 

defining the target and, therefore, the research group makes the difference between 

counting this as a low-use versus high-use area. Put another way, the project has failed to 

achieve an unrealistic goal but has succeeded in achieving a realistic one.80 SE research 

projects may have to make a judgment call the translation team did not make.

If a project has selected an appropriate target group and acted in such a way that 

that group would be reached with Scripture materials, SE research can evaluate whether 

or not they succeeded and what someone in a similar situation could do to improve the 

chance of success. Using this unit of analysis gives BT agencies the most direct link 

between the results of a past project and the planning of a future one.

6.7.3  Unit of Analysis = Unit Relevant to Future Strategic Intervention

Where SE research is planned to inform follow-up interventions of a pre-defined 

nature—for example, a team intends to conduct a Scripture-promotion intervention and 

plans to work with a specific church denomination or in certain villages—the unit of 

analysis should correspond to that unit which will be most useful to the future 

intervention.

The unit of analysis defined here may be the same as the unit of decision-making 

or the group targeted by the BT agency. If so, then the benefits of those approaches will 

80 BT agencies should ask: If the project leaders had been aware of the likelihood their project would only 
serve one of three dialects, might they have been able to adjust their approach to serve more people? 
Ultimately the goal is to see all people with meaningful Scripture materials.
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apply. Often, however, the unit will be smaller, so the results will not necessarily be 

generalizable to a broader population.

6.8  Extent of Area Researched

The area where the research is conducted has direct consequences on the 

population the researcher can confidently draw conclusions about. As with unit of 

analysis, summary statements may be as broad as “In country Z . . .” or as narrow as “In 

church Y in village X . . .” This all relates to sampling.

When making decisions about where to conduct research, logistics must be taken 

into account. A critical question is, “What is the minimum work I can do to talk about this 

population and still be confident in the results?” Surveyors call this “optimal ignorance.” 

The scale of labor, including finance, time, and personnel, will be affected by this 

decision.

6.9  Resource Considerations

The researcher and requester should take a hard look at the resources—finance, 

time, people—that are actually available for the project. Estimations of resources 

required by the project should be increased by 50 percent, because research usually takes 

longer than planned; this is especially true of first attempts at new methodology. It is 

better to make plans that fit well inside available resources than to run out of time or 

some other resource so that the research fails to reach its conclusion.

Given the available resources, what resources should be budgeted to research 

design, preparation, execution, analysis, reporting, and follow-up? This can be answered 
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only by those people commissioning and executing the research. Any neglected aspect 

may affect the success of the whole.

6.10  Focus

Researchers are used to hearing, “Why don’t you look into this or that, too, while 

you’re out there?” It is perfectly natural to want to learn as much as possible, but research 

requires detailed planning. Every additional question will increase time required for each 

of the stages of the research process. If a research team is tasked with more research 

questions than they are likely to have opportunity to address on each research trip, it is 

worthwhile to prioritize the questions so that the most important ones get addressed every 

time.

With the numerous and diverse factors that affect SE, the temptation will be to try 

to do too much. The executive director will want to know one thing, program managers 

another, SE personnel something else again. The research plan must cohere; there must 

be vertical justification, from purpose down to probe. SE research, unless it is a first 

phase and justifiably very exploratory, should focus on the research questions that are 

most essential to whomever is going to act on them. This is applied research.

6.11  Summary: What Methodology?

Having covered these considerations, we have now arrived at a recommendation. 

The following are suggestions. 
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Build on previous research. Find studies which are similar in their purpose or 

context, and discover which of their methods and tools may be adapted.81

Involve the right people with the right skill sets to accomplish the research aims, 

which may include helping facilitate changes suggested by the research.

Aim for something small and quantitative to begin with. A low-risk first stage is 

likely to be successful and will lead to a more focused and on-point second stage. 

Alternatively, prioritize tools in such a way that the most important get done in each 

location if there is inadequate time to complete them all. Another way to look at this 

would be to have a question-driven approach, prioritizing questions and ensuring that the 

essential ones are asked before transitioning to less important questions or moving on to 

another location.

Use iterative cycles of research and planning to create a better match between the 

service provided by the BT agency and the community.

The majority of data should be collected from the community members agencies 

seek to serve. There are useful things to learn from others, for example, program 

managers, but this type of data can be collected via monitoring and evaluation processes. 

As participatory approaches are increasingly used for program planning, so they should 

be increasingly used for data collection. Informants should represent all parts of the 

communities served, including those on the margins.

The unit of analysis should align with organizational goals and strategies. If an 

organization aims to serve entire language communities, it should research these. If they 

81 Showalter 1991 makes a compelling argument for and some suggestions for adapting previous research 
designs. 
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serve a smaller group, for example, a Christian minority, the church may be the unit 

chosen. With whom does the organization partner? This might inform the decision, too.

As data are gathered, share them early and often with as broad an audience as 

possible. SE research data have a broad audience; anyone involved in the BT task could 

profit. By reporting these data, the research’s audience can begin to respond, can see and 

adjust to the results as they unfold, and is more likely to buy into recommendations that 

eventually result.

6.12  Conclusion

Through examining SURAM—its context, development, execution, and findings

—and by looking at other SE research (with SERC as a starting-point) and perspectives 

from outside the BT sphere, a variety of ideas and strategies for SE researchers have been 

suggested. Collaborative, consistently executed, contextualized, expertly guided SE 

research collecting data primarily from the communities served by BT agencies is 

needed. If this research is ongoing, BT agencies can remain aware of community 

response to their work and adjust their strategies accordingly.

Four things could happen with future SE research:

1. SE research could limp along on an on-demand basis, remaining disjointed 

and cobbled-together.

2. BT agency leadership could request and commission SE research, and it could 

be done broadly but ineffectually because of a lack of qualified researchers. 

The likely result would be limited or incorrect findings and faulty follow-up.
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3. Surveyors and other researchers and strategy-driven personnel could conduct 

SE research without leadership participation. This would result in good 

information that is not acted upon.

4. Recognizing the need for better information, leadership could request SE 

research. Researchers could collaborate with one another and stakeholders to 

conduct research. Good data would result in right responses, and SE would 

improve because of shifts toward more effective strategies and practices in 

Bible translation agencies.

The lack of good SE information is somewhat harder to perceive than a lack of 

survey data. Lack of survey data means not knowing how to set up a language program. 

Lack of SE data means not knowing what happens after the BT agency has left the scene. 

It may be a harder sell, but unless BT agencies conclude that low VSU levels like those 

found by SURAM are acceptable, they need to do something different. That begins with 

discovering what to do. 
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The following is excerpted from a summary created by René van den Berg in 

October 2017. It is an overview of the project and its findings. It does not include all 

SURAM’s findings and recommendations. 

1. Background 

• SURAM = Scripture Use Research and Ministry, a Scripture Use (SU) 
research project run in Papua New Guinea from 2014 - 2016. Main research 
questions:
∘ To what extent are translated Scriptures actually used in PNG?
∘ What are the factors that help and hinder vernacular SU?

• SURAM teams (7-16 people) visited 11 language communities for 10-12 
days.

• Research was combined with ministry (Bible lessons, music, games, quizzes, 
drama etc.)

2. Methodology

• Measuring VSU (Vernacular Scripture Use) on a 1-5 scale (1 = low, 5 = high) 
in three areas:
∘ VSU in church services (in the expat translators’ former village).
∘ VSU in other contexts in that village (home groups, family or personal 

devotions).
∘ Reach of VSU throughout the whole language area.

• Measuring 14 factors that may help or hinder VSU, also on a 1-5 scale. 1. 
Language use in church. 2. Language vitality. 3. Dialect unity. 4. Orthography. 
5. Quality of translation. 6.1. Reputation of expat translators. 6.2. Reputation 
of local translators. 7. Schools and literacy. 8. VSU activities. 9. Distribution. 
10. Spiritual climate 11.1. Denominational support. 11.2. Local church 
support. 12. Vernacular-speaking church leaders. 13. Community 
involvement. 14. Project design.

• Research tools: interviews (personal and group), questionnaires, observing, 
testing (of literacy, orthography, translation quality).
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3. Results

Levels of VSU for the 11 trips in bar diagram: blue marks the amount of VSU in 
church; brown marks the amount of VSU in other contexts; and green marks reach of 
VSU. 1 is very low use; 5 is high use.

SURAM Scores For VSU In Church, VSU In Other Contexts, And Reach

For a larger database in PNG (covering 162 out of 205 translated NTs; data less 
reliable), results are as follows: 

• Good use: 48 languages = 30%
• Fair use: 51 languages = 31%
• Low use: 63 languages = 39%

4. Conclusions

1. VSU is very uneven in PNG.  

2. We in SIL have probably underestimated the barriers to start using a 
vernacular NT.  

3. Some of SIL’s traditional assumptions need to be reassessed. For example: 
◦ SIL can focus exclusively on a quality product (the New Testament), since 

the local church will take responsibility for distribution and use after the 
dedication.

◦ Our job in SIL is to give people the Bible in their own language. The Holy 
Spirit will do the rest.

◦ Christians are always eager and excited to get and use God’s Word in their 
own language.

4. New and important VSU factors that emerged during the research: 
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◦ Reading fluency levels.
◦ Time spent by the expat translators on VSU activities after the dedication.

5. The effect and outcome of a translation project is never guaranteed.  

5. Recommendations
These recommendations are mainly geared towards the PNG context, though 

many of them are probably also valuable in other contexts. They are the joint 
responsibility of administrators, translators, national co-workers and support workers.

1. Engage firmly with church leaders in current projects. 
2. Projects should not be viewed as completed when the NT is finished.
3. Re-engage with ‘finished’ projects.
4. Visit the whole language area regularly.
5. Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of current translation projects. 
6. The SIL translators and the SIL administrators have a joint responsibility to 

remain engaged with the language community after the NT dedication to work 
on Scripture Engagement.

7. Use progressive engagement for the remaining 280 languages in PNG without 
vernacular Scripture.

8. Recruit or develop distribution specialists.
9. Avoid simplistic messages in publicity and recruitment materials.
10. Do similar VSU research in other countries. 
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Section 4.2 describes these factors in detail. 

Table 9. SURAM Overall Scores and Factor Scores
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Ude 4 3 * 5 4 5 4 5 4 ** 4 3 5 4 4 5 5 2 2

Niak 2 1 1 3 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 1 2 2 3 2 4 2 1

Biuk 1 1 1 1 2 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 2 2 4 2 3 2 2

Tano 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 5 3 3 4 1 2 3 3 2 5 1 3

Osi 4 2 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 5 3 2

Komi 3 2 3 2 3 5 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 2 4 3 4 2 2

Kisa 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 2 2

Doni 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 3 4 4 5 5 3 2

Dolu 5 2 2 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 1 2 2 3 4 5 2 2

Loks 1 1 1 2 4 2 4 3 4 4 3 2 2 2 3 2 5 3 2

Lomi 1 2 2 3 4 3 4 4 5 1 3 1 2 2 3 2 5 2 2

*This measure not developed as of this trip. See Sections 4.1 and 4.1.2 for more on Reach.

** One score given for the reputation factor on first trip.  
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What follows is an excerpt from “SURAM Hypotheses, Scales, and Probes” 

(Masters et al. 2016, 29-31), comparing SURAM’s factors and Dye’s Eight Conditions 

(Dye 2009), and discussing the role the latter had in SURAM’s development. The section 

on omissions—which of Dye’s Conditions were not examined by SURAM—is 

particularly relevant for those wanting to adapt SURAM for their contexts and wishing to 

know what aspects of Dye’s model were not investigated by SURAM.

The SURAM team acknowledges their indebtedness to [Dye’s] ground-laying 
efforts in this area…. Departing from Dye’s 8 conditions … [is not] a criticism of 
Dye’s approach.  

The formulation of the SURAM hypotheses reflects an attempt to bring sharper 
focus to the various factors relevant to SU in the PNG context and to make the 
research replicable [within PNG]. SURAM also tries to quantify each hypothesis 
(similar to what the Welser Scale82 does for Dye’s 8 conditions), by using a 5-
point graded scale for every hypothesis, with each of the five levels clearly 
defined.

In addition, there are a number of more substantial differences between Dye’s 8 
conditions and the 14 SURAM hypotheses, which can be summarised under the 
following three headings.

1. Splits. Several of Dye’s conditions encompass various sub-conditions, and it 
seemed appropriate to split them for the purposes of SURAM. A clear example is 
Condition 1 (Appropriate Language, Dialect and Orthography), which has been 
split into four different SURAM hypotheses: (1) language use in church, (2) 
language shift, (3) dialect situation, and (4) orthography. Another split can be 
found in Condition 2 (Acceptable Translation), which has been subdivided into 
(5) quality of translation, and (6) reputation of translators.

2. Omissions. Within the context of Papua New Guinea, a country with complete 
freedom of religion in which 96% is officially Christian83, Condition 7 (Freedom 
to commit to Christian Faith) is clearly not going to be a relevant factor in VSU 
research. This does not mean that there are no social pressures on individuals or 
families in PNG, but the obstacles to reading Scripture as found in Muslim, 

82 The Welser Scale is an assessment tool used to facilitate goal setting and Scripture use planning. See 
http://www.scripture-engagement.org/content/assessing-scripture-use-conditions-welser-scale.

83 Information from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_Papua_New_Guinea. The figure of 96% is 
based on the 2000 census.
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Buddhist or communist societies are simply not present. Another factor that is 
omitted is Condition 4 (Background Knowledge of the Hearer). The reasons for 
this were twofold. One was that we did not have the right research questions to 
test a possible hypothesis and were unsure how to proceed. […] The second, more 
important reason is that PNG is a country with relatively low educational levels 
where few people have enough understanding of Biblical history, culture and 
theology to make sense of the Scriptures. On the other hand, there seems to be a 
widely held general understanding of the basic facts of Christianity (creation and 
fall, the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the church, second coming, 
heaven and hell). In other words, we are assuming relatively low levels for this 
condition, but not a complete lack of background knowledge, and we also assume 
that this applies more or less country-wide. Whether these assumptions are correct 
is another question, but one that is beyond the scope of the SURAM project.

3. Additions. Based on various remarks in the literature, as well as input from 
current translators and our own experience, we added some specific hypotheses 
that are not overtly mentioned in Dye’s 8 conditions. One of these is hypothesis 
12 (‘The presence of local church leaders who do not speak the local language 
hinders VSU’), which can be subsumed under Condition 8 (Partnership Between 
Translators and Other Stakeholders), but has a more specific focus. Several other 
hypotheses have similar sharpened foci. Another addition is hypothesis 14 
(‘Projects that are designed and implemented by a local church or a local/national 
partner with assistance from SIL, produce translations that are significantly more 
used than projects completely run by SIL’), although this is also clearly related to 
Condition 8 (Partnership).

The following chart shows a rough correlation between Dye’s 8 conditions and 
the 14 SURAM hypotheses.

Table 10. Dye’s Eight Conditions Compared to SURAM’s Factors

Dye’s 8 Conditions SURAM Hypotheses

1. Appropriate Language, Dialect and 
Orthography

The language, dialect and orthography 
are all considered appropriate for 
expressing Biblical truth.

1. Language use in church is a major indicator of VSU.

2. Language shift towards an LWC is a major obstacle to VSU.

3. When there is a complex dialect situation, overall VSU in 
the language community is low compared to VSU in a non-
complex situation.

4. A poor orthography is a great hindrance to VSU.

2. Acceptable Translation 5. There is a direct correlation between quality of translation 
and amount of VSU.
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The style of the translation, the form it 
is presented in and the reputation of the  
translation team members are all 
considered acceptable.

6. The reputation of translators and co-translators (either 
positive or negative) and their relationships within the 
community have an effect on VSU.

3. Accessible Forms of Scripture

People are able to read the scriptures 
or hear them read or see them 
dramatized.

7. The presence of schools and some literacy is an important 
factor in VSU. 

8. SU activities and use of vernacular church materials early in 
a project correlates with higher VSU. 

4. Background knowledge of the 
Hearer

People understand enough Biblical 
history, culture and theology to make 
sense of the Scriptures.

--

5. Availability

Everyone who wants copies of Scripture  
publications in their various forms can 
obtain them without too much effort or 
cost.

9. Lack of distribution of VS materials after the NT dedication 
hinders VSU.

6. Spiritual Hunger of Community 
Members

People want to know God better.

10. The overall spiritual climate in an area correlates with the 
level of VSU.

7. Freedom to Commit to Christian 
Faith

People are spiritually free to follow 
Christ wholeheartedly, including 
turning from traditional religious 
practices.

--

8. Partnership Between Translators 
and Other Stakeholders

Local church leaders and missionaries 
use and promote the vernacular 
Scriptures.

11a. Firm support from denominational leaders is essential for 
VSU

11b. Firm support from local church leaders is essential for 
VSU

12. The presence of local church leaders who do not speak the 
local language hinders VSU.

13. There is a direct correlation between community 
involvement/empowerment and the level of VSU. 

14. Projects that are designed and implemented by a local 
church or a local/national partner with assistance from SIL, 
produce translations that are significantly more used than 
projects completely run by SIL.
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Finally, SURAM is not meant to critically assess or test the validity and reliability 
of Dye’s 8 conditions, or to offer an alternative. Rather, the SURAM methodology 
constitutes a VSU tool that builds on Dye’s work and is designed for a specific 
context with a sharpened focus. (Masters et al. 2016, 29-31)
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Section 4.1 introduces these overall scores. Below are the SURAM scales for 

these scores (from Masters et al. 2016, 4-8).

Amount of VSU in church services (in SIL team’s former village of residence)

Scale (church services): 

1. There is no VSU in church services.

2. There is limited VSU in church services. 

3. There is a fair amount of VSU in church services.

4. There is considerable VSU in church services.

5. There is widespread VSU in church services.

Expanded Scale (church services):

1. No one carries a vernacular Bible to church services. VS is not used in any 

church services in the village.

2. A limited number of people may carry a vernacular Bible to some church 

services. VS use is limited. The following situations would be ranked a level 

2.

◦ VS is used in all churches in the village, but on an infrequent basis.

◦ One or more small minority denominations use VS regularly, but the 

dominant denomination (the one to which more than 50% of the people 

belong) does not.

3. Some people carry a vernacular Bible to church services. VS is regularly used 

in some portions of church services in the village. The following situations 

would be ranked a level 3.
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◦ One or more minority denominations do not use VS, but the dominant 

denomination (the one to which more than 50% of the people belong) uses 

VS on a regular basis (i.e. there is a church leader rotation system that 

means VS is used every second week, once a month, etc.).

◦ There is roughly an even split between churches that use considerable VS 

in their services, and churches that don’t.

◦ There are three denominations without a clear majority denomination. 

Denomination 1 uses VS frequently. Denomination 2 uses VS some of the 

time. Denomination 3 uses VS infrequently or not at all.

4. Many people carry a vernacular Bible to church services. Use of VS in 

churches in the village is strong. VS may be used alongside LWC Scripture, 

particularly if people from outside the language area are present. The 

following situations would be ranked a level 4. 

◦ The dominant denomination (the one to which more than 50% of the 

people belong) is at level 5 (VS is used in all services), but one or more 

minority denominations use VS infrequently or not at all.

◦ There are three denominations without a clear majority denomination. 

Denomination 1 uses VS at every service. Denomination 2 uses VS at 

most services. Denomination 3 uses VS infrequently or not at all.

◦ Use of VS in every church service is clearly the norm across all churches 

in the language area, but there are exceptions.
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5. Many people carry a vernacular Bible to church services. VS is used in all 

church services by all denominations in the village. The following situations 

would be ranked a level 5:

◦ VS is used in all aspects of the service (excluding OT portions when not 

available in V), but LWC Scripture is often or sometimes used alongside 

it.

◦ A very small denomination (roughly less than 10% of the population) use 

less vernacular (level 2 or 1).

Amount of VSU in other contexts: (in SIL team’s former village of residence)

Scale (other contexts): 

1. There is no VSU in other contexts.

2. There is limited VSU in other contexts. 

3. There is a fair amount of VSU in other contexts.

4. There is considerable VSU in other contexts.

5. There is widespread VSU in other contexts.

Expanded Scale (other contexts):

1. There is reportedly no VSU outside of church services.

2. There are very few opportunities for people to read/hear VS outside of church 

services. Either use of VS outside the main church services is rare overall, or 

it is frequent but in only one or two contexts, such that only a few people are 

exposed to VS (for example, a women’s group). 
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3. There are some opportunities for people to read/hear VS outside the main 

church services. For example, some families may use it for family devotions. 

It may be used sometimes in church-related ministries such as visiting the 

sick, caring for the elderly, and youth groups.  

4. Use of VS is strong in ministries, in church groups, for community activities, 

and possibly also for family devotions (it may not be a cultural norm for men 

and women to have Bible studies or devotions together). If there happens to be 

a prayer house where people from the community come to pray, VS is used 

there as well. VS may be used alongside LWC Scripture on some occasions, 

particularly if people from outside the language area are present. 

5. VS is used heavily outside of the main church services. If there is a prayer 

house, VS is used there. VS is used by most community members for family 

devotions or in church groups for children, youth, mothers, etc. These groups 

use VS only during their meetings. VS may be used during community 

activities, not just church activities. Most community members have ample 

opportunity to hear VS read, to follow along in their own Bibles and to 

practice reading themselves.

Reach of VSU (wider language community)

Introduction

Reach of VSU describes the extent to which VS is used in the wider language 

community and at which level. While amount of VSU focuses on one village only, reach 

of VSU attempts to cover the whole language area with all its dialects. Note, however, 
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that reach is limited to the target dialect. Dialects that were considered too dissimilar to 

be reached with the translation are not part of the investigation.

Investigating the reach of VSU is complex and encompasses the following four 

areas.

1. Dialects. Is the translation used in all the dialects and subdialects that are part 

of the target audience?

2. Villages. Across the various dialects, in which villages is the translation used?

3. Denominations. Across the language area, which denominations are using the 

translation?

4. Amount of VSU. Within a certain congregation, what is the amount of VSU 

(as described in section 1.1)? Specifically, how often is the translation read in 

church? How often is the translation read outside of church?

Finding answers to these questions requires months of research for a large 

language area with dozens of villages and several denominations. As this is not possible 

within the framework of SURAM, the focus should be on the one or two villages that the 

team is able to visit, supplemented with reports about other parts of the language area. 

As much as possible, the team will assess all 14 hypotheses in each of the villages 

visited. When this is not possible, the team will prioritize those hypotheses which seem 

most relevant in a given situation. The factors that foster or hinder wide use of VS will 

differ from one language community to the next, so a list of required probes is not 

provided. Instead, the researchers may consult the probes listed under specific hypotheses 
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for further guidance. A prose description should accompany the chosen reach of VSU 

ranking, detailing the factors that were relevant to the team’s choice. 

Data collection for reach of VSU will include reported information from people 

who are familiar with parts of the language area not visited by the team. For these cases, 

there is a short list of recommended areas of inquiry.

Scale:

1. There is no VSU in the wider language community. 

2. There is (very) limited VSU in the wider language community. 

3. There is a fair amount of VSU in the wider language community. 

4. There is considerable VSU in the wider language community.

5. There is widespread VSU in the wider language community. 

Expanded Scale:

1. There is no VSU in the wider language community. No churches use the 

translation. 

Outside of the village where the translators lived, nobody uses the translation. 

There is no observed or reported VSU in any congregation of any 

denomination. 

2. There is (very) limited VSU in the wider language community. The 

translation is used by a (very) limited number of churches. 

This covers the following situations.
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◦ There are more than a dozen villages in the target dialect. One or more 

churches in only one of these villages reportedly uses it, either frequently 

or occasionally. 

◦ The main denomination in the language area does not use the translation, 

but a small denomination with only a few congregations (and few 

members) does use it with some frequency. 

3. There is a fair amount of VSU in the wider language community. The 

translation is used by a fair number of churches in the target area, possibly 

covering around 25-50% of the population. 

This covers the following situations.

◦ There are more than a dozen villages in the target dialect. Several of these 

villages have churches that reportedly use the translation, either frequently 

or occasionally.

◦ Churches of the main denomination in the area use the translation, but the 

exact extent and frequency is unclear. Much seems to depend on the local 

pastor. 

4. There is considerable VSU in the wider language community. The translation 

is used by a majority of the churches. 

This covers the following situations.
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◦ Many of the congregations of the main denomination in the language area 

use the translation on a frequent basis. Other, smaller denominations, do 

not use it, or only occasionally.

◦ The translation appears to be used throughout the language area (though 

frequency may vary), except (reportedly) for one or more outlying 

villages.

◦ The translation is reportedly used throughout the language area on a 

regular basis, except for a minority dialect (or subdialect) which was 

considered part of the target group.

◦ Team members hear reports that the translation is regularly used in the 

various denominations across the whole language area, though possibly 

not every Sunday.

5. There is widespread VSU in the wider language community. The translation 

is used by the whole language community. 

This covers the following situations.

◦ In virtually every village across the whole (large) target area, the 

translation is well-used in church services of various denominations on 

every Sunday. 

◦ The translation is well-used in the few congregations of the single 

denomination throughout the (small) language area (Masters et al. 2016, 4-

8).
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Simple scales are shown below for all of SURAM’s factors so that readers may 

gain a better understanding of the level of detail provided in SURAM’s scales. The 

entirety of the scales is not included here because they were drafted for an internal 

audience, but anyone expecting to conduct similar research may request a copy of 

“SURAM Hypotheses, Scales, and Probes” (Masters et al. 2016) to adapt for their use.  

Expanded scales are provided in full for two factors.

The situations discovered by SURAM personnel rarely matched these 

descriptions exactly, but the descriptions were sufficiently detailed to enable the team to 

agree that one score or another best represented the situation in a given area for that 

factor. 

Simple scales

The simple scales are, in some cases, Likert-approximations. In others cases they 

contain more context-specific detail. During a SURAM trip, where a situation clearly 

matched a particular score, the simple scales may have been used, but the expanded 

scales were often needed to provide the detail necessary to make an accurate scoring. The 

material below is from Masters et al. 2016, 8-28.

Language use in church is a major indicator of VSU.  

1. Vernacular is not used at all in church services.
2. Vernacular is used occasionally in a few domains in church services.
3. Vernacular is used regularly in some domains in church services.
4. Vernacular is used in most domains in church services
5. Vernacular is used in all domains in church services.
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Language shift towards an LWC is a major obstacle to VSU.84 

1. The language is moribund (EGIDS 8a): the only remaining active users of the 
language are members of the grandparent generation and older. 

2. The language is shifting (EGIDS 7): the child-bearing generation can use the 
language among themselves, but it is not being transmitted to children. 

3. The language is threatened (EGIDS 6b): the language is used for face-to-face 
communication within all generations, but it is losing users.

4. The language is vigorous (EGIDS 6a): the language is used for face-to-face 
communication by all generations and the situation is sustainable.

5. The language is developing (EGIDS 5): the language is in vigorous use, with 
literature in a standardized form being used by some though this is not yet 
widespread or sustainable. 

When there is a complex dialect situation, overall VSU in the language 
community is low compared to VSU in non-complex situations.  
1. The dialect situation is very complex.
2. The dialect situation is complex.
3. The dialect situation is somewhat complex. 
4. The dialect situation is minimally complex.
5. The dialect situation is not at all complex.

A poor orthography is a great hindrance to VSU.  
1. The orthography is a huge obstacle to people reading VS. 
2. The orthography is somewhat of an obstacle to people reading VS. 
3. The orthography has several problems. 
4. The orthography has minor problems. 
5. The orthography is excellent.

There is a direct correlation between quality of translation and amount of 
VSU.  
1. There are many major issues with the quality of the translation.
2. There are a few major issues with the quality of the translation.
3. There are some minor issues with the quality of the translation.
4. There are a few minor issues with the quality of the translation.
5. Quality of the translation is high.  

84 The descriptions here are from the EGIDS, which stands for Expanded Graded Intergenerational 
Disruption Scale, a tool developed to grade language status and language vitality. See 
http://www.ethnologue.com/about/language-status for details and literature.

http://www.ethnologue.com/about/language-status
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The reputation of the expat translators and their relationships within the 
community have an effect on VSU.  
1. Reputation of the expat translators was poor.
2. Reputation of the expat translators was unfavourable.
3. Reputation of the expat translators was neutral.
4. Reputation of the expat translators was good.
5. Reputation of the expat translators was exceptional.  

The reputation of the local translators and their relationships within the 
community have an effect on VSU.  
1. Reputation of the local translators was poor.
2. Reputation of the local translators was unfavourable.
3. Reputation of the local translators was neutral.
4. Reputation of the local translators was good.
5. Reputation of the local translators was exceptional. 

The presence of schools and some literacy is an important factor in VSU.  
1. There are no schools in the area and virtually everybody is illiterate.
2. Educational opportunities are limited and the literacy rate is low.
3. Educational opportunities are limited in some ways and some of the 

population is literate.
4. There are currently schools in the area and much of the population below 50 is 

literate.
5. There have been schools in the area for many decades. Most of the population 

below 50 is literate and many people own and read books.

VSU activities and use of vernacular church materials early in a project 
correlates with higher VSU.   
1. Minimal VSU activities/use of V church materials occurred at the end of the 

project or were nonexistant.
2. VSU activities/use of V church materials occurred towards the end of the 

project.
3. VSU activities/use of V church materials occurred throughout the second half 

of the project. 
4. VSU activities/use of V church materials occurred throughout the life of the 

project.
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5. Extensive VSU activities/use of V church materials occurred throughout the 
life of the project.

Lack of distribution of VS materials after the NT dedication hinders VSU.  
1. There was no distribution after the dedication.
2. There was limited distribution after the dedication.
3. There was some distribution after the dedication.
4. There was much distribution after the dedication.
5. There was full distribution after the dedication.

The overall spiritual climate in an area correlates with the level of VSU.  
1. There is a strong sense of barriers in the spiritual realm.
2. There is a mild sense of barriers in the spiritual realm. 
3. There is neither a sense of barriers nor openness in the spiritual realm. 
4. There is a mild sense of openness in the spiritual realm.
5. There is a strong sense of openness in the spiritual realm.

Firm support from church leaders is essential for VSU.  
1. Denominational leaders oppose VSU.
2. Denominational leaders have a negative attitude towards VSU
3. Denominational leaders are lukewarm or indifferent towards VSU.
4. Denominational leaders support VSU
5. Denominational leaders enthusiastically promote VSU.

Firm support from local church leaders is essential for VSU.  
1. Local church leaders oppose VSU.
2. Local church leaders have a negative attitude towards VSU.
3. Local church leaders are lukewarm or indifferent towards VSU.
4. Local church leaders support VSU.
5. Local church leaders enthusiastically promote VSU.

The presence of local church leaders who do not speak the local language 
hinders VSU.  
1. None of the local church leaders know the vernacular. 
2. The majority of local church leaders do not know the vernacular.
3. Approximately half of the local church leaders do not know the vernacular. 
4. A small number of local church leaders do not know the vernacular. 
5. All local church leaders know the vernacular. 
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There is a direct correlation between community involvement/empowerment 
and the level of VSU.  
1. The community was barely involved and not empowered.
2. The community was somewhat involved and minimally empowered.
3. The community was involved and somewhat empowered.
4. The community was heavily involved and empowered.
5. The community was fully involved and completely empowered.

Projects that are designed and implemented by a local church or a 
local/national partner with assistance from SIL, produce translations that are 
significantly more used than projects completely run by SIL.  
1. Design and implementation of the project resided exclusively with SIL.
2. Design and implementation of the project primarily resided with SIL, but local 

partners designed and implemented certain parts.
3. Design and implementation of the project was shared equally between local 

partners and SIL. 
4. Design and implementation of the project primarily resided with local 

partners, but the SIL team designed and implemented certain parts.
5. Design and implementation of the project resided with local partners. (Masters 

et al. 2016, 8-28)

Sample factor: a poor orthography is a great hindrance to VSU.  
Scale:
1. The orthography is a huge obstacle to people reading VS. 
2. The orthography is somewhat of an obstacle to people reading VS. 
3. The orthography has several problems. 
4. The orthography has minor problems. 
5. The orthography is excellent.

Expanded Scale:
1. Community members who are literate in an LWC report that even after trying 

to learn, they are unable to read the vernacular. The orthography may include 
letters and/or diacritics not found in the LWC. Community members report 
that they did not have input into the orthography.

2. Community members who are literate in an LWC report that they do not read 
the NT because the orthography is too difficult and time consuming to learn to 
read. Community members report that they did not have input into the 
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orthography. The orthography may include letters and/or diacritics not found 
in the LWC. 

3. There are several big problems that make the orthography difficult to read. 
Even though some community members who are literate in an LWC report 
that they cannot read vernacular because of these problems, there are still 
other community members who are able to read the vernacular after much 
time and effort spent learning. Those community members able to read 
vernacular, do so very haltingly. The orthography may include letters and/or 
diacritics not found in the LWC. 

4. There are two possible level 4 situations. 
◦ Situation 1: Community members are able to read the vernacular very 

easily but some people report that there are a few things they would like 
changed. The problems they mention do not prevent people from being 
able to read. Community members report they were able to give input into 
the orthography; this may have included an Alphabet Design Workshop. 

◦ Situation 2: The orthography is excellent from a linguistic standpoint 
(level 5), but local people perceive issues with the orthography and cite 
this as a barrier to using vernacular print materials. 

5. Community members do not mention problems with the orthography. People 
who are literate in an LWC have no trouble learning to read the vernacular and 
(with enough practice) can read it very easily. Community members report 
they were able to give input into the orthography; this may have included an 
Alphabet Design Workshop. (Masters et al. 2016, 13-14)

Sample factor: firm support from local church leaders is essential for VSU
NOTE:   The ranking for this hypothesis should as much as possible reflect the 

current situation, taking into account what took place in the past 10-15 years. Relatively 
more weight should be given to the present than to the past.

Scale: 
1. Local church leaders oppose VSU.
2. Local church leaders have a negative attitude towards VSU.
3. Local church leaders are lukewarm or indifferent towards VSU.
4. Local church leaders support VSU.
5. Local church leaders enthusiastically promote VSU.

Expanded Scale:
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1. During the past 10-15 years, the local church has not been using VS in church 
services or activities. Local leaders speak out against use of VS by members 
of the congregation, and the church has not been supportive of a translation of 
Scripture into the vernacular (though the church may support other language 
development efforts). In their training, local leaders were expected to use only 
LWC Scripture. They believe use of VS is detrimental to the health and life of 
the church.

2. During the past 10-15 years, the local church has not been using VS in church 
services or activities. Local leaders encourage use of LWC Scripture by 
church members, though some church members may use VS in private 
settings. The church does not or did not support a vernacular Scripture 
translation project. Local leaders may recognise some value in using VS, but 
believe the cons outweigh the pros. Another situation that ranks at level 2 is 
when church leaders accept the translation in theory, but they react negatively 
to using VS, because they find it very hard to read VS fluently in front of an 
audience. In order to avoid embarrassment, they simply do not use it and do 
not encourage their congregations to use it.

3. During the past 10-15 years, use of VS by the local church has been largely 
dependent upon the preference of the church leader. If the church leader 
knows the V well and feels like using it in church, it is used. If not, it is not 
used. The church may support a VS translation project, but not heavily.

4. During the past 10-15 years, the local church has been using VS most of the 
time in church services and activities. Local leaders may have encouraged 
church members to use VS. The church supported the VS translation project, 
perhaps even taking ownership of the project. Openness to using VS was 
conveyed during theological/denominational training. 

5. During the past 10-15 years, the local church made a point of using VS in all 
domains for services and activities. This is even true in cases when the leader 
is from outside the language area, or when attendees come from outside the 
language area. VS may be used alongside LWC Scripture. Church leaders 
have encouraged church members to use VS, and enthusiastically promoted 
the VS translation project, perhaps even taking ownership of the project. Use 
of VS was actively promoted during theological/denominational training. 
(Masters et al. 2016, 23-24)
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Many research projects use a set of research instruments in a highly methodical 

manner. For SURAM, with its use of scales and consensus scoring, use of research 

instruments was more flexible. The tools were used flexibly as and until the team had the 

information needed to judge the situation accurately (see Section 4.3.3 for the process 

and Sections 4.1 and 4.2 and Appendix 5 for the scales used). Below are some of the 

tools used, compacted for easier reading here. Each tool is preceded by a brief 

explanation regarding administration. 

Individual questionnaire

This questionnaire was administered orally. The sampling was basically 

convenience sampling but the team sought to record responses from different segments of 

the population.

Interviewer: Data Recorder:      Village: 
Date:

Basic Questionnaire

PART 1: BACKGROUND

1.1  What is your name? 1.2  Gender: 1.3  Age:

1.4  Are you married?                                           

1.5  (If yes) Do you have children?

1.6  Where are you from?

1.7  What is the highest level of education that you have completed?

1.8  What is your mother tongue (language you grew up with)? 

1.9  What other languages do you speak? List all.

1.10  What language(s) do you speak in your home now?
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1.11 Which language(s) do you use to text?

Ask about texting people from within the language community and outside.

1.12  How well do you know the vernacular?

a. know everything (fluent or almost fluent)
b. know almost everything
c. can carry on simple conversations
d. can hear it but not speak it
a. know a few words

1.13  How often do you go to church?

a. every week

b. once or twice a month

c. rarely / a few times in a year

d. never

1.14 (unless 1.13 is d). Which church do you normally attend?

PART 2: READING

2.1  Are you able to read?

If yes

2.2  In which language(s)? 

2.3  In which language do you prefer to read?

2.4  [If the interviewee reads vernacular ] How did you learn to read your 
language? 

a. ___ You taught yourself.

b. ___ You attended a literacy course at church.

c. ___ You attended a literacy course in the community.

d. ___ You learned in school. 

e. ___  You  learned  to  read  English  in  school  and  transferred  that 
knowledge

f. ___ Other:___________________________________

2.5  Are there challenges that make it difficult for people to learn to read 
vernacular? Are there opportunities for people to learn to read vernacular if 
they want to?
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PART 3: VERNACULAR NEW TESTAMENT

3.1  Have you ever heard of (or seen) the vernacular  NT before? i.e. Are you 
aware of the vernacular  NT?  

 Do not do anything more with this questionnaire – it is finished!
If yes

3.2   Have you ever read the vernacular NT?

3.3  [if the interviewee reads the vernacular NT] When you read the vernacular 
Scripture, is it:

a. easy to read?
b. a little bit difficult to read? what is difficult about it?
c. very difficult to read? what is difficult about it?

3.4  Do you have (own) a copy of the vernacular NT?  

3.5  How much does a copy of the vernacular NT cost?

__ K ....  (amount)

__ the participant does not know

3.6  If a copy costs (amount), would most people in your community be able to 
buy one if they wanted it?

3.7  Where can people obtain a copy of the vernacular NT?

3.8  Do you ever read/hear the (vernacular) NT?

If yes

3.9  How many times in the last month did you read/hear the vernacular NT? 

             READ                                                           HEAR

___ every day                                              ___ every day

___ every other day                                     ___ every other day
___ once a week (4 times in all)                  ___ once a week (4 times in all)

___ once every other week (2x in all)         ___ once every other week (2x in all)

       ___ other__________________                ___  other________________
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3.10  With whom or where did you read/hear the vernacular NT? Mark all that are true 
for you. (if it’s not clear how often they read/hear the scripture for each response, ask 
about frequency)

             READ                                                             HEAR

___ alone                                                         ___ alone

___ at home with family members                  ___ at home with family members 

___ at a church meeting                                   ___ at a church meeting

___ in a course I took:______________         ___ in a course I took: ____________

       i.e. not in a church meeting course               i.e. not in a church meeting course

___ other______________________            ___ other _______________________ 

3.11  Are there any other Scripture-related materials in vernacular that 
you are currently using? (Bible studies, Sunday school materials, etc.)

Church leader questionnaire

This questionnaire was administered orally. Responses were sought from the 

church representatives present in each area.

Interviewer: Data Recorder:      Village: 
Date:

Church Leaders and Pastors Questionnaire

PART 1: BACKGROUND

1.1  What is your name?             1.2  Church: 1.3  Gender: 1.4  Age:
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1.5  Where are you from?

1.6  What is the highest level of education that you have completed?

1.7  What is your mother tongue (language you grew up with)? 

1.8  What other languages do you speak? List all.

PART 2: ROLE IN CHURCH

2.1  What kind of work do you do in this church?

2.2  How long have you served in this position?

If interviewee is not the pastor (Use your judgement on this section. If others have 
already obtained this info then it’s ok to skip this section.)

2.3  Who is the pastor?

2.4  Where is he/she from?

2.5  If not from area, How well does he/she know vernacular? (try to find out if able 
to use vernacular for ministry activities)

a. knows everything (fluent or almost fluent)
b. knows almost everything
c. can carry on simple conversations
d. can hear it but not speak it
e. knows a few words

2.6  How long has he/she been the pastor?

2.7 Who was the pastor before the current pastor? (continue asking about previous 
pastor’s in the last 10-15 years)

Name Where from? Spoke vernacular? How long in 
position?

Notes

PART 3: DENOMINATIONAL INFLUENCE

3.1  What is the system of pastor rotation?

3.2  Did you have any specialized training before serving in your current role? 
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What kind of training & how long?
Where? 
In what language?

3.3  In your training, were you encouraged to use a certain language?

3.4  What language(s) are you encouraged to use in your work by the denomination 
– is there an official policy?

3.5  In actual practice, what language(s) do denominational leaders encourage you 
to use in your work? 

3.6  How many churches does the denomination have in the                  area? 

3.7  Are the pastors in those churches from                  villages? If not, do they speak 
the vernacular?

3.8  Who are the denominational leaders above you (specify their positions)?

3.9  Do any of them visit your church? On what occasions?

3.10  Could you describe what support, if any, they gave to the                  translation 
project? contributions, visiting

PART 4: USE OF VERNACULAR IN CHURCH

4.1  Do you use vernacular for any of the following?

a. visiting the sick
b. counselling
c. preaching
d. praying outside of church
e. memorizing Scripture
f. other times outside of church________________________________

4.2 [if the interviewee doesn’t know vernacular] Do you plan to learn vernacular? 
Why or why not?

4.3  What language(s) of Scripture are used in church?

4.4  Which language of Scripture best serves the needs of the community?

4.5   How many people usually attend church services? (try to find out if this is most 
of the community, half, etc)

4.6  How many people in the congregation have an vernacular NT? (none, a few, 
half, more than half, most, all)

4.7  How many people bring them to church? Read them in church?

4.8  How many people bring another language of Scripture to church?
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4.9   If people in your congregation wanted to get a vernacular Bible and there were 
no more in the area, do you know how to get more for your congregation?

4.10  How many people in the congregation are able to read vernacular? (none, a 
few, half, more than half, most, all)

4.11  Are there people in the church who do not speak vernacular?

4.12  If so, how many and what language(s) do they speak?

4.13  Do you use the vernacular NT in your private devotions or for sermon 
preparation?

If so, how often?
If not, why not?

PART 5: ANY QUESTIONS?

5.1  What questions do you have for me?

Literacy test

This questionnaire was administered orally. Convenience sampling was used, but 

responses were sought from different segments of the population to gain, as the tool 

states, a general idea of literacy levels.

SURAM  LITERACY QUESTIONNAIRE 

version 5, November 2015

(The purpose of these literacy interviews is not to assess individual people, or to 
compare the scores of different people to each other, but it is to get a general idea of 
literacy in this language group, and to see where the problems lie. Feel free to be flexible 
in using (and filling out) this questionnaire) 

For each interview, record the following information:

Name of Interviewer: ________________ Date: _______ 
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Start time of interview: ___________________   Language area: ________________   

Village: _________________________   

Interviewee name: _________________________ Gender: _______   Age: _______     

Mother tongue: __________________  Location of interview: ___________________  

Others present during interview: ____________________________________

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

Part A – Self-reporting questions:

a. Highest level of formal schooling: _______________ (last grade finished)

b. What languages do you speak? List all:  

______________________________________________________

c. What language do you prefer to speak? ______________________

d. What language(s) do you speak to your children/parents in your home? 

__________________________

e. Are you able to read in all the languages that you speak? 

_______________________________________

f.          Do you have a copy of the NT in your house? _______  In which language(s)? 

______________________

g. Do you have any other books at home? ________  How many? 

_______________

h. Which language(s)? _________________________

i.         Do you enjoy reading? (circle: not at all / not really / a little / yes / very much)

j.         How often do you read? _____________________

k. Describe a few occasions when you read (e.g. in church, to your children) 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________
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l.          Do you ever write your language (e.g. in text messaging) 

________________________________________

m. If yes, is it hard to write your language? _______ What makes it hard? 

___________________________

n. Do you ever write in any other language? ________ Can you give some 

examples? __________________

Give one mark for the sum of all of these self-reporting questions:

(1:  illiterate / 2: somewhat literate / 3: literate / 4: highly literate)

__________

Part B – Test one:

Have interviewee read about ten words in Tok Ples – most  of them very easy and  

common words, but also some harder words like inflected verbs or abstract adjectives  

or nouns. 

Evaluate their reading ability by circling 1, 2, 3 or 4: 

1.   __  Unable to read at all

2.   __  Read or recognize only one or two words

3.   __  Read most of the words, but slowly, hesitantly, with considerable effort

4.   __  Read all words with few or no errors fairly quickly or fluently

Now have them read the words again, and ask them to tell you what the words mean. If  

they aren’t fluent enough in English to provide a translation, have a set of pictures  

ready for them to choose from (more pictures than there are words). Do they know the  

meaning of the words? Circle one answer:

1. __ Not able to translate or to point to the right pictures
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2. __ Understands the meaning of  only one or two words

3. __ Able to translate, but slowly, hesitantly

4. __ Translated all words with few or no errors fairly quickly or fluently

Repeat with several different flash cards in English and/or Tok Pisin. Evaluate reading  

ability as:

1. __ Unable to read at all

2. __ Read or recognize only one or two words

3. __ Read most of the words, but slowly, hesitantly, with considerable effort

4. __ Read all words with few or no errors fairly quickly or fluently

Do they know the meaning of the English or Tok Pisin words?

1. __ Not able to translate or to point to the right pictures

2. __ Understands the meaning of  only one or two words

3. __ Able to translate, but slowly, hesitantly

4. __ Translated all words with few or no errors fairly quickly or fluently

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

Additional question (not for marking): if interviewee is literate in Tok Ples, ask how 

they learned  to read their own language.

a. ___ You taught yourself.

b. ___ You attended a literacy course at church.

c. ___ You attended a literacy course in the community.

d. ___ You learned in school. 

e. ___ Other:_________________________________________

For people who can read in Tok Ples:
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Part C – Test two:

Have interviewee read two short texts in Tok Ples: (parts of) a simple shell book story 

(e.g. one about animals) and a short piece of Scripture – say a few sentences from a 

parable. Give a mark for each story that is read, based on speed and accuracy, between  

one and four (where one means very slow and with numerous mistakes, and four 

means very fluent):

1. Very slow and with numerous mistakes

2. Somewhat faster and with less mistakes

a. Story one: ______

3. Reasonably fast and with few mistakes

b. Story two: ______

4. Fast with no mistakes

Ask one or two questions about each text, e.g.: what did you like about the story, who 

is your favourite character, what happened to the pig? Did they really understand the  

story?

1. __ No understanding

2. __ Little understanding

a. Story one: _______

3. __ Reasonable understanding

b. Story two: _______

4. __ Good understanding

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

Part D – For people who can read both English (or Tok Pisin) and Tok Ples well, try 

asking some or all of the following questions:
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a. Which language did you learn to read first? __________________

b. Which mistakes do children make when they first learn to read and write your Tok 

Ples? _______________

c. If you are asked to read a Scripture passage in your own language out loud in church, 

do you readily say yes? _______ If yes, why? If no, why not? 

____________________________________________________

d. Who are some of the good readers in this community? 

__________________________________________

e. Who helped the expat translators make an alphabet for your language? 

_____________________________

f.     Do you like your Tok Ples alphabet? 

________________________________________________________

For really fluent people – have a few language specific issues ready to talk about with 

them. Like: what is the difference between <yu> and <yú>? Or: when people 

pronounce this word <tla> I hear them say it as [tila] - how do you know that you 

need to add the sound [i]?

School staff questionnaire

This questionnaire was administered orally. 

Interviewer:      Village: 
Date:                      2015

School Staff Questionnaire

PART 1: BACKGROUND

1.1  What is your name?           1.2  Gender: 1.3  Age:
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1.4  Where are you from?

1.5  What is the highest level of education that you have completed?

1.6  What is your mother tongue (language you grew up with)? 

1.7  What other languages do you speak? List all.The first one is  'The reputation of the 
expat ...' 

1.8  [if the interviewee doesn’t know Vernacular] Do you plan to learn Vernacular? Why or 
why not?

PART 2: BASIC SCHOOL INFORMATION

2.1  What is your position at the school? 

2.2   How long have you worked at the school?

2.3  How many teachers are at your school?

2.4  How many are not from the area?

2.5  How many of those not from the area are able to speak Vernacular?

2.6  How many children attend your school? 

2.7  Is this all of the children in the community? Most? (prompt to find out what 
percentage of the children in the community attend school)

2.8  What grade level do most students complete?

2.9  What other schools are in the area? (ask specifically about Tok Ples schools in the 
past/present if not mentioned)

School type Grades Location (village) Founded Language areas served

2.10  Have any schools closed? Which ones? How long ago? Why?

2.11  Are there plans for any new schools?

PART 3: LANGUAGE USE IN SCHOOLS

3.1  What language(s) are children taught in schools?

If vernacular is taught in schools

3.2  How much vernacular is taught? What subjects?
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3.3  What language(s) are the text books in? 

3.4  Are there any vernacular materials used in schools?

PART 4: READING

4.1  What language(s) do children learn to read?

If more than one

4.2  Which language do they learn to read first?

If they learn to read vernacular

4.3  What challenges do children have when learning to read V?

4.4  How much time is spent on V literacy? Focus on the teacher’s school

a. daily _______________
b. weekly _________________________
c. less than weekly __________________
d. other _____________________________

4.5  What opportunities are there for reading V materials inside school? Outside school?

(If mentioned say what materials, how access them, frequency used)

4.6  What is different between the English alphabet and the V alphabet? 
write down different letters and diacritics and also whether these are easy/difficult to 
learn

4.7  Before, you mentioned most students complete grade ____, how well can they read V 
after completing that grade? How well can they read English? (any other languages students 
are taught to read)

4.8 How many adults would you say know how to read V? 

a. none                               d.   more than half
b. a few                              e.   most
c. half                                 f.    all

4.9  What kinds of opportunities do adults have to learn to read V?

4.10  What opportunities were there in the past for adults to learn to read V? 

4.11  Not in the past, but now, what opportunities do community members have to read V 
materials? 

(If mentioned say what materials, how access them, frequency used)

PART 5: USE OF SCRIPTURE IN SCHOOLS

5.1  What ways do teachers use the Bible in class? (wait for response and prompt for the 
following possibilities if not mentioned) Ask about frequency.
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a. reading book                            d. memory verses

b. dramas                                     e. other

c. stories

5.2  Are there times outside of class that school staff use the Bible? (e.g. devotions)

If there is an opportunity to visit school, note which languages are used for classroom 
posters/signs (specifically  alphabet).

Church observation schedule

The church observation schedule was used in churches to record data about the 

service. 

Church Service Observation Schedule     Observed by: __________Village: _____________Date: 
____/____/          

Name of Church: _______________ Denomination: _____________      Service Time from: __:____ to: 
__:____ 

# people mid-service (start of sermon) M: __ W:__ C (-18):__   # people end of service M: __ W:__ C (-
18):_____

1.  Mark ALL the languages used for each activity. 

______ English TP Other Notes and observations

Writing on banners/walls    

Singing    
Write the number of songs 
next to the box

Announcements    

Scripture Reading    

Sermon    

Prayer    

Liturgy (prayers / responses / 
confession)

   

Socializing before/after    

Sharing/Testimonies    

Other Activity    
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2. How was the message given?  (Circle one response. Indicate which language(s), if possible)

a. In one language, namely ______

b. Translated phrase by phrase into a 2nd language _____by _____ an interpreter    ______ the preacher

c. Mainly in one language (___) but the preacher sometimes used another language (__) to give an explanation 
or summary.

d. In one language but some people had translation individually from someone sitting next to them.

e. More than one message given during the service and they were done in different languages.

3. Who gave the message? a. Regular pastor.   b. Visiting pastor.  c. Elder/deacon/catechist/layman.

    Where is this person from? _____________ What is his first language? ________________

4. Who did the Scripture reading(s)?  a. Regular pastor.  b. Visiting pastor.  c. Elder/deacon/catechist.    d. Church 
member.

    Where is this person from? _____________ What is his first language? ________________

5. How many people brought their Bibles? (Count how many and which language, if possible)

a. Vernacular ____   b. Tok Pisin ____ c. English ____ d. Other ____ (language: _________)  

6. Did the Pastor (if present) use the vernacular ? When?_________________________________________________

7. Consent given for SIL and partners to use information: Y/ N (Circle one) for online report: Y/ N (Circle one)
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Below is an excerpt from SERC, focused on the PIQUE factors. It is best to 

access the full spreadsheet at http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc, which 

includes more information about these studies and additional studies added subsequently, 

but this information is included here in the event that the full spreadsheet becomes 

difficult to access.

http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc
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I promote the use of SERC for identifying SE research that is similar to planned 

research. Finding similar research allows planners to build on work done previously. 

Judging similarity is useful for a number of reasons: to discover methods that have been 

used before for similar research questions or similar contexts; to discern how to adapt 

aspects of similar past research for future research; and to facilitate a comparison of the 

results of similar research to determine whether the results are consistent. These provide 

inspiration and focus to planning SE research.

Beyond an intuitive determination, it is challenging to explain which research 

projects are like another and why, since each has so many different design aspects. The 

PIQUE framework and the SERC database based on it make judging similarity by 

characteristics of interest more achievable. As an example, consider SURAM according 

to PIQUE, presented in Section 2.1.2 and compared to similar research in Section 2.2.1. 

To determine what other research is like SURAM, SERC can be sorted according to 

SURAM’s characteristics. Sorting by individual characteristic is simple. Sorting by 

multiple characteristics is more complex, but achievable, as demonstrated below.

It is likely that anyone sorting SERC for this purpose will consider certain 

characteristics more important than others. These could be granted more weight, or those 

considered less important could be excluded. For SURAM, of the PIQUE factors, I 

consider measurement of Scripture use, community members as informants, and multiple 

target populations most central to SURAM’s approach (and characteristics I am 

particularly interested in). 
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One way to find SE research that is similar to planned research is by giving scores 

to each research project. I demonstrate how I have done this below. My aim is to identify 

past research which is similar to SURAM in multiple respects. Having identified similar 

research, I have then described it, both as a way of conducting a literature review and to 

provide a comparison and contrast to SURAM’s methodology (see Sections 2.2.1 and 

2.2.2). 

Following this process reveals some of the strengths and weaknesses of using a 

scoring approach for discovering similarity. In Section 2.2, where I make the comparison 

of the studies identified below, I have included both studies similar to SURAM and 

studies less SURAM-like, but which were historically prominent.

Step 1: identify the characteristics of your planned study

The first step is to identify what the characteristics of the study will be. To do this, 

one could use the data-entry form for SERC, available from the spreadsheet at 

http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc, or manually select from the PIQUE options 

from Section 2.1.2 in this thesis. For example, for the Informant factor, select from which 

of the following categories of people the information will be collected: organizational 

unit directors or regional area directors, project managers, translation team members, 

church leaders, community members.

Having defined the characteristics of the (planned) study, studies shown in SERC 

can be compared and found to be similar or different in  PIQUE factors or other relevant 

factors (see examples in step 3 below). As I mention in step 4 below, this is not quite as 

simple as it could be, because more than one of the multiple-choice options have been 
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selected for some PIQUE factors for some studies. The person going through this process 

should define whether they want exact matches or partial similarity (see scoring in step 

2). For the process discussed here, I have scored according to overlap, that is, if SURAM 

was ‘a’, and another study was ‘a, b, c’ for a particular factor, it got full marks.

Step 2: score each research project’s PIQUE factors by similarity to SURAM

The PIQUE framework is not score-based. To create scores, my operative 

question for each factor for each project was, “How similar is this to SURAM?” When it 

was identical, a score of 1 was given. When very close, 0.75, when so-so, 0.5 (see table 

below for examples). Anything less similar was given no score (effectively a nil). This 

scoring was somewhat subjective, but because the PIQUE framework constrains those 

entering data to specific choices for the factors (except for the prose purpose statement, 

which accompanies the multiple-choice options for the Purpose factor), it was achievable, 

and another’s judgment would likely be similar to mine (see Section 2.1.2).

The results from this initial sort are shown in the following table, where high 

aggregate scores indicate similarity to SURAM. Research with aggregate scores below 

2.5, half of the highest possible score of 5, are not shown. All scores represent similarity, 

with a high score indicating greater similarity and a lower score less similarity.

Table 11. SERC Entries by Similarity Score to SURAM

Author/compiler #langs score P I Q U E

Engeler 20 4.75 1 1 0.75 1 1

Griffis 2 3.75 1 1 0.75 1
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Hill-Togo 1 3.75 1 1 1 0.75

Keller 1 3.5 1 1 0.75 0.75

Mitterhofer 8 3.5 1 1 0.5 1

O'Donnell 4 3.5 1 1 0.5 1

Margetts 1 3.25 1 1 0.5 0.75

Ngeh 1 3.25 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75

Richardson 1 3.25 1 1 0.5 0.75

Dye 15 3 1 1 1

Landin 150 3 1 1 1

Woodward 2 3 1 1 1

Federwitz 26 2.75 1 0.75 1

George 1 2.75 1 1 0.75

Gottschlich 1 2.5 1 1 0.5

Hill-Côte d’Ivoire 1 2.5 1 0.75 0.75

This step already provides some useful information on which research projects 

were similar to SURAM. Certain studies appear which I would not intuitively have 

considered similar to SURAM, but which it would be beneficial to examine more closely 

if I were again to conduct research similar to SURAM.

However, this initial sort has not excluded single-language research, despite the 

presence of factor E – Extent of Area Researched. By scoring this factor, research which 

focused on one language was given a lower score since it was different in this respect 

from SURAM, but the aggregate score for those in the table above was still high enough. 

Since an absolutely core aspect of SURAM’s approach was its study of multiple 

languages, allowing for conclusions about broader patterns in the PNG context, research 
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projects which studied only one language community should be eliminated. This is not to 

say they may not contain ideas relevant to a SURAM-like project, but we are trying to 

narrow our focus here.

Step 3: identify significant non-PIQUE factors which are dissimilar from 

SURAM

A central characteristic of SURAM was its replication across multiple languages. 

The table below shows the studies which remain after single-language research is 

removed. Eight single-language studies have been removed.

There are other factors apart from the PIQUE factors which could be used to 

narrow the field, for example: historical significance, location, how recent the research 

was, who did the research or what its intended audience was, factors related to the 

sensitivity of the research (for example, a research project cannot be referenced in the 

intended context because it has too much religious content), and research that was less 

successful.

Table 12. Multi-language SERC Entries by Similarity Score to SURAM

Author/compiler #langs score P I Q U E

Engeler 20 4.75 1 1 0.75 1 1

Griffis 2 3.75 1 1 0.75 1

Mitterhofer 8 3.5 1 1 0.5 1

O'Donnell 4 3.5 1 1 0.5 1

Woodward 2 3 1 1 1
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Dye 15 3 1 1 1

Landin 150 3 1 1 1

Federwitz 26 2.75 1 0.75 1

Two things motivated me to seek ways to further narrow the field from the above: 

1) a desire to further study  the research which was similar to SURAM in its most critical 

aspects, and 2) belief that comparing a more focused set would be more productive. I 

believe some subjective decision-making based on familiarity with the above studies 

could also narrow the field, but we are discussing the usefulness of the PIQUE factors, so 

I follow the process.

Step 4: identify and sort by the most critical characteristics

All of the PIQUE factors are useful for describing SE research, and together they 

communicate a clear picture of the main aspects of a research project (naturally 

additional metadata like location and date are also useful). But when looking at past 

research to inform future research, certain of the PIQUE factors may be more important 

to research planners. Were I planning SURAM again the Purpose and Informant factors 

seem most essential. The Extent factor also seems key, but I’ve already eliminated single-

language research above, so this has to some degree been accomplished. 

In the table below, scores for the Purpose and Informant factors are shown, where 

they are at least half of the total aggregate possible. Scores for the PIE and PIQ factors 

are also shown for reference. Note that this has not eliminated any further studies. While 
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this step fails to narrow the field further, it confirms that these studies are similar to 

SURAM in what I have determined to be the most critical factors.

Table 13. Multi-language SERC Entries Prioritizing Purpose and Informant

What is the last 
name of the 
primary author of 
the report? 

#langs score P I PIE 
score

PIQ 
score

Engeler 20 2 1 1 3 2.75

Griffis 2 2 1 1 3 2.75

Mitterhofer 8 2 1 1 3 2.5

O'Donnell 4 2 1 1 3 2.5

Woodward 2 2 1 1 3 2

Dye 15 1 1 2 1

Landin 150 1 1 1 2

Federwitz 26 1 1 1 1.75

Since we are now focused in on the most critical factors, we could eliminate any 

studies that are not identical in these aspects to SURAM, which would eliminate Dye, 

Landin, and Federwitz. These three studies would also be eliminated if we were using the 

‘at least half’ cut-off for PIE and PIQ factors, see the greyed-out cells. However, because 

these three are historically significant (see step 3 above, where I suggest additional 

parameters beyond the PIQUE framework for including or excluding studies from 

consideration), I want to keep them in the comparison. This still leaves me with eight 

studies judged by this process to be similar to SURAM.
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Many of the entries in SERC for the Purpose and Informant factors contained 

more responses than seems ideal. For example, for Purpose, the person entering the data 

was instructed to choose as many answers from the options as relate to the research’s 

purpose. Creating brief statements to represent projects’ purpose was difficult, and it may 

be that greater specificity could be achieved by further refinement of the options given, 

providing more numerous options, or limiting the answer to the most fitting option. 

Anticipating challenges in this area, SERC requested a prose description of purpose in 

addition to the multiple-choice options. A prose description may be more effective than 

the multiple-choice options for capturing the nuances of a research project’s objective, 

but brief purpose statements usually focus on particular aspects of a study. This can make 

them difficult to compare.

The same challenge of multiple answers arose for the Informant factor, for 

example, someone listed “translation team members, church leaders, community 

members” as informants for a particular research project. Though this is probably 

accurate, it is likely that one of these groups was the primary source of the data; it would 

be best to have a way to indicate this. SERC, especially given its push for brevity, is 

imperfect. As a working document, my hope is that incomplete or inaccurate data will be 

improved in the future.

As expected, simplifying the results of complex research is seldom 

straightforward. 
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Step 5: choose which research projects to focus on from among the studies 

resulting from this process

Research teams in the BT context rarely have all the time needed to do research 

perfectly. Indeed, I have argued that narrowing the focus of the research (Section 6.10) 

and making plans that are realistic based on the resources available (Section 6.9) is 

critical to success. Sometimes this means making hard decisions, perhaps even on a 

somewhat subjective basis. Nevertheless, I  encourage all SE researchers to be as 

thorough as they are able, because SE is a complex topic and the results of the research 

may be of great significance to BT agencies. 

For my thesis, then, I chose to eliminate from this comparative description the 

studies greyed-out in the table below. 

Table 14. Studies to be Eliminated from this Comparison

Author/compiler #langs score

Engeler 20 4.75

Griffis 2 3.75

Mitterhofer 8 3.5

O'Donnell 4 3.5

Woodward 2 3

Dye 15 3

Landin 150 3

Federwitz 26 2.75
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Reasons for elimination

For the sake of completing this process, below is more information on why I have 

eliminated Mitterhofer, O’Donnell, and Woodward from the comparison in this thesis. 

The tables have already shown that these projects scored least similar among the studies 

judged to be somewhat like SURAM, with the exception of the historically-prominent 

Dye, Landin, and Federwitz.85 

The main unifying factor among the studies to be excluded is their unit of 

analysis: the individual. This contrasts with all but one of the other studies to be included 

in the comparison, which all analyze by the community targeted by the project. Griffis is 

the exception; like Mitterhofer, O’Donnell, and Woodward, his unit of analysis is the 

individual. His study remains in the comparison because of a higher similarity score.

Recalling the comments made above about the multiplicity of selections chosen 

for the Purpose factor, it is useful to compare prose descriptions of each project’s 

purpose. SURAM’s stated purpose was to evaluate the use of vernacular Scriptures and 

provide guidance to future BT projects and strategy.

Mitterhofer says, “The main purpose of the survey was to investigate to what 

extent local people use already produced materials in their languages, both on a personal 

level and on a communal level, which materials are used and to explore the different 

factors which influence people's use of local language materials.” The focus was on 

frequency of exposure to certain products. The unit of analysis was individuals, which 

85 Notably, these three studies were done in 2013-2019, so it may be that they will also prove historically 
significant. Time will tell. 
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contrasts significantly with SURAM’s goal of looking at amount of use throughout the 

population the material was prepared for (data from SERC). 

O’Donnell writes, “This study examines both what Tanzanian Christians think 

about the Bible and the way they engage with it, through a review of the literature […] 

and primary research in [a cluster project]. Data was gathered through a mixed method 

approach using questionnaires […] and a group interview” (SERC). With the focus on the 

literature review, in combination with field research, we already see a significant 

difference from SURAM. Individuals were once again the unit of analysis. The sample 

chosen was one community from each of multiple target populations. The study was 

more theory-oriented, evaluating behavior and whether it matched SE theory by seeking 

to understand respondents’ view of the value of and message of the various Scriptures 

available to them. It did make recommendations about BT strategy (data from SERC).

Woodward writes, "This dissertation will focus on multilingual communities, 

investigating how they engage with Scriptures in both Swahili and their local language, 

and how these Scriptures are perceived.  The aim will be to assess what benefit, if any, 

multilingual communities receive from having access to Scriptures in their local language 

in addition to Swahili, to provide insight into the strategic planning of current and future 

local language translation projects." Like O’Donnell, this study looks at perceptions 

about all Scriptures, making some distinction between languages, and desiring to speak to 

BT strategy. Individuals were the unit of analysis. The bulk of the information comes 

from church leaders (SERC). 
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Based on scores, the use of individuals as the unit of analysis, and the different 

foci as described in purpose statements, these projects have been eliminated from the 

comparisons in Section 2.2. As was apparent from their similarity scores, they do share 

much in common with SURAM, and are worthy of examination by those planning 

SURAM-like research. 

Conclusion

It is quite likely that my scoring is imperfect, and I do not suggest that such a 

scoring process should alone determine which research is similar to planned research. 

Prose descriptions of purpose will be of significant help, as well as looking at non-

PIQUE factors relevant to the research planner (see step 2). That said, using SERC in this 

way to discover which past research is similar to planned research can show which past 

research can be most productively examined more closely.

For this thesis, this process has resulted in the following studies being described 

for comparison in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

Table 15. SURAM-like Studies Compared in this Thesis

Author/compiler #langs score P I Q U E

Engeler 20 4.75 1 1 0.75 1 1

Griffis 2 3.75 1 1 0.75 1

Dye 15 3 1 1 1

Landin 150 3 1 1 1

Federwitz 26 2.75 1 0.75 1
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SURAM did not aim to answer all SE questions for PNG, even for the present 

day, much less for the future. As mentioned in the critique in Section 4.4, SURAM also 

did not maximize opportunities for analysis and learning from the data collected. Here is 

a partial list of SE issues that BT agencies in contexts like PNG would benefit from 

investigating further, framed as specific research tasks.

Extend SURAM

• Analysis of SURAM’s factors: A significant amount of data is available in raw 

form and as scores. Conduct a more refined analysis of the relationship of 

these factors to VSU scores for each researched community. Having done so, 

assess the relationship of these factors to VSU scores across the dataset.

• Statistical analysis of SURAM’s factors: Statistical analysis on extant data is 

possible given some adjustments to the dataset, see Section 4.4.3. 

• SURAM derived research: Conduct a follow-up research project to further 

investigate a narrower set of factors than those investigated by SURAM, 

specifically those factors or questions not adequately answered by SURAM 

and those raised by SURAM. These questions could be proposed now, but it 

would be better to complete the analysis recommended above to more clearly 

define the scope.

• Continue SURAM research: SURAM proved to be a productive model. 11 

language communities is a very small sample, given that over 200 NT’s have 

been completed by SIL and its partners. Though some minor adjustments 

could be recommended, additional research trips using SURAM’s 
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methodology would increase the data available (for example, for statistical 

analysis). It could be that continuing to conduct such research would also keep 

these issues current in the minds of language personnel, encouraging 

engagement with the SURAM findings and inspiring change.

• Improve VSU database: A VSU database was developed during SURAM and 

has been added to since. Except for data included there from SURAM’s 

research, much of its contents come from reports by BT personnel (see 

Section 6.4 for concerns with this approach).

Investigate alternate follow-up to SURAM

• Conduct survey of language personnel to investigate felt research needs. 

Given that SURAM’s primary audience was language personnel in PNG, 

conduct research of the following from their perspective: relevance and 

accuracy of SURAM’s findings, matters not adequately investigated, and 

research questions which have not been asked.

• Conduct survey of language personnel to discover their ideas for how to 

respond to SURAM’s findings. SURAM made significant recommendations 

to language personnel already overburdened by the diversity and length of 

their task. Discover what types of assistance they perceive is needed or 

desired to implement SURAM’s recommendations.
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Respond to SURAM

• Implement SURAM recommendations. Such effort would demonstrate which 

of SURAM’s recommendations prove effective when implemented.

SURAM in other settings

• Conduct SURAM-like research of the projects of other BT agencies in PNG-

like settings. Contextual factors would be similar, therefore such research 

would reveal the effect of different philosophies and approaches to the BT 

task.

• Perform SURAM-like research in other contexts. Adjustments would need to 

be made, but retaining some of the main characteristics of SURAM would 

demonstrate whether this approach is productive in other settings.

Assessment of past SE research

• Evaluate efficacy of SE research to date. Assess which SE research has 

resulted in meaningful change in thinking and practice and evaluate reasons 

why. Factors could include timing (relative to organizational processes, 

innovations), the personnel involved, the research questions investigated, the 

nature of the findings and their presentation, and factors outside of the BT 

agency’s control. Findings could inform how future SE research is designed 

and conducted.
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• Summarize conclusions of SE research to date. In part because of the diversity 

of SE research to date, it is difficult to determine where they overlap and agree 

or disagree. The SERC (http://scripture-engagement.org/content/serc) project 

is a helpful starting point for such a summary.

• Discover SE research innovations. Like SURAM, other SE research projects 

may have explored questions or used methodologies it would be valuable for 

others to investigate or use. The aforementioned evaluations of SE research 

could aim to also highlight innovations.
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